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Editor’s Note
Bruce R. Burningham

Last summer, in preparation for taking over the reins as Editor 
of Cervantes, I put in a special request to my institutional librari-
ans, asking them to gather every back issue of the journal—most 

of which now inhabit the storage basement of Milner Library—so 
that I could physically peruse its entire history from Fall 1981 through 
Spring 2010 (the most recent issue then available). Initially, there was 
a bit of confusion when I tried to explain to the student worker who 
handed me a standard journal request form that I simply could not 
provide the “issue number,” “author name,” “article title,” and “page 
numbers” demanded by the form because I actually wanted to see the 
entire run of the journal—all in one place at one time—no matter 
where its various constituent segments might reside within the library 
system. We successfully resolved this bureaucratic impasse with the 
help of a faculty-librarian colleague (and without having to fill out doz-
ens of separate request forms), and within a few days the library staff 
had graciously accommodated my request, placing all 58 regular and 
special issues of the journal on a large rolling cart parked just behind 
the circulation desk. And thus, last August, I spent two leisurely after-
noons browsing—and occasionally reading—my way through thirty 
years of Cervantes.

It will come as no surprise to those of you who have long been af-
filiated with the Cervantes Society of America (and who are perhaps 
Founders or Charter Members of this organization) that we have much 
to be proud of when it comes to our official journal.  Indeed, my ex-
tended perusal of three decades of published research and scholarship 
revealed three notable characteristics worth mentioning here, if for no 
other reason than to remind ourselves of the impressive legacy this 
journal represents.  First, Cervantes has always served as a venue to 
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showcase the work of the world’s most distinguished cervantistas, schol-
ars from every corner of the globe who read Cervantes (with everything 
that the word “read” implies today) both in the original Spanish and 
in a multiplicity of linguistic and cultural translations and adaptations. 
Second, and at the same time, Cervantes has always welcomed the 
work of emerging young scholars whose energetic contribution to the 
journal and to the field has helped maintain the vitality of our collec-
tive enterprise.  Third, Cervantes has always published a wide range of 
scholarly approaches—from philology to deconstruction, from genre 
theory to gender theory, from philosophy to feminism, from biograph-
ical criticism to psychoanalytic criticism (to name just a few). As Jay 
Allen commented in his very first Editor’s preface in the 1981 inaugural 
issue: “I think we have to offer something rather different, above all 
something which addresses the peculiar difficulties of working with 
an author who generates such a vast and disparate bibliography” (5). 
Indeed we do, and indeed we have, thanks in no small measure to my 
predecessors in this position.

As we move into our fourth decade, my goal as Editor is to see to 
it that these three crucial characteristics are maintained and enhanced.  
At the same time, I hope to regularize several elements that have inter-
mittently come and gone over the years (although I must admit that 
none of these are actually included in this particular issue).  I am think-
ing specifically of a regular section of “Notes” distinct from the full-
length articles and a regular “Forum” where readers can comment on 
previously published material, debate issues that exceed the confines 
of the traditional scholarly essay, and perhaps even formally respond 
to published book reviews.  Beyond these elements, Howard Mancing, 
current President of the Cervantes Society, has also suggested the idea 
of occasionally inviting a featured “target essay” followed by a cluster 
of invited “response essays,” as well as the creation of an annual award 
to recognize the year’s most outstanding article.  Moreover, at least one 

“special issue” idea is already in the works.
Along the way, I hope to engage in a number of projects to help 

bring Cervantes fully into the so-called information age.  For instance, 
we recently secured Internet domain names for both Cervantes and the 
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Society, and have subsequently launched new websites whose addresses 
are: www.cervantesjournal.com and www.cervantessociety.com.  If you 
haven’t already had a chance to do so, please check them out.  Likewise, 
we hope to begin a process of converting all of the pre-1990 articles 
currently archived on our website from html format into high-quality 
pdfs, something that will then make it possible to download the entire 
Cervantes archive into any one of various e-readers like iPad, Kindle, or 
Nook.

As for this current issue, I am excited by the quality and variety of 
essays we have to offer.  John Jay Allen and James Iffland have written 
very warm tributes to Anthony Close, who, as most of you probably 
know, passed away unexpectedly last September. Theirs are fitting re-
minders, once again, of the impressive scholarly legacy that has been 
documented over the years in the pages of this journal. Following their 
pieces, we are pleased to publish eight articles divided into two groups 
(although, I will note that there are a number of common threads that 
run both through and across all eight essays). The first four articles are 
by Georgina Dopico Black, Chad M. Gasta, Ashley Hope Pérez, and 
Timothy McCallister who explore a wide range of Cervantine issues, 
including the cultural ramifications of translation, early modern no-
tions of relativity, Girardian triangular desire revisited in “El curioso 
impertinente,” and the theological workings of grace at the end of part 
one of Don Quixote. The last four articles constitute a cluster of es-
says delivered at last year’s various regional US Cervantes symposia; 
with David Boruchoff representing the Chicago symposium held joint-
ly at the Newberry Library and the Instituto Cervantes de Chicago; 
Martha García representing the Florida symposium held at Florida 
International University in Miami; Rogelio Miñana representing the 
California symposium held at California State University, Fresno; and 
Amy R. Williamsen representing the Texas symposium held jointly at 
the University of Texas, Austin and the Wizard Academy. Following 
these essays, we are also pleased to publish three book reviews written 
by Gonzalo Martín de Marcos, Shannon M. Polchow, and Rodrigo 
Cacho Casal, who review books written by Alfonso Martín Jiménez, 
Jesús G. Maestro, and Francisco Márquez Villanueva.
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I thank theses scholars for their fine contributions to the Spring 
2011 issue of Cervantes, and for all their hard work in preparing these 
pieces for publication. I thank Cervantes’s Associate Editors for both 
their expertise and their good will in providing timely peer reviews 
of submitted manuscripts. I also thank Kelsey Coker and Cassandra 
Burningham for their much-appreciated help in proofreading these 
various essays and book reviews. And finally, I thank Esteban Touma, 
my editorial assistant, not only for his invaluable proofreading skills, 
but also for the many hours he spent helping me lay out the pages of 
this issue.

BRB
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Remembering Anthony Close and His Work
__________________________________________John Jay Allen

Cervantistas had been anxiously awaiting Anthony Close’s 
ground-breaking study of The Romantic Approach to Don 
Quixote when it appeared in 1978. He had announced it six 

years earlier, in “Don Quixote and the Intentionalist Fallacy,” and its 
appearance more than fulfilled the expectations aroused by a series 
of articles in British journals over those previous years, during which 
Anthony had established himself as the most perceptive and articulate 
of the “hard” critics of Don Quixote. I wrote at that time that he had 
written “a chapter in the history of ideas about Don Quixote which I 
think will stand, and within which more detailed and specific relation-
ships can now be elaborated. I think it is a very valuable book.” 

The Cervantes Society organized a special session at the MLA 
Convention in December 1979, on “Approaches to Don Quijote,” con-
sisting of a series of speakers commenting on his book; it drew a large 
audience and provoked lively discussion. It was clear at the outset that 
we were dealing with a landmark contribution to Cervantes studies. 
Patricia and I toured the wineries of Napa Valley with him during that 
week, and I visited him at Cambridge three years later and a second 
time around 2000. The last time we coincided was in Los Angeles in 
1996. Always affable and engaging, Anthony was a brilliant close reader 
of Cervantes. I liked his work better than he liked mine, I’m afraid, and 
we differed significantly in our interpretation of the post-ducal chap-
ters of the book; the strength of his work was always its solid grounding 
in the intellectual discourse of Cervantes’s time.

When I was asked in 1999 to appraise his candidacy for a personal 
Readership at Cambridge, I sent the following letter:
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 It must first be said that Anthony Close achieved the interna-
tional stature described in your letter as requisite for a personal 
Readership twenty years ago with the publication of The Romantic 
Approach to Don Quixote. The appearance of the book prompted 
an invitation to Close to participate in a special session dedicated 
entirely to his controversial work the next year at the annual con-
vention of the Modern Language Association of America. That 
book and Close’s subsequent publications are obligatory references 
for anyone working with Cervantes’s thought and the interpreta-
tion of Don Quijote. Close is the most outstanding of the students 
who have studied with E. C. Riley, the pre-eminent Cervantes 
scholar of the second half of the 20th century, and the Romantic 
Approach is perhaps second only to Riley’s own Cervantes’s Theory 
of the Novel in the extent of its influence over subsequent critical 
comment on Cervantes’s masterpiece. The originality of his work 
on the history of the interpretation of Cervantes’s work lies in the 
persuasive account of the often subtle and indirect relationships 
among dozens of critics in various lines of criticism over more than 
a century, and in the sheer scope of the work he undertook. Close 
has convincingly suggested filiations among critics that had previ-
ously not been noted, thus changing the way we look at this vast 
body of interpretive criticism. 
 His selection by Francisco Rico for the assignments referred 
to in his Personal Statement [two sections of the introduction to 
Rico’s classic edition] is clear testimony to his current international 
standing. As it happens, I have just sent to press a review of the 
Rico Don Quijote. Allow me to quote relevant portions of my text: 

“The second piece of the prologue is the first of two in this sequence 
by Anthony Close[.] ‘Cervantes: Pensamiento, personalidad, cul-
tura’ is an excellent evocation of the cultural heritage evidenced in 
Cervantes’s work and a complete and balanced summary of critical 
contributions to this aspect. The sixth section of the prologue, and 
one of the most difficult to write, certainly, is ‘Las interpretaciones 
del Quijote.’ Close has given in his post-1925 review a full and 
sensible account of an enormous body of criticism. I have looked 
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through the ‘Lecturas’ and ‘Notas complementarias’ sections in the 
second volume of this magnificent edition with his list of critics 
before me, to see to what extent the fifty or so cervantistas who 
wrote the commentaries coincided in their references with his as-
sessment, and I find that his general outline reflects rather well 
the contemporary consensus as to whose interpretations have been 
most helpful.”
 ‘Theory vs. the Humanist Tradition Stemming from Américo 
Castro,’ Close’s thorough and lucid subsequent contribution to the 
Hispanic Issues volume Cervantes and His Postmodern Constituencies 
is an indispensible complement to this discussion, one in which 
the work of many more recent critics is discussed and placed in its 
appropriate critical-historical context.
 His Don Quijote, an introduction for the general reader pub-
lished in 1990, is a fine, subtle piece of work, second in quality 
in my judgment only to Riley’s comparable study, in a decade in 
which five such studies by eminent scholars appeared (others by 
Peter Russell, Carroll Johnson, and Luis Murillo). All of Close’s 
publications have kept to the same high standards of scholarship: 
thorough acquaintance with and responsible treatment of relevant 
previous criticism, argument characterized by rigorous logic and 
thorough grounding in the text under consideration, articulate and 
precise exposition.
 In short, I can say with confidence that Anthony Close is one 
of a handful of authorities on Cervantes who are acknowledged in-
ternationally, having produced research that is original and funda-
mental and that has figured significantly in subsequent work in the 
field. Having had a major impact on Cervantes studies for the past 
twenty years, he has established himself in his most recent work as 
the most trustworthy guide to the plethora of theory-oriented criti-
cism of the present.

I have quoted my reference letter for Anthony’s promotion at what 
must seem excessive length because I was astonished, and remain so a 
decade later, by the receipt, in 2001, of a letter from Cambridge asking 
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for any comments I might wish to add to this letter, it being the case 
that “Dr. Close has reapplied for promotion, as he was unsuccessful 
in the 1999 exercise.” I still find their earlier decision utterly incom-
prehensible. Ted Riley once told me that, for him, the work of two of 
his students—Anthony Close and Edwin Williamson—validated his 
entire teaching career. 

Anthony could be devastatingly effective in dealing with the criti-
cism of recent decades, and fearless. I want to close this remembrance 
with some lines from his very thoughtful and learned, yet delight-
ful, account of his correspondence with Professor Alicia Newberg, in 
Cervantes and His Postmodern Constituencies:

I am not indiscriminately opposed to all forms of [avant-garde the-
ory]. My skepticism is directed less at the masters than at their dis-
ciples, who tend crudely to emphasize the antihistorical tendencies 
of the chosen model, turning it into a stereotyped grid of interpre-
tation that can be imposed on any text, regardless of its specificity. 
Avoidance of that unhappy result, and steering among the highly 
contentious philosophical problems involved, require a level of so-
phistication that most practitioners do not possess. 

Anthony Close was a brilliant, witty, immensely learned and articu-
late man. I had looked forward very much to the pleasure of coinciding 
with him once again at the Coloquios Cervantinos in Guanajuato last 
fall after many years without seeing him, and I was stunned to learn 
that his untimely death had robbed me of that opportunity. 

jjallen@kih.net
University of Kentucky
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Anthony Close: A Remembrance
___________________________________________James Iffland

Like all who knew Anthony Close, I was stunned on receiv-
ing word of his sudden passing on September 17, 2010. Distinct 
memories of his vigorous gait and beaming smile contrasted ex-

cruciatingly with the thought that he was gone forever. For me, Anthony 
was not only an admired colleague but a dear friend and neighbor.

Like most of this journal’s readers, I first came to know Anthony 
through his scholarship. In the mid-eighties I was working on an ex-
tensive essay that focused on what I called the “social destiny” of Don 
Quijote, and Anthony’s groundbreaking The Romantic Approach to Don 
Quixote was proving very useful for me in its clear-eyed assessment 
of the ideological roots of the dominant readings of Cervantes’s mas-
terpiece over the past two centuries. I did have some serious reserva-
tions, however, about what I referred to, in a rather unkind footnote, 
as the startling “naiveté” of what appeared to be one of his basic prem-
ises—that is, that present-day scholars might be able to reconstruct 
what the actual response to Don Quijote was among readers in early 
seventeenth-century Spain. Anthony had already begun to emerge as 
a leading representative of the hard-line “funny book” strand within 
Cervantes scholarship (Russell, Eisenberg), and while I sympathized 
with the latter’s historicizing tendency, I also found it to be overly re-
strictive in many ways.

I worked on this piece while summering in Frigiliana, a small 
mountain village in the eastern part of the province of Málaga, some-
thing I had started to do in 1981. Little did I realize that the individual 
whose work I both admired and (in part) rejected was sitting at the 
other end of the same town, slightly under a kilometer away.
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It was Paul Julian Smith who alerted me to the fact that I was very 
probably Anthony’s neighbor in Spain. I had invited Paul to speak at 
Boston University in the mid-eighties, and in one of our exchanges, 
he said that he thought that Frigiliana was where Anthony co-owned 
a house with his former wife, Lorna Close, who had been Paul’s dis-
sertation advisor at Cambridge. In the summer of 1988 I went down to 
the other end of town and met Lorna, who, over drinks, very kindly 
offered to alert Anthony about the American professor who wanted to 
meet him. Sure enough, a few weeks later, I heard a knock at the door 
and on opening it, there stood Anthony, blinking in mid-day sun. He 
graciously invited me down to his house, where I was introduced to 
his wife Françoise and their daughter Lucy, along with his stepchildren, 
Virginia and David. I returned the invitation a few days later, and thus 
began an enduring friendship—one that could have started some six 
or seven years earlier had we known that we were neighbors (“Más vale 
tarde que nunca…”).

I was working in Madrid at the time as the resident director of 
Boston University’s study abroad program there, and Anthony very 
kindly invited me to give a lecture at Cambridge that fall. I gladly ac-
cepted, of course, but did so with a bad conscience. My “social destiny” 
piece had just come out, and though I knew that Anthony would ap-
preciate the part where I had used so much of his Romantic Approach to 
prove my point, I dreaded the thought of his coming across my harsh 
footnote. I decided to act preemptively, providing him with a photo-
copy of the essay just as we were bidding adieu and finalizing some 
details about my trip to England.

The weeks went by during which I awaited the arrival of a curt 
missive, perhaps disinviting me. Thankfully it never came, and sure 
enough, there was Anthony waiting at Gatwick when I stepped off the 
plane. In the ensuing days at Anthony and Françoise’s delightful home, 
my host behaved impeccably, generously introducing me at my lec-
ture, driving me around the English countryside with his family, and 
even arranging for me to dine at “High Table” at Emmanuel College. 
Although Anthony himself had a thorough disdain for the academic 
rituals and ethos of Cambridge’s colleges, he thought that I was in need 
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of an eye-opening anthropological experience. Afterwards he derived 
undiluted amusement from how astonished the young, left-leaning 
American academician emerged from said experience, laughing vigor-
ously as we drove home in the rain that evening.

Only once during my visit did Anthony finally bring up the fa-
mous footnote. I forget what, exactly, he had to say, but it was clear 
that he wasn’t pleased by it. (In subsequent years he would allude to 
it with a wry grin every once in awhile, showing me that he had never 
forgotten…) It should be noted that he was still smarting at the time 
from the many attacks to which he had been subjected in the after-
math of the publication of The Romantic Approach, particularly from 
Hispanists here in the U.S. (He would recount in great detail, and with 
sly humor, a verbal barrage he underwent at a session at the MLA in 
which he himself had been asked to participate.) Though Anthony was 
no doubt aware of the polemical nature of that book (and even relished 
his role as a provocateur), it was clear that he had been caught off guard 
by just how many hackles it had managed to raise. 

And here we get to the crux of the path Anthony followed within 
the field of Cervantes studies and Hispanism in general. The early part 
of Anthony’s career coincided with the surge of interest in “Theory” 
in many parts of the world, but particularly here in the United States. 
His historicizing deflation of the “Romantic approach” appeared to 
walk hand-in-hand with a rejection of many of the theoretical trends 
bursting onto the scene (albeit belatedly in the realm of Hispanism) 
at American universities as well as in Great Britain. Slowly but surely, 
Anthony began to be featured in the role of an anti-theoretical Uncle 
Scrooge, snorting “Bah, humbug!” every time he encountered attempts 
to apply “Theory” to his beloved Cervantes. Most of these attempts 
connected up, in Anthony’s view, with strains of the Romantic ap-
proach, particularly as they painted a “subversive” or “oppositional” 
Don Quijote. Anthony could be particularly trenchant when it came 
to Bakhtinian approaches to Cervantes’s masterpiece. For him, any 
thought of a carnivalizing or popular-festive current within the work 
was simply an anachronistic misreading of its vis comica. 
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This notion set Anthony on a collision course with the author of 
these lines. During the nineties Anthony was hard at work on what 
is arguably his most important work, Cervantes and the Comic Mind 
of His Age. At the same time I was writing De fiestas y aguafiestas: Risa, 
locura e ideología en Cervantes y Avellaneda. We finished our books at 
roughly the same time, though I was able to send him a copy of De fies-
tas while he was still putting the finishing touches on Cervantes and the 
Comic Mind. This provided Anthony with just enough time to get in a 
punch against my neo-Bakhtinian approach as well as against those of 
several other colleagues (see p. 11).

It should be pointed out that in this extremely important work 
Anthony does employ critical tools more associated with much-maligned 
“Theory” (Foucault, for example, appears prominently). Indeed, the 
fruit of his analysis using those tools would have been extremely use-
ful for my argument in De fiestas, centering, as it does, on fundamen-
tal changes of the socio-cultural parameters of humor occurring be-
tween the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Anthony argues that 
Cervantes is carried along by those currents moving away from cruder, 
more rambunctious or aggressive forms of humor (which he terms 

“Aristophanic”) in court-related culture and its literary and para-liter-
ary products, all of which culminates in a more oblique and “humane” 
way of provoking laughter in his readers. And, as goes without saying, 
Anthony downplays the notion of a “subversive” Cervantes in favor of 
an author much more aligned with Establishment values. While Don 
Quijote does, of course, break new ground, even being “revolutionary” 
within the terrain of literary praxis, this comes about largely through 
Cervantes’s return to precepts of Classical aesthetics, including that of 
decorum. In sum, a kind of “revolution through tradition.” Any no-
tion of a Cervantes nurtured by the ideology of popular-festive culture 
is completely banished.

Here is where Anthony and I parted ways in dramatic fashion. 
Whereas my dear friend saw Cervantes as firmly ensconced within the 
new “comic mind” which strived to distance itself from more vulgar 
(“Aristophanic”) proclivities, I saw him as being one of the last ex-
emplars of that strain of Renaissance authors (emblematized best by 
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Rabelais, of course) who drank deeply from the sources of popular-
festive culture. And rather than seeing Cervantes as an “innovator 
through tradition,” I saw him precisely as a flouter of inherited aesthet-
ic practices or values—precisely something against which Avellaneda 
reacts, in my reading, when composing his own continuation.

In sum, despite our shared views about socio-historical trends in 
humor taking place at the time, Anthony and I came out on diametri-
cally opposed sides on the issue of how Cervantes himself fit into those 
trends. Either Anthony was right or I was right—there really was no 
middle ground.

And here we arrived at a key moment in the friendship that united 
us—a moment that also shows Anthony’s true caliber as human be-
ing. Convinced that both of us could not be right, I decided to write a 
review-article (entitled “Laughter Tamed” and published in this jour-
nal) in which I would both give Anthony the full credit he was due, 
while at the same time striving to refute the ultimate stance his book 
takes. Given that a long friendship was potentially at stake, and at a 
historical moment within academia in which pernicious “food fights” 
have become ever more common, I had to find a way to rebut Anthony 
without causing offense. As he pointed out to me on more than one 
occasion, Cervantes and the Comic Mind was a work in which he had 
invested enormous amounts of time and effort. It was scheduled to 
be published just a lustrum before the obligatory retirement age at 
Cambridge. And to be perfectly frank, Anthony could be corrosive, in 
his bitingly ironical fashion, towards those with whom he locked horns. 
If Anthony did take serious umbrage at this attempt to question the 
key argument of his crowning contribution to Cervantes scholarship, I 
had to be prepared, potentially, for the worst.

In the weeks after “Laughter Tamed” came out in 2003, I held my 
breath in the hopes I would not receive an email from Anthony, the 
opening of which would reveal that our friendship had just moved on 
to shaky ground. No such email ever arrived. Indeed, Anthony didn’t 
respond at all, either in the form of an official response (to which he 
was entitled) or in any other venue that I know of. When it came time 
for our summer encounters in Málaga, I girded myself for some of 
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Anthony’s better barbs, delivered with that quintessential British ici-
ness of which he was, in fact, perfectly capable. Instead, on opening 
the door of his house, there he stood with the broad, oddly sheepish 
smile that was also very much a part of his usual demeanor. Whatever 
he might have thought about my attempt to bring into question the 
central points of his book, it appeared that he wasn’t going to let it 
interfere with the wonderful dinner he had prepared. 

It may, of course, have been that Anthony thought I was so full of 
hot air that “Laughter Tamed” didn’t merit a response. I would prefer 
to believe, however, that he recognized the review-article to be a good-
faith effort to engage with his argument, that he realized that I had 
been pretty much forced to take him on, and that I had done so within 
the “friendly ethos” that he saw as being the mark of Don Quijote itself. 
In the course of dinner, the centerpiece of which was one of the paellas 
on which Anthony prided himself (and rightfully so), he did make a sly 
aside here and there to “Laughter Tamed,” but never in a way designed 
to leave a wound. I returned from dinner that night with a great sense 
of relief: we were still friends! (The reader may think I am dramatizing 
this whole episode to excess, but I have been in academia long enough 
to know just how fragile our professional egos can be.)

Subsequent years brought us the tidal wave of the cuarto centena-
rio, which coincided, in bittersweet fashion, with Anthony’s retirement 
from Cambridge. The flurry of invitations he received to a host of com-
memorative events (including one at Boston University) constituted a 
very welcome confirmation of just how prominent a position he had 
achieved in Cervantes scholarship. In the run-up to the “efeméride” 
Anthony managed to win the promotion to the rank of “Reader” at 
Cambridge that had not been forthcoming earlier in his career when 
he most certainly had already accumulated the necessary merits for it. 
(Anthony was quick to point out that, from his perspective, the pri-
mary importance of the promotion derived less from the enhancement 
of his self-image than from the fact that his retirement pension would 
be significantly larger—a matter of real concern as his departure from 
Cambridge neared.) 
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It was extremely gratifying to me, as Anthony’s friend, to see the 
honors pile up even after he retired—including his election to the 
presidency of the Asociación Internacional “Siglo de Oro” (AISO). 
In Spain, in particular, Anthony achieved near-celebrity status as his 
work was perceived as the embodiment of a sober, commonsensical 
response to the “folly” that had gripped Hispanism as practiced on 
this side of the Atlantic. Even though Anthony rejected the persona of 
the Cantabrigian “don,” much about him certainly made his Spanish 
colleagues (among others) see him in that light—in this case, to his 
distinct advantage.

The all too few years during which Anthony enjoyed his retirement 
marked an incredible burst of scholarly creativity as he published ar-
ticle after article, spoke at conference after conference, and was invited 
to give seminars at many universities. Despite the fact that Cervantes 
and the Comic Mind had left him exhausted and with very little desire 
to write another book, Anthony proceeded to compose his very help-
ful A Companion to Don Quixote, published just two years before his 
death. Cervantes was “in Anthony’s blood,” so to speak, and he contin-
ued to write about him until the very end. 

Fortuitously, Rodrigo Cacho Casal, Anthony’s successor at 
Cambridge, had the idea of honoring him with a well-deserved 
Festschrift just a few years prior to his passing. Aided by Anthony’s be-
loved wife Françoise, Rodrigo discreetly contacted a wide spectrum of 
Anthony’s friends and colleagues to solicit contributions. Miraculously, 
the secret was kept by those who agreed to write something, and on 
March 5, 2009 Anthony was lured into a room where he was expect-
ing to attend some social event or another, only to discover that he 
was actually there to be presented with a brand-new copy of El in-
genioso hidalgo: Estudios en homenaje a Anthony Close, with essays by 
Jean Canavaggio, Aurora Egido, Francisco Rico, and Eduardo Urbina, 
among others. When we met that summer in Frigiliana, Anthony 
swore up and down that he did not know that the homage was in the 
works, and that he was left quite flabbergasted on receiving it. (He also 
engaged in one of his characteristic displays of humor, suggesting—in 
light of my own contribution to the volume in which I strive to deflate 
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the silly pretensions of an interdisciplinary group of professors at the 
Complutense who were intent on showing (“scientifically,” of course) 
that the “lugar de la Mancha” was, indeed, Villanueva de los Infantes—
that I program the GPS system in my Spanish rental car so as to steer 
a wide berth around this specific Manchegan town.)

One of the reasons I think Anthony was truly surprised by the 
homage is that he had carried out his career without truly “playing the 
game” in the way characteristic of the adroit politicians one tends to 
find at the pinnacle of the academy. Anthony never curried favor from 
more powerful colleagues in the profession. To the contrary, during 
much of his career he could strike people as somewhat standoffish or 
even prickly. As he approached retirement, however, with his achieve-
ments increasingly recognized and celebrated, Anthony “softened up” 
in his dealings with others, even taking on an avuncular air at times, 
especially with younger colleagues. But even during this later stage of 
his life, Anthony in many ways continued to be a resolutely private, 
and ultimately very shy, person. (Indeed, I think Anthony’s fundamen-
tal shyness was what was responsible for some of that thorniness with 
which some colleagues associated him.)

Where Anthony felt truly at home was, indeed, at home, or bet-
ter said, with his immediate family—that is, with his daughter Lucy 
and Françoise. This does not mean that feeling at home involved actu-
ally staying inside the confines of his abodes in England or Spain. To 
the contrary, Anthony loved traveling—yes, preferably with his family. 
Anecdotes from these travels often added spice to dinner conversations 
in which, with his typically puckish sense of humor, he would narrate 
one or another mishap or comical exchange with the locals. The former 
included the story about the time he was driving through Death Valley 
in the western United States in a rented car with Françoise and the 
children; much to his horror, the keys ended up getting locked inside 
the vehicle: 115 degree temperatures with no help in sight. (I forget how 
the story ended, but Anthony and family did survive the ordeal.) More 
recently, Anthony recounted how on yet another desert excursion, this 
time to the Giza pyramids in Egypt, a guide offered him one thousand 
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camels (!) in exchange for his beloved Françoise. (No, Anthony didn’t 
go for the deal.)

Despite that reserve that often formed part of his public persona, 
Anthony had a warm relationship with the ebullient (and superhu-
manly loud) townspeople of Frigiliana. He would somehow be remark-
ably up-to-date on the local gossip and recent scandals—no doubt a 
relief from their equivalent in the “small world” of Cambridge. He 
was helped by a natural onomastic fit into village life given that one 
of Frigiliana’s patron saints is San Antonio, which translates in practi-
cal terms into roughly 40% of local males bearing the name “Antonio” 
(the rest being either “Sebastián” or “José”). Given the substantial over-
lap of surnames that occurs as well, this means that everyone has a 
nickname to distinguish himself from the other bearers of the same 
name. Anthony was quite knowledgeable about the wide range of local 
monikers—a testament to his integration with the local ethos. (This 
contrasted dramatically with what is typically the case among the many 
other Englishmen who also have houses in and around the village and 
whose clannishness irritated Anthony no end.)

A few more personal details about Anthony as we come to a close. 
He was a great hiker, often going up into the mountains behind 
Frigiliana or occasionally venturing into the Pyrenees or the Picos de 
Europa. He also did a great deal of windsurfing in the Mediterranean 
until very recently and loved to race sailboats on small lakes in the 
English countryside. He preferred to speak French to Françoise, and it 
was from that language that he took most of the terms of endearment 
with which he showered her. A great lover of classical music (Bach, 
Brahms, Schubert), he was particularly interested in opera (Wagner), 
and frequently recorded live performances broadcast on the radio. He 
was a splendid cook, his chef d’oeuvre being that remarkably convincing 
paella that seemed to get better every year. 

Other passions Anthony pursued: gardening, at his homes both in 
England and Spain, and cricket, which he played into the early eight-
ies. (He explained the rules of the game to me at least a dozen times, 
but I would always forget them almost immediately. With exemplary 
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patience, Anthony would go through them in detail yet again the next 
summer we met.)

Anthony’s aversion for the “Rule, Britannia” mentality in virtually 
all of its variants may have been generated in part by the two years he 
spent as a conscript (starting at age 18) in the British army (just before 
obligatory service was abolished). He served in Nigeria as a lieutenant, 
learned some Hausa, and was apparently a good artillery instructor. 
(He never told me much about his military service; the details I note 
here were kindly provided by Françoise.)

    ***
Anthony deserved to continue flourishing in his energetic retire-

ment. He deserved to keep enjoying his rich family life, particularly 
after having just witnessed the wedding of his daughter Lucy a mere 
two weeks before his passing away. 

Alas, life is not fair, as Anthony would be the first to point out. 
Indeed, he would no doubt discourage any attempt on the part of 
friends and family to turn his abrupt departure into a maudlin exercise 
of pity for him (or self-pity among those who survive him). As to-
gether we watched the slow but inexorable departure of so many distin-
guished members of the cervantista fellowship over the past decade and 
a half—Maurice Molho, Ted Riley (Anthony’s dissertation director, for 
whom he wrote a touching eulogy in this journal [22.1 (2002)]), José 
María Casasayas, Carroll Johnson—Anthony would express his true 
dismay at each loss, but always with that pensive irony and hard-boiled 
realism that always characterized him. It may have been my uncon-
scious memory of our conversations about those departed colleagues 
that helped to generate the oddly persistent, and very vivid, sensation I 
felt in the hours just after I learned of Anthony’s death. I kept hearing 
his voice saying, in the resonantly subdued tone and crisp British ac-
cent that characterized it, “Carry on, Jim, carry on.” An imperative, in 
brief, not to get overly sentimental, not to react in excess to the “fact” 
of human mortality, at least as it applied to him. 

Given how strong our friendship was, this is a difficult mandate to 
follow. I will sorely miss Anthony, as will many others, ranging from 
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fellow cervantistas to his neighbors in Andalusia and, of course, his 
loving family. And even those colleagues with whom he crossed verbal 
swords over the years will have to admit that our on-going dialogue 
about things Cervantine will be considerably impoverished now that 
he is gone. Fortunately for us, however, his written work will continue 
to enlighten and, yes, provoke us. 

iffland@bu.edu
Boston University
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Pierre Menard, traductor del Quijote; or 
Echo’s Echoes

_______________________________Georgina Dopico Black

How does our understanding of Cervantes or of Borges, of 
authorship or translation, change if we engage in the critical 
fiction that Pierre Menard is translator of Don Quixote and 

not its author? What are the dangers and possibilities of imagining a 
translation into the same language, into seemingly identical words? Is 
not the work of Cervantes’s morisco aljamiado ultimately this? What 
is lost and what is gained, not just in translation, but in a translation 
that unsettles the original, that disrupts the very notion of translation? 
I begin with this critical fiction—of a “Pierre Menard, traductor del 
Quijote”—as preface to a close reading of a short passage from the 
story that turns on these very questions: the segment where the narra-
tor reads, cannot help but read, not just the three chapters of the Don 
Quixote authored by Pierre Menard, but also other parts he never at-
tempted, as if they were Menard’s work.1

On one hand, my initial proposition of Menard as translator is not 
so farfetched, or at least no more farfetched than the story’s premise; es-
pecially given the way in which those two seemingly separate categories 
of authorship are already conflated in Don Quixote and, markedly so, 

1  This paper was first read at NYU’s “Crisscrossing” conference in April 2009. It was sub-
sequently presented at the Third Florida Cervantes Conference held at Florida International 
University in April 2010 and as the 2010 Cervantes Lecture at Fordham University. My thanks 
to the organizers of these symposia for their generous invitations and, especially, for the oppor-
tunity to share and discuss my work. In particular, I would like to mark my debt of gratitude 
to Amaury Sosa, Vanessa Ceia, Edward Rosa, Patricia López, Ricardo Castells, Anne Cruz, 
Bruce Burningham, and Javier Jiménez Belmonte. This essay forms part of a longer project on 
translation currently in progress.
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in the very chapters Menard decides to translate: chapter 9, a portion of 
which Borges cites in both Cervantes’s and Menard’s versions and that 
narrates the discovery of the manuscript authored by Cide Hamete 
in the alcaná de Toledo and the contracting of the morisco translator; 
chapter 38, which continues “el curioso discurso que hizo don Quijote 
de las armas y las letras” and ends with the opening of the Captive’s 
tale itself, an adventure in translation and conversion (1.38:445); and 
a portion of chapter 22, the galley slaves episode, which opens with a 
characterization of Cide Hamete Benengeli, presumably offered by the 
morisco translator, as an “autor arábigo y manchego” (1.22:235).

On the other, the possibility of translation into the same language 
is one that Borges himself allows for in “Las versiones homéricas”: 

Un parcial y precioso documento de las vicisitudes que sufre [un 
texto] queda en sus traducciones. ¿Qué son las muchas de la Ilíada 
de Chapman a Magnien sino diversas perspectivas de un hecho 
móvil, sino un largo sorteo experimental de omisiones y de énfasis? 
(No hay esencial necesidad de cambiar de idioma, ese deliberado juego 
de la atención no es imposible dentro de una misma literatura.) [...] El 
concepto de texto definitivo no corresponde sino a la religión o al 
cansancio (239, emphasis mine).

After suggesting that translations write the text along with its story, 
Borges mentions parenthetically, as if in passing, the idea of mono-
lingual translation. The raffling or rifling (“sorteo”) of omissions and 
emphases that translation enacts does not require a second language. 
Rather, it would seem, every text is already a translation, a version, a 
graft or draft of an inconceivable definitive version.

On another hand still, imagining Pierre Menard as translator 
of Don Quixote will require that, like Menard, we forget the story 
(Borges’s in this case), and particularly those parts of the story that re-
quire Menard’s forgetting of Cervantes’s text. Every act of translation is, 
after all, an act of memory, a consummate rite of loyalty. And yet every 
act of translation also requires a betrayal of memory, an indifferent or 
a motivated forgetting, not unlike that on which Menard relies: “Mi 
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recuerdo general del Quijote,” Menard writes in a letter to the story’s 
narrator, “simplificado por el olvido y la indiferencia, puede muy bien 
equivaler a la imprecisa imagen anterior de un libro no escrito” (448). 
The crossing over that the enterprise of translation enacts hangs precari-
ously between memory and forgetting: it must remember in order to 
forget and forget in order to remember.

If we accept, tentatively, the critical fiction of reading Pierre 
Menard’s Don Quixote as a translation, is it, in its seeming transparency, 
a faithful translation? Or is something else going on? Is Don Quixote—
Cervantes’s or Menard’s, Borges’s, or Cide Hamete’s—translatable? 
How does Pierre Menard’s translation dismember and re-member that 
of Cervantes or of the morisco aljamiado?2 How does it supplement it? 
How does it betray it? Is it an act of madness akin to Alonso Quijano’s 
to imagine a translation into the same language, into identical words? 
To begin to answer these questions, we might consider two models of 
translation that can be provisionally aligned with the acts of memory 
and forgetting I have been alluding to.3 The first one is “literal” transla-
tion. This model of translation is inherently fundamentalist, attuned 
to the letter of the letter. It remembers words in their original language, 
and is, in fact, haunted or weighted by this memory. The literal model, 
often no more than a straw man, has more than its fair share of detrac-
tors. Horace and Cicero, for example, both warned against those trans-
lations that remain in the province of the mere word for word, verbum 
pro verbo. Cervantes’s contemporary Sebastián de Covarrubias, whose 
1611 etymological dictionary, El Tesoro de la lengua catellana o española, 

2 On Menard and Cervantes, see Roberto González Echevarría’s stunning reading in 
“The Novel after Cervantes: Borges and Carpentier” in which he suggests that Borges’s radical 
experiment in “Pierre Menard” is to imagine a literature without the nation and to situate that 
possibility in the nationalistic fervor of the 1930s (238). After noting the elusive quality of both 
Cide Hamete and the instrusive morisco translator, González Echevarría writes: “Borges latches 
on to this elusive quality of Quijote’s author. Is Menard like Cide Hamete or like the transla-
tor? If the Moor was indeed a liar, Menard had a penchant for writing the opposite of what he 
believed in, as the narrator of Borges’s story claims” (240).

3 The critical bibliography on translation theory is rich and fertile. On translation and 
translation theory, see especially Apter, Benjamin, Derrida (Monolingualism), Eco, Grossman, 
Pym, Schulte and Biguenet, Steiner, and Venuti. On Borges and translation, see Kristal, Lezra, 
and Waisman.
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might be thought of as a first “translation” of the Spanish language, 
ends his definition of translation precisely by citing Horace, untrans-
lated. It is worth noting that Covarrubias translated Horace into “verso 
suelto Castellano,” in a text that remains lost.4

Traduzir, del verbo Latino traduco, is, por llevar de un lugar a otro 
alguna cosa, o encaminarla. [...] En lengua Latina tiene otras algu-
nas sinificaciones Analógicas, pero en la Española sinifica el bolver 
la sentencia de una lengua en otra, como traduzir de Italiano, o de 
Francés algún libro en Castellano.

Traduccion, esta mesma obra: y tradutor, el autor della. Si esto no 
se haze con primor y prudencia, sabiendo igualmente las dos len-
guas, y trasladando en algunas partes, no conforme a la letra, pero 
según el sentido sería lo que dixo un hombre sabio y crítico, que 
aquello era verter, tomándolo en sinificación de derramar y echar a 
perder. Esto advirtió bien Horacio en su Arte poética diziendo:

Nec verbum verbo curabis reddere fidus / Interpres.  (972)

 We might argue that a literal translation is threatened, destabilized 
by its excessive, Funes-like memory: it remembers the text it translates 
too well, myopically blind to the fact that consummate acts of loyalty 
are often riddled with betrayal, at least insofar as the transport or fer-
rying of meaning is concerned. It is at once fitting and ironic that 
Covarrubias’s definition of traduzir registers the fact that the transla-
tion of translation from “la lengua Latina” to “la Española” inscribes a 
disadequation, an excess swept under the rug of analogy, between those 

“otras significaciones” embedded in traduco and the sole “significación” 
that survives translation’s conversion to Spanish. It would seem that 
abandoning the word for word model has its costs in the coin of mean-
ing. The punning quip offered by the “hombre sabio y crítico” about 
literal translation—“que aquello era verter”—inscribes a further irony. 

4  In his entry for “Horacio Flacco” in the Suplemento al Tesoro, Covarrubias writes: “Yo 
tengo trasladadas en verso suelto Castellano sus Epístolas, Satyras, y Arte Poética, que placiendo 
a dios, saldrá un día de estos a luz” (292).
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In periphrastically translating the word play that turns on the double 
meaning of verter (as translate and spill), Covarrubias effectively under-
mines his critique of translation “conforme a la letra.” A literal transla-
tion would retain some trace at least—an echo—of the pun in a way 
that translation “según el sentido” cannot: in order to make sense, it 
must ultimately decide. 

We can call our second model of translation “figural,” to conjure 
Erich Auerbach, or “según el sentido,” to stay with Covarrubias. It is 
attuned not to the old letter but to the new, to the promise of arrival 
in the new language, even if that new language is identical to the old. 
This model breaks a covenant of faith (or of a kind of faith) for the 
sake of a new covenant that is radically promissory. If literal translation 
looks to the past, figural translation looks to the future, to inhabiting 
a new home. It seeks not just to transport a work, a text, or a thought 
to another language (this, after all, is the task of all translators), but to 
naturalize it in its exile, with all the implications this word carries: an 
appeal to the natural, but also the adoption by or in that most un-natu-
ral construct, the state. If this figural mode of translation seems on one 
hand to break from memory—to require a forgetting of the letter—it 
is on the other hand plagued by the memory or the ghost of idiomatic 
meaning that threatens to carry it in a different—but arguably no less 
Funes-like—direction. Hear Covarrubias again in an earlier echo: 

Intérprete, el que buelve las palabras y conceptos de una lengua 
en otra, en el qual se requiere fidelidad, prudencia, y sagacidad, y 
tener igual noticia de ambas lenguas, y lo que en ellas se dize por 
alusiones y términos metafóricos mirar lo que en estotra lengua le 
puede corresponder, como notan el descuydo del que bolvió La 
Celestina, que por la cláusula “tomó las calças de Villadiego,” dixo 
simplemente, “piglio le calce de Villa Iacome,” aviendo de atender 
al sentido que era “echó a huir,” sin embargo de que nos lo tenía 
advertido Horacio en su Arte Poética. (739-40)

As idiom, “tomó las calzas de Villadiego,” is untranslatable in the 
new language: it is so locally grounded—so intimate—as to resist ex-
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port without undergoing a change of skin, or at least putting on a 
new set of breeches. The Italian translator who opted for the literal 
translation either failed altogether to understand this or understood it 
too well, choosing to retain the idiom, the calças, absent its (or their) 
contextual dirty laundry, the memory that gives it meaning. But the 
solution Covarrubias presents—“echó a huir”—which seems to cor-
respond to our figural model, is a much impoverished version that in 
order to “atender al sentido” sacrifices both the intimate materiality of 
the calças, a materiality into which memory is inscribed, and all the 
baggage that comes with or from Villadiego.5

One question that the proposition of considering Menard a trans-
lator immediately raises is whether his “translation” corresponds to our 
literal model or to our figural one. Perhaps it is useful here to invoke 
another translator of Don Quixote, the one who first appears in chap-
ter 9, when the second (or second-hand) author discovers the manu-
script of the continuation of Don Quixote in the Toledo marketplace 
and hires algún morisco aljamiado to render the carácteres arábigos into 
Spanish. Casting our morisco against or alongside Menard provides us 
with two instances of translation that we might productively align with 
our two models (and the usefulness here will lie precisely in the failure 
of the alignment, the way they do not square). It would seem, on the 
surface, that a word-for-word translation such as we are attributing to 
Pierre Menard is the very literalization of literal: a version so “al pie de 
la letra” that it does not depart from it. “Referir una cosa letra por letra,” 
Covarrubias writes, “es contarla puntualmente, sin quitarle, ni ponerle 
nada: y lo mismo es al pie de la letra” (763). The fact that Menard’s and 
Cervantes’s respective Don Quixotes are “verbalmente idénticos” ac-
cording to the narrator, could be cited as proof of its literality, of what 
would seem to be a non-deforming repetition.

The morisco aljamiado model, by contrast, appears to be a case of 
figural translation: rendered into a Spanish so flawless and idiomatic 
that it looks (or sounds) seamless, at least to the latter day narrator and 
bibliographer of Menard: “maneja con desenfado el español corriente 

5  On memory and materiality, see Ann Jones and Peter Stallybrass’s superb Renaissance 
Clothing and the Materials of Memory.
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de su época.” (449). If this easy seamlessness can be read as a mark-
er of our second mode of translation, however, so too can the seams 
that mark the distance between Cide Hamete’s text and the morisco’s; 
as translator he is not afraid to abandon the letter for the spirit, to 
mediate in order to export meaning from one context and import it 
to another. But his translation—perhaps like all instances of figural 
translation—goes so far as to forget its loyalty, editing Cide Hamete’s 
text to the point of leaving it behind, openly criticizing its excesses 
and shortcomings. Since, in the fictional economy of Don Quixote, we 
don’t have access to the “original,” we might understand the morisco’s 
adulterations as rendering a kind of violence on their forebear, oedipi-
cally killing it and then taking its place.

And yet this alignment doesn’t quite hold up: we might say one 
goes too far, the other not far enough. On one hand, because Pierre 
Menard’s text achieves in its “second language” the same kind of idi-
omatic fluency that Cervantes’s text achieves in the first (or, alternately, 
because Pierre Menard achieves in a third language the same kind of 
fluency that the morisco aljamiado translator achieves in the second 
language and that Cide Hamete ostensibly achieved in the first lan-
guage, always inaccessible, never mind that all three languages might 
be identical). The Borgesian narrator’s comments on the naturalidad 
of Menard’s fragmentary Don Quixote supports this reading. There are, 
after all, no clumsy calce de Villa Iacome in Menard’s prose. 

What is more, the assertion of a radical difference between 
Cervantes’s “verdad cuya madre es la historia” and Menard’s “verdad 
cuya madre es la historia,” the first a mere rhetorical praise of history, 
according to the narrator, the second qualified as an “idea asombrosa,” 
further troubles the alignment, suggesting that literality is anything 
but. Indeed the claim of verbal identity is immediately qualified; the 
texts are identical but mathematically (economically even) unequal: “El 
texto de Cervantes y el de Menard son verbalmente idénticos, pero el 
segundo es casi infinitamente más rico. (Más ambiguo dirán sus detrac-
tores, pero la ambigüedad es una riqueza.)” (449).  The richness that 
has mysteriously accrued on the second version (a richness Menard’s 
detractors would challenge and call by another name) is a function of 
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its status as translation, an effect of its having been ferried into a new 
context that renders the words more ambiguous despite being identical. 
We might argue that Cervantes already intuited this: that the novel’s 
playful shifting of authorship from Cervantes to the narrator to Cide 
Hamete to the morisco translator, occupied and dis-occupied as both 
reader and writer, taps into this very value; or, alternatively, that Don 
Quixote effectively translates chivalric romance into a new reality and, 
in so doing, changes its value. But the increased worth of Menard’s 
text in comparison to Cervantes’s suggests that even a word for word 
translation into the same language alters value: translation, even of the 
most literal sort, is never governed by a one-to-one exchange rate, but 
is subject to intense inflations and devaluations. It remints words as it 
moves them across borders. 

On the other hand, the seemingly figural translation of our morisco 
is haunted by a kind of literalness, particularly if we consider the possi-
bility (one the text holds out to us) that the text he translates is, like the 
translator himself, aljamiado: Spanish dressed in Arabic letters, a hybrid 
language that seems one thing but is another (or rather is both things 
and at the same time neither, or rather is one thing to the eyes and 
another to the ears and still another on—or in—the lengua), and that 
requires a letter for letter translation that is literally more literal than 
the word for word.6 Or, equally worrisome for our second alignment, 
the possibility that Cide Hamete’s text—the one we read in translation 
or the one that no longer exists—is more akin to Melquiades’s manu-
script in Cien años de soledad and already anticipates all the authorial, 
translational instances that seem grafted onto it, including the transla-
tor’s comments on the author’s insufficiencies. The playful way that 
Cervantes’s text lingers at moments of real or (usually) feigned com-
position of the text as well as the repeated instances that monstrously 

6  For a beautiful reading of the use of aljamiado in Don Quixote, see María Rosa 
Menocal’s Ornament of the World: “In the sixteenth century, [aljamiado] was the last vestige of 
the language that had once been the marker, in medieval Spain, of culture itself. […] Aljamiado 
is another Quixote-like twist, not unlike the ersatz Arabic décor of the Church of San Roman, 
at the top of Toledo[….] Aljamiado, like the Moriscos themselves, is part of the Cervantine 
repertoire of tragic identity tricks. Cervantes did not have to invent this one, however, because, 
as with Avellaneda and his rogue “part two,” historical reality provided it for him” (259-60).
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exceed even the most liberal understanding of a translational contract 
(Cide Hamete’s or the translator’s or the second-author’s interruptions 
of the text, interruptions that multiply throughout part 2) complicate 
even further the geometry of this alignment. 

If translation into the same language represents a case of an obra 
invisible, to borrow the words of Menard’s eulogizer, there is a pas-
sage that offers us a text even more invisible, raising the specter of the 
work never written, a version so ideal that it cannot be materialized. It 
appears in the exact center of Borges’s text, as the narrator continues 
citing the letter ostensibly written by Menard five years earlier, only 
to interrupt the citation in order to gloss it, rehearsing in the process 
something that echoes interlineal translation.

“Mi empresa no es difícil, esencialmente” leo en otro lugar de la 
carta. “Me bastaría ser inmortal para llevarla a cabo.” ¿Confesaré 
que suelo imaginar que la terminó y que leo el Quijote—todo el 
Quijote—como si lo hubiera pensado Menard? Noches pasadas, al 
hojear el capítulo XXVI—no ensayado nunca por él—reconocí el 
estilo de nuestro amigo y como su voz en esta frase excepcional: las 
ninfas de los ríos, la dolorosa y húmida Eco. (447)

There is much to concern us in this passage, from the false recogni-
tion that suggests a kind of backwards echo—contagion even—that 
moves from Menard to Cervantes (the narrator does not recognize 
Cervantes in Menard, but the other way round); to the “como” that 
qualifies the voice that is recognized, transforming it into something 
that is not quite a voice or not quite his voice (“como su voz”); to the 
attribution of exceptionality to a line that seems almost a throwaway 
in Cervantes’s text (but that is anything but, especially when we re-
read it in Pierre Menard’s inexistent version), and whose very status 
as exceptional is threatened by the recognition that effectively doubles 
it, wresting from it any claims to singularity. Like everything else in 
Borges, where little is left to chance, and like the choice of chapters of 
Don Quixote that Menard actually manages to write, it is no accident 
that the narrator should hear echoes of Menard in a passage that deals 
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with Echo; we might propose, in fact, that Menard’s translation—or 
indeed translation more broadly—is a kind of motivated echo, both 
like and unlike the words it deforms and transforms through repetition. 

Neither is it an accident that the passage should appear in chapter 
26 of Don Quixote, “donde se prosiguen las finezas que de enamorado 
hizo don Quijote en Sierra Morena,” a chapter that resounds with echo 
effects and that testifies to the productiveness of repetition’s failures. 
Chapter 26, which represents the exact midpoint of part 1, narrates 
the continuation of Don Quixote’s penance in the Sierra Morena. The 
previous chapter closes with Sancho’s departure to deliver a letter to 
Dulcinea—now revealed as Aldonza Lorenzo—and cash in a letter of 
credit, with Don Quixote, “en carnes y en pañales” doing cartwheels. 
Twenty-six opens with Don Quixote’s further considerations on 
whether his penance should repeat—should translate—Amadís’s mad 
melancholy or Orlando’s mad fury.7 Significantly, he opts against the 
acausal imitation of Orlando—“¿cómo puedo imitalle en las locuras, si 
no le imito en la ocasión dellas?”(1.26:291)—choosing rather to imitate 
Amadís’s penance: “Viva la memoria de Amadís y sea imitado de don 
Quijote de la Mancha” (1.26:291). But the motivation—the causality—
behind that imitation is immediately revealed as equally flawed, as he 
is neither “desechado ni desdeñado de Dulcinea del Toboso” (1.26:291). 
We might read Don Quixote’s predicament—one he resolves with the 
performative thrust of a declaration of sufficiency based on absence 
(“bástame, como ya he dicho, estar ausente de ella” [1.26:291])—in 
terms of our two models of translation, or the impossibility of both. In 
the end Don Quixote translates the penance of his chivalric father and 
stepfather neither literally (“verbum pro verbum”) nor ideally (“según 
el sentido”). His imitation is an echo that repeats and deforms, that 
cannot be anything but radically unfaithful, and that is, in fact, more 
unfaithful the more faithful it is. We might find here a key to the paro-
dy of Don Quixote. But questions immediately arise. Can Don Quixote 
translate Amadís’s or Orlando’s penance without occupying their sub-
ject positions? Can Pierre Menard or the morisco write or translate Don 

7  Parts of the argument that I elaborate in the following paragraphs appear in my essay 
“‘España abierta’: Cervantes y el Quijote.”
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Quixote as themselves and not as Cervantes or Cide Hamete? The chap-
ter closes with Sancho’s wonderfully deforming echo of Don Quixote’s 
phrase “Alta y soberana” into “alta y sobajada,” yet another dis- or re-
membering that productively disfigures through repetition: another 
case of renegade translation (1.26:296).  

As if that were not enough, there are further echoes of chapter 26 
in part 2 of Don Quixote and, in particular, in part two’s own chap-
ter 26 that narrates the adventure of Maese Pedro’s puppet show, the 
most striking reflection in the novel on the limits and possibilities of 
re-presentation, and on the costs of mistaking an echo for a voice, a 
history for the event it repeats, a translation (Menard’s, Cervantes’s, 
the morisco aljamiado’s, Gines de Pasamontes’s, Maese Pedro’s) for an 
original. Following this line, it is no accident that the puppet show in-
cludes an ínterprete, interpreter or translator, who introduces the show 
as a literal interpretation (“al pie de la letra” [2.26:846]) of the events it 
translates on stage or that the faithlessness of the interpreter’s transla-
tion (now not only of the events but of their staged repetition) should 
be called out by Don Quixote, who claims to be unable to suspend 
disbelief on account of it. But suspend he does, mistaking the stringed 
action of the retablo for the inexistent real thing, forgetting the trans-
lated nature of the copy, its status as echo. The words Don Quixote 
uses when he at last acknowledges his error are worth noting.

Real y verdaderamente os digo, señores que me oís, que a mí me 
pareció todo lo que aquí ha pasado que pasaba al pie de la letra: que 
Melisendra era Melisendra, don Gaiferos don Gaiferos, Marsilio 
Marsilio, y Carlomagno Carlomagno. (2.26:852)

Not only do they measure a startling distance between Melisendra 
and Melisendra, don Gaiferos and don Gaiferos, a distance that sug-
gests that even word for word translation into the same language is 
riddled with difference, but the repetition of each of the names 
(“don Gaiferos don Gaiferos,” “Marsilio Marsilio,” “Carlomagno 
Carlomagno”) sounds to the ear something like an echo effect, an echo 
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that in this case does not disfigure at the level of the letter, but some-
where else altogether. 

The echoes do not end there. Cervantes’s part 2, chapter 26 is also 
an echo of a “translation” of Don Quixote written by an earlier Menard 
(i.e., Avellaneda), specifically Avellaneda’s chapter 26 which records a 
similar scene. There, Don Quixote attacks a group of actors at an inn 
rehearsing a scene from a play by Lope. (It is likely that Cervantes 
read Avellaneda’s novel before adding his chapter 26 to the manuscript 
of his own segunda parte, or in the very least numbered it 26 after 
reading Avellaneda). The two Don Quixotes (we might say three if we 
add Menard’s invisible, unfinished work) utter almost identical words 
in their respective frenzies: Avellaneda’s in defense of the Queen of 
Navarre; Cervantes’s in defense of Melisendra and don Gaiferos. The 
Maese Pedro episode is framed, moreover, by the Braying Adventure of 
part 2, chapter 25 and the Braying Battle of part 2, chapter 27, fitting 
bookends that lay out of the traps and seductions of excessively faithful 
repetition.

But, lest we continue infinitely chasing echoes, I want to return 
to the specific phrase that attracts the attention of Menard’s question-
able eulogizer and, specifically, to its overdetermined last word: “las 
ninfas de los ríos, la dolorosa y húmida Eco” (447). The full sentence in 
Cervantes’s Don Quixote narrates the knight’s call for a response from 
Echo, precisely as he awaits the response from Dulcinea that will either 
end his penance (if she accepts his gift) or (if she refuses it) condemn 
him to a madness so profound that it will end his suffering. 

Otros muchos escribió; pero como se ha dicho, no se pudieron 
sacar en limpio, ni enteros, más destas tres coplas. En esto, y en sus-
pirar, y en llamar a los faunos y silvanos de aquellos bosques, a las 
ninfas de los ríos, a la dolorosa y húmida Eco, que le respondiese, 
consolasen y escuchasen, se entretenía, y en buscar algunas yerbas 
con que sustentarse en tanto que Sancho volvía; que, si como tar-
dó tres días, tardara tres semanas, el Caballero de la Triste Figura 
quedara tan desfigurado, que no le conociera la madre que lo parió. 
(1.26:293)
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But the narrator of Menard interrupts the clause at its most vulner-
able juncture, where it is liable to open up to the infinite postponement 
or infinite response not just of Dulcinea, but of Echo. This has much 
to do with Echo herself (or itself ) and her (or its) relation to the pos-
sibility of translation, of a repetition that both preserves and disfigures. 

There is another scene we might turn to here to help us trace the 
shape of this relation. It is the text of Babel of Genesis 11 that narrates 
the origin of the multiplicity of languages and the need for translation 
in the first place.

[1] And the whole earth was of one language, and of one speech.
[2] And it came to pass, as they journeyed from the east, that they 
found a plain in the land of Shinar; and they dwelt there.
[3] And they said one to another, Go to, let us make brick, and 
burn them throughly. And they had brick for stone, and slime 
had they for morter.
[4] And they said, Go to, let us build us a city and a tower, whose 
top may reach unto heaven; and let us make us a name, lest we be 
scattered abroad upon the face of the whole earth.
[5] And the lord came down to see the city and the tower, which 
the children of men builded.
[6] And the lord said, Behold, the people is one, and they have all 
one language; and this they begin to do: and now nothing will be 
restrained from them, which they have imagined to do.
[7] Go to, let us go down, and there confound their language, that 
they may not understand one another’s speech.
[8] So the lord scattered them abroad from thence upon the face 
of all the earth: and they left off to build the city.
[9] Therefore is the name of it called Babel; because the lord did 
there confound the language of all the earth: and from thence 
did the lord scatter them abroad upon the face of all the earth.
(Genesis 11:1-9)
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Echo, I want to suggest, functions in the Cervantine-Menardian 
passage in a way analogous to the way Derrida suggests the word Babel 
functions in the text of Babel. 8 

Now this proper name, which already names at least three times 
and three different things, [the proper name of God, the tower or 
city that takes its name from that event of God proclaiming his 
proper name, and the narrative text telling its story] also has, this 
is the whole point, as proper name, the function of a common 
noun. The story recounts, among other things, the origin of the 
confusion of tongues, the irreducible multiplicity of idioms, the 
necessary and impossible task of translation, its necessity as impos-
sibility. (109)

Echo is at once a proper name (the name of a deity), the name of 
the story behind the name, and a common noun that names repetition 
itself, a repetition that chiasmically migrates back to proper (or in its 
migrant state, improper) name. 

Echo is both the nymph rendered speechless on account of her 
babbling loquacity and the trace she leaves, a verbal phantom that lin-
gers too long and is lost. Ovid recounts her story in Book 3 of the 
Metamorphoses, here cited in Horace Gregory’s translation:

In those days, Echo was far more than voice;
She had a body and, though garrulous,
No further gifts of speech than now: in short, 
The art of taking, from much said, the last

8  The example of Babel held particular fascination for Derrida; according to Bennington, 
he returns to it repeatedly throughout his work, not only in “Des Tours de Babel” but in The 
Post Card, Acts of Literature, “Of an Apocalyptic Tone,” The Ear of the Other, and “Two Words 
for Joyce.” Bennington writes: “The essential fact hangs on this: by imposing his name (con-
fusedly perceived as ‘confusion’) against the name (Shem), God imposes both the necessity 
and the impossibility of translation. The dispersion of the tribes and languages on earth will 
condemn them to confusion, and therefore to the need to translate each other without ever 
managing to achieve the proper translation, which would come back down to the imposition 
of a single language” (174-75). No less important for Derrida is the play between proper name 
and common noun that the example of Babel materializes.
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Few words [...]
The day she saw the wandering Narcissus
Stroll through the forest, secretly she glided, 
Fired with love, to follow him; [...]
   She longed
To lure him with soft words, with girlish prayers.
But being what she was she could not make
Sounds come; she had to wait until she heard
Words said, then follow them in her own voice. (72-3)

After recounting how “Narcissus had betrayed frail Echo,” Ovid 
goes on to tell of her gradual disembodiment. (And I should note in 
passing that both the confrontation between visual and aural repetition 
that Narcissus’s betrayal of Echo represents and Narcissus’s eventual 
fate, which is a kind of death by image, are incredibly suggestive for 
reading the episode of Don Quixote in which Echo appears.)

So she was turned away
To hide her face, her lips, her guilt among the trees,
Even their leaves, to haunt caves of the forest,
To feed her love on melancholy sorrow
Which, sleepless, turned her body to a shade,
First pale and wrinkled, then a sheet of air,
Then bones, which some say turned to thin-worn rocks;
And last her voice remained. (74)

If “echo” is hollow repetition, acausal imitation, the voice that re-
mains, “Echo” is also the speaking subject who tries to invest the ef-
fect with meaning, to motivate it a posteriori so that repetition can 
become response, or something like a response (como su voz, to echo 
Menard’s translator). In fact, Echo manages a conversation of a sort 
with Narcissus by ably manipulating contingency, insinuating her-
self into carefully chosen pauses, in order to speak desire from her si-
lence: “Here”; “Come”; “Why run from me?”; “Here we shall meet.” 
In Calderón’s version of the myth, Echo’s repetitive response becomes 
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a threat to Narcissus, one burdened with the weight of prophecy: 
“Mueras [...] Enamorado [...] De ti” (593).9

The dual nature of Echo is suggestive for our models of translation, 
since, and following Derrida, the “conceptual generality” of the com-
mon noun (echo) is infinitely translatable, but the “singular destiny” of 
the proper name (Echo) “remains forever untranslatable” and can only 
be rendered as identical to itself, performing then (through transla-
tion, or its impossibility) the very effect that seemed the province of 
the common noun (109). Echo conflates the extremes of translatability 
and untranslatability, of causal and acausal repetition, of literal and 
figural translation. And like Babel, Echo/echo exists (perhaps exists 
only) in the translation between its two incarnations, which chiasmi-
cally contaminate one another.  Let me cite Derrida again, and then 
mis-translate his musings on Babel onto Echo’s absent body: 

[J]ust as Babel is at once proper name and common noun, confu-
sion also becomes proper name and common noun, the one as 
homonym of the other, the synonym as well, but not the equiva-
lent, because there could be no question of confusing them in their 
value […]. It is as if there were two words there, two homonyms, 
one of which has the value of proper name and the other that of 
common noun: between the two, a translation which one can eval-
uate quite diversely. (109-10)

How do we evaluate the translation between Echo and echo? Might 
that infinitesimal (or infinite) space house the translation between 

9  Covarrubias’s definition of Ecco is equally suggestive for a reading of translation. Not 
only does it inscribe accounts of echo as both proper name and common noun but also, in 
yet another untranslatable echo that lies seductively between the literal and figural possibilities 
of translation, as idiom: “Ecco, escrive Ovidio, lib. 3. Metamorphoseon, aver sido Echo, una 
Nimpha, la qual enamorada del muchacho Narciso y viéndose desfavorecida dél, se fué con-
sumiendo hasta convertirse en piedra, quedándole tan solamente la voz que remeda las últimas 
palabras del que habla cerca de donde ella está[…]. Echo, vale tanto como sonido, vel vocis 
repercusio […] fórmase en los valles hondos, y en las cuevas cavernosas, en algunas torres que 
tienen bóvedas, a donde hiriendo el ayre sinificado por Juno, se multiplican las vozes con la 
repercussión[…]. El mesmo Plinio, lib. 36. cap. 15, haze mencion de siete torres, que en la ciu-
dad de Cyrico davan a una voz siete respuestas. Quando uno que no sabe mucho va a sombra 
de otro que es discreto, por parecerlo él, repite las postreras razones del compañero, del qual 
solemos dezir ser su echo” (492).
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Cervantes and Menard, between Cide Hamete and the morisco 
aljamiado?

Borges’s narrator continues: “Esa conjunción eficaz de un adjetivo 
moral y otro físico me trajo a la memoria un verso de Shakespeare que 
discutimos una tarde” (447). It becomes nearly impossible to discern—
pointing to the ways in which the crisscrossings in Borges or Cervantes 
already anticipate any sort of a posteriori chiasmus we wish to read 
through them—which of the two descriptors is the moral adjective 
and which the physical one. If humidity is physical, it is also—and 
certainly according to early modern humoral theory—explicitly tied 
to the moral realm. And the possibility of parsing some moral sense of 
pain that excludes the physical register seems, at best, doomed to fail-
ure. We might think here of our literal and figural translation models, 
and of the ways both fail any test of ultimate loyalty.

The radical instability between Echo’s physical and moral attributes 
attaches itself to the Shakespearean verse from Othello that the narrator 
remembers and immediately cites untranslated: “Where a malignant 
and a turbaned Turk” (447). As with dolorosa y húmida, it is impossible 
to decide which is the moral attribute and which is the physical. Such 
instability might serve as a reminder of the dangers of reading prac-
tices that conflate morality with physical features (that read turbans 
as malignancy), practices we have seen too much of in recent years. 
But perhaps more interesting is the word Turk that ends the verse and 
that we might now—through Borges and Cervantes, Menard and Cide 
Hamete, Derrida and Ovid—reread as both proper name and common 
noun: like Babel and Echo, at once translatable and untranslatable. 

This duality seems particularly suggestive for early modern Turkey, 
and for the place it occupied in the Renaissance European cultural 
imagination, a seductive, threatening position, precariously situated 
between inside and outside, between desire and derision. There are 
countless examples of this beyond Othello, not only on the stages of 
Elizabethan England or Golden Age Spain, but in numerous political, 
theological, and geographical tracts that sought to chart and categorize 
the peoples of the world according to a moral order. For example, in a 
section entitled República de los Turcos of his 1575/1595 Tercera parte de 
las repúblicas del mundo divididas en tres partes, Jerónimo Román writes:
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Para fin de la Republica Gentilicia, quise poner la de los Turcos y 
Moros al cabo, pareciendome despues de aver tratado una lection 
tan larga y varia, al fin topassen con una cosa la mayor que se podia 
dessear, porque aviendo escripto las Republicas, de las gentes en 
comun, y al cabo la de las Indias Occidentales, viendo esta que es 
tan enemiga de la religion Christiana, se viessen cosas particulares, 
y como siendo governada por un tyranno y sin ley va tan estendida 
y como se conserva. (237v)

Here the Turk’s liminal status (“al cabo”)—which joins that of the 
Moor—determines its proper place in Román’s narrative mapping: last 
by virtue of its grandeur; an object of fear that must be postponed (“al 
fin topassen”), but also of desire that the deferral banks on (“la mayor 
que se podía dessear”); a heretical nation ruled by tyranny (“sin ley”) 
but of an imperial breadth (“tan estendida”) and depth (“se conserva”) 
that Spain would do well to echo.10 The Turk is that which at once 
can and cannot be aptly translated: the other side of the mirror that is 
European or Other, both and neither. The opening line of Covarrubias’s 
definition of turco is equally suggestive: “Turco. Esta nación es más 
conocida de lo que avíamos menester […]” (983). Not only does it 
register European anxieties about Ottoman imperial expansion (the 
Turks are too well known precisely “por aver venido a señorear tan gran 
parte del orbe,” as the definition goes on to say), but it also defines the 
Turk in terms of an excess for definition: a figure, a nation, that is at 
once too known and, in the end, unknowable, resistant to translation.

But the question of the translatability or untranslatability of 
“Turk”—as common noun or proper name, in terms of faith or be-
trayal—is no less useful for thinking about Turkey in more recent years; 
whether in 1934 (when Menard was writing or translating his Don 
Quixote, the very year that Turkish parliament adopted the Surname 
Law and presented the Republic’s first President, Mustafa Kemal, with 
the honorific surname “Atatürk,” effectively making “Turk” his proper 
name); or in 1939 (when “Pierre Menard” is signed by the narrator 

10  Recall that in 1595, Spain was in a period of severe decline.
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under the byline, “Nîmes, 1939,” accusatorily pointing towards Vichy); 
or in 2011 (when Turkey continues to press its contentious bid to enter 
the European Union.11  We might well extend this duality—the si-
multaneous surrender and resistance to translation, the migration back 
and forth between proper name and common noun—to any other 
designation of national origin, of that which names us in relation to 
the national, or something like the national: words that adamantly re-
sist translation but that exist only in the translation that marks their 
boundaries, both physical and moral. The adequacy or inadequacy of 
those same terms to name the very languages into which this sort of 
quasi-national designation can and cannot be translated (español and 
español, for instance but “arábigo y manchego”) suggests yet another 
turn of the screw. 

Questions of translatability and untranslatability seem at once 
especially apt and especially fraught for thinking about our morisco 
aljamiado, not only, as we have seen, for his work as faithful or un-
faithful translator, but for his very status in Don Quixote and in Don 
Quixote’s Spain. Indeed, his naming in the text, in seeming (and only 
seeming) contrast to that of Cide Hamete Benengeli (or Berenjena), 
hangs precariously between common and proper, drawing as it does on 
ethno-racial, religious, and linguistic categories that were and are al-
ways already improper. Like Echo/echo, like translation itself, “morisco” 
and “aljamiado” are weighted by memory and nostalgia. “Morisco” in 
particular functions much like the name “Rocinante” does: by naming 
what used to be (and in theory is no more), but somehow stubbornly 
remains as an inescapable echo, in the word if nowhere else. (By the 
time part 2 of Don Quixote is published, these tensions will reach fever 
pitch, and the impossibility of translating morisco(s) aljamiado(s) will 
have other costs and other meanings.) Covarrubias’s uncharacteristi-
cally economic definition of morisco, casting doubt on the genuineness 
or the efficacy of conversion, is telling: “Moriscos. Los convertidos de 
moros a la Fe Católica, y si ellos son católicos, gran merced les ha 
hecho Dios y a nosotros también” (815).  But even in the absence of 

11  While it smacks of a kind of presentism to find the ghost of the EU lurking in 
Shakespeare’s or Cervantes’s Turks, such an interpretation, in this case, seems entirely justified.
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doubt, in those cases of “gran merced,” “morisco” im/properly names 
the vestigial trace that marks the failure of conversion to forget, but 
also its failure to remember. That failure, we might argue, haunts any 
conversion, whether at the level of blood or water, of air or word. A 
phantom limb, it is both the promise and the risk of translation.

Borges and Derrida, with Shakespeare and Cervantes, can help 
us formulate a critique of those colonial projects that produce the 
disalignments of national and linguistic borders; but also, more pro-
foundly, of the alignments themselves, of any project, metaphysical or 
military, that seeks to assert the primacy of one language, or of one 
culture, or of one nation—or indeed of one translation—over another.  
They can also help us formulate a critique—one that becomes espe-
cially poignant in the Ricote episode of part 2, chapter 54—of practices 
that confuse the particularity of the proper name with the conceptual 
generality of the common one, and which allow the betrayal of one 
translator, or Turk, or morisco aljamiado, to be synecdochially trans-
lated to all. We might recall here the morisco Ricote’s words, words he 
utters “sin tropezar nada en su lengua morisca, en la pura castellana,” 
words that radically undermine the apparent apology for the expulsion 
in which they are nested: “no porque todos fuésemos culpados, que 
algunos había firmes y verdaderos” (2.54:1072). Turk or morisco aljami-
ado, “arábigo y manchego,” the very categories to which we ascribe the 
status and the apparent untranslatability of the proper name are always 
already inflected or infected with the lower case mutability of the com-
mon noun; conversely the common noun is always in peril of becom-
ing an allegory of itself, a function the “Turk” and the morisco serve all 
too well in the early modern literary and historical imagination.

By way of conclusion, I will simply point out two directions we 
might follow, one via Shakespeare, one via Cervantes, both “translated” 
by Menard. The first involves a nod to another translator figure explic-
itly inscribed in Cervantes’s Don Quixote, and most definitely lurk-
ing (invisibly) in Menard’s: the renegade who appears in the Captive’s 
tale without a proper name but who is designated by the Captain as 

“Grande amigo mío” and who translates the notes that change hands 
between Ruy Pérez de Viedma and Zoraida. The renegade is both 
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outside and inside various laws and languages, in a state of sustained 
instability, that not only underscores the continuities—material and 
figural—between acts of linguistic and religious and monetary conver-
sions—translations all—but indefinitely postpones the assignment of 
any seemingly fixed identity, be it racial, religious, national, or ulti-
mately linguistic. It will surprise no one to know that renegades were 
known in Cervantes’s and Shakespeare’s Spain as turcos de profesión.

The second direction returns to Othello, and to what precedes, 
but mostly what follows the verse Menard imports. It is the lines that 
Othello utters as he commits suicide, and that suggest that he too is a 
turco de profesión.

And say besides that in Aleppo once, 
Where a malignant and a turbaned Turk 
Beat a Venetian and traduced the state, 
I took by th’ throat the circumcised dog
And smote him—thus (5.2: vv. 413-417; 265)

It is a well-studied moment in which Othello simultaneously and 
fatally occupies the positions of Moor, Venetian, and Turk; a moment 
in which the exotic is annexed and, at the same time, rendered so un-
assimilable as to require smiting. We might use this in support of the 
reading we have been circling around, about how that which names 
the subject in relation to the state is at once utterly susceptible and 
utterly immune to translation: a common name that can be put on or 
taken off as easily as a turban and a proper name that no act of conver-
sion can erase. But I would simply point out what happens to the state 
in the hands of our malignant and turbaned Turk: it is traduced, tra-
ducido. Perhaps this, ultimately, is where Menard’s translation into the 
same language brings us: to the traduced state—betrayed and trans-
lated—landscape of Babelian spires and echo-haunted Sierra Morena, 
and to the always uncertain homes we make in language, that most 
intimate and foreign of exiles. 

gdb3@nyu.edu
New York University
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51

Cervantes’s Theory of Relativity in Don 
Quixote

_________________________________________Chad M. Gasta

People like us, who believe in physics, know that the distinction between 
past, present, and future is only a stubbornly persistent illusion.

Albert Einstein 

During the space race between the United States and the 
Soviet Union, the Clavileño episode of Don Quixote was used 
to highlight the new and strange realization that man was ca-

pable of breaking his earthly bonds and hurling himself at great speeds 
across immense distances. In 1962, Luis Cavanillas Ávila published 

“Don Quijote y Sancho: Los primeros ‘cosmonautas’ del mundo” where 
he compared Sancho’s description of events from his flight on Clavileño 
to the first testimony the world received from Russian Cosmonaut Yuri 
Gagarin upon returning from his orbit of earth: “Que el despegue de 
la tierra para ascender al cosmos hay que realizarlo mediante un cohete, 
era ya cosa que nos había dicho Cervantes al hablarnos del Clavileño” 
(88). Cavanillas Ávila also quoted Luis Méndez Domínguez’s transmis-
sion from Washington, D.C. to Spain that reported Gagarin’s “fabu-
loso viaje,” which is surprisingly similar to Don Quixote’s in the Cave 
of Montesinos:

El cielo era negro y no azul. Un ciclo entero de las veinticuatro ho-
ras en tierra fue cumplido por este mozo en noventa minutos esca-
sos. Sol, luna y estrellas desfilaron en tres cuartos de hora. No par-
padeaban las estrellas, que jamás desaparecen en realidad como si 
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se tratara de telón de teatro simulando inmutable cielo. Amanecer 
y puesta de sol cada noventa minutos: vistos a través de una doble 
densidad atmosférica y reflejada en colores insospechados. Ni vera-
no ni invierno para Gagarin dentro de su nave. Ni alternaciones de 
temperatura, ni lluvias, ni tormentas, como el hombre conoce. (89)

Gagarin’s experience and observations were, of course, based on 
several scientific principles of physics that accounted for the spaceship’s 
velocity in orbit and its remoteness from earth, which afforded the 
distant vantage point to view the changes imposed on the planet. It 
nonetheless has an interesting parallel with the knight’s testimony in 
the cave where he claims that time passed with such speed that there 
seems to be no need to eat or use the bathroom.

Time in Don Quixote is fleeting and illusory. Both the narrative 
sequence of events and the psychological time frame of the protago-
nists are often inordinate and anachronic throughout the work. The 
novel’s flow of time, for example, is constantly interrupted through a 
variety of techniques including deliberate pauses, asides, interpolated 
stories, the intrusion of multiple narrative voices, or even intentionally, 
well-placed ambiguity about times and dates. Hence, Don Quixote is 
built around a confusing narrative arrangement that places emphasis 
on characterization and plot over chronology. This may well have been 
part of Cervantes’s plan, as Edward H. Friedman reminds us: 

It appears that Cervantes sought to make the temporal scheme a 
point of contention in Don Quixote. Not only are the narrators 
vague about when the action takes place, but references to time are 
often contradictory. The annals of La Mancha and the recollections 
of informants would seem to place the events in a somewhat dis-
tant past, but the allusions to contemporary literature and theater 
(including Cervantes’s own Galatea, of 1585, for example) cast the 
narrative in the present. (132)

The scholarly debate regarding chronologically acceptable time re-
fers to the events that purportedly have taken place in the ten-year 
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period between the publication of part one in 1605 and part two in 1615. 
According to numerous textual references, Don Quixote’s initial ad-
ventures begin in July, the second sally probably in August, and, as the 
first part comes to a close, it is late summer and the knight is home rest-
ing. This seems reasonable. However, part two transpires during spring 
and early summer of the following year, even though the narrator in-
forms us at the beginning that just less than thirty days have passed 
since Don Quixote returned home in part one. Even more confusing 
is the fact that, as part two commences, the knight hastily departs his 
village so that he may be present at the jousts in Zaragoza in March, 
a lengthy seven months later. He never makes it there, of course, not 
least of all because the impromptu publication of Avellaneda’s spurious 
second part compelled Cervantes to set his protagonist on a differ-
ent geographic path leading to Barcelona. Nonetheless, in Cervantes’s 
text, fall and winter have vanished from Don Quixote’s calendar. Such 
broad disregard for clock-like or calendar-like chronology should re-
ally not surprise us since the novel is chiefly concerned with imitating 
and, to a great extent, parodying the supposedly historical-like chival-
ric romances. What better way to achieve this goal than to mock their 
misguided attempts at historical verisimilitude? 

Over the past century critics have attempted to remedy temporal 
inconsistencies by fixing the chronological order of the novel’s episodes 
to the external measures of a calendar and devise a credible timeline 
that illustrates when the knight departed, how long he was gone, and 
when he returned.1 To be sure, textual references accurately establish 
dates and even the exact hours for some of the protagonists’ journey—
although somewhat randomly and not in all cases. Hence, any attempt 
to order time logically has only failed. Indeed, in The Golden Dial 
L.A. Murillo dismissed the notion that a precise chronology could be 
applied to Don Quixote, concluding that the novel’s episodes cannot 
and should not be set to an annual calendar (24-25). Instead, Murillo 
smartly opted to differentiate between a time of myth—the anachronic 
narrative time of the novel—and a time of history which is measured 

1  For example, see Dale; Gómez Galán; Ibérico Rodríguez; and Rueda Contreras.
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by the calendar. He also asserted that part one occurs in historical time 
and part two in mythical or literary time. Moreover, Murillo found 
that part two relies more heavily on time’s temporality and disorder in 
the narrative’s external episodic sequencing which empowers a similar 
internal temporal disarray in the protagonists’ sense and measurement 
of time, space and motion. As a result, the notion of time, space, and 
motion is so imprecise in part two that Sancho and Don Quixote often 
claim relative and uniquely disparate experiences regarding events they 
both perceive, especially in the three episodes studied here: the Cave 
of Montesinos, the Enchanged Boat, and the flight aboard Clavileño. 

In these adventures, Don Quixote and Sancho’s movement through 
space and time is relative to each character’s perception of the unfold-
ing events, setting up confrontations regarding who saw what; when 
and where it was witnessed; and how long it occurred. In particular, 
the unstable perception of time in the Cave of Montesinos, of distance 
in the Enchanted Boat, and of motion in the flight aboard Clavileño, 
all share an interesting peculiarity: these adventures reference perva-
sive early modern views regarding the principle of relativity that was 
examined by Nicolas Copernicus in the mid-sixteenth century, studied 
by Galileo Galilei and Johannes Kepler in the early seventeenth, and 
finally confirmed scientifically by Albert Einstein. 

In no way do I wish to suggest that Cervantes’s novel can be consid-
ered a precursor to Einstein’s Theory of General Relativity (1916), though 
it is quite tempting to think he took inspiration from Cervantes, giv-
en that Don Quixote was his second favorite book.2 Instead, this essay 
shows that relativity was largely known and studied in early modern 
Spain, and that Cervantes was familiar with the scientific premise. 
Early notions of relativity likewise validate Don Quixote and Sancho’s 

2  According to Gerhard Sonnert, “When C.P. Snow (1979) visited Einstein in the sum-
mer of 1937, he found that Einstein’s favorite novel was The Brothers Karamazov and his second-
favorite novel Don Quixote” (46). In a 1966 New York Review of Books essay “Einstein,” Philippe 
Halsmans wrote that Einstein used to spend his evenings reading Don Quixote, one of his 

“favorite classics,” aloud to his sister, his daughter Margot, and his secretary, which took months 
to finish. Likewise, Einstein, along with his friends Maurice Solovine (1875-1958) and Konrad 
Habicht (1876-1958), under the name “Olympia Academy,” included Don Quixote in their 
daily discussions on literature and philosophy (Damour 153).
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contrary observations in each of the aforementioned episodes, and 
demonstrate Cervantes’s canny interpretation of the mutability and 
malleability of space, motion, and time. 

To this end, a review of Einstein’s conclusions is required in order to 
corroborate prior scientific advancements. Einstein’s two well-known 
theories—the Theory of Special Relativity (1905) and the Theory of 
General Relativity (1915)—were built upon earlier efforts by Copernicus, 
Galileo (who coined the term “relativity”), Kepler and Newton. Both 
of Einstein’s theories explain the relationship between time, space, and 
speed when moving along a straight path at a constant speed. Famously, 
Einstein stated unequivocally that the only fixed, absolute construct 
that exists in the universe is the speed of light at 186,282 miles per 
second. Anything else is simply temporal. The more comprehensive of 
the two theories, the Theory of General Relativity, extended this theory 
to all motion, accelerated or not. Einstein correctly assumed that if the 
speed of light is constant, a major construct in our lives—time—must 
be relative to it. Moreover, we move through time just as we move 
through space, meaning that space, time, and motion are intimately 
connected (Einstein called this the “space-time continuum”). Hence, 
General Relativity unifies motion, time, and space into one construct, 
and demonstrates how their perception is always relative to each ob-
server even when numerous witnesses are viewing the same thing at the 
same time. Just as beauty is in the eye of the beholder, Einstein proved 
that time, space, and motion are too. My time is not your time, my 
perception of speed or distance is different from yours—each is relative 
to the others separately and distinctly, although we may believe we are 
experiencing the same phenomenon. 

For Einstein, time is a form of measurement with two frames of ref-
erence. The first is a subjective or psychological time bound up in how 
one experiences time internally. The second is an external or objectively 
accepted frame of reference measured by clocks and other man-made 
devices that are customarily used to understand the internalization of 
time (Moring 157). Both characterizations are relative in that, although 
clocks provide a conventional measure of one’s psychological time, they 
are still arbitrary, standardized measures used to conveniently interact 
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with our world. Individuals nonetheless live that experience differently: 
for any two or more observers some days or journeys feel longer while 
others seem shorter, and the speed at which we move through space 
is indiscernible as well. Indeed, in everyday life, humans are unable to 
detect such differences because we are moving too slowly to be aware 
of them. Stephen Hawking explained as follows: 

The time taken is the distance the light has traveled—which the ob-
servers do not agree on—divided by the speed of light, which they 
do agree on. In other words, the theory of relativity put an end to 
the idea of absolute time! It appeared that each observer must have 
his own measure of time, as recorded by a clock carried with him, 
and that identical clocks carried by different observers would not 
necessarily agree. (qtd. in Langone 20-21) 

No matter the speed, the distance, or the time, each clock will be 
different depending on the observer’s position relative to the events tak-
ing place. Einstein, looking back at Galileo’s many experiments with 
relative motion, realized that relativity was at work in everything we 
do. In one famous example, Galileo demonstrated that for passengers 
on a ship, a ball dropped from the crow’s nest seems to fall straight to 
the deck as the falling object keeps pace with the forward momentum 
of the ship. However, for observers on the shore (or any fixed point 
in relation to the moving ship), the ball seems to fall along a curve 
away from the crow’s nest toward the back of the ship (yet still ends 
up directly below the point on the ship from which it was dropped). 
Passengers on a different ship traveling at a slower or faster speed would 
see a variation of the other two observations. In other words, three par-
ties witnessing the same actions can perceive wildly different outcomes.

Attempts to understand such differences have been made for cen-
turies, especially by Plato, but it took Einstein to synthesize these 
various attempts. In the ancient world, in the “Allegory of the Cave,” 
Plato proposed that one’s individual experience of reality is unique 
from another’s. The philosopher believed time to be transitory and the 
forms that make up reality’s physical objects are likewise transient and 
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ephemeral. In Cervantes’s novel, we can point to the varying views on 
Mambrino’s helmet, the discrepancy over Sancho’s salary or his length 
of employment (two months according to Don Quixote, two years 
according to Sancho, or two centuries according to Teresa Panza), the 
number of lashes Sancho is to have completed, or even the episode of 
the windmills as examples of the pliability or uncertainty of truth. In 
part, scholars have explained such differing points of view and diverse 
experiences as an element of Cervantes’s exploitation of Renaissance 
perspectivism. In the field of art, perspectivism taught that the point 
of view from which artists view an image defines how they end up 
painting it. Such advancements affected the field of literature. In El 
pensamiento de Cervantes, Américo Castro suggests that Cervantes’s 
conception of reality (ser versus parecer) in Don Quixote is inherently 
problematic and should be approached keeping in mind the author’s 
unique form of perspectivism. Similarly, the socio-linguist Leo Spitzer 
acknowledged that a “linguistic perspectivism” anchors the novel such 
that a host of neologisms like the famous “baciyelmo” support equally 
valid but opposing views of the same object. These studies have been 
followed by research devoted to narrative point-of-view perspectivism: 
Manuel Durán discusses perspectivism as an expression of ambiguity 
and multiplication of narrative points of view (145); for E. C. Riley 
Don Quixote is marked by multiple versions of the same events; Juan 
Bautista Avalle-Arce asserts that truth depends on point of view (9); 
John J. Allen declares that the novel is “an exploration of the fertile pos-
sibilities in the management and manipulation of point of view” (130); 
and James A. Parr counts as many as eleven different narrative voices in 
the novel, all providing their own divergent views. Hence, often read-
ers have no way of knowing at all what has really occurred. Moreover, 
Cervantes jokes about the interpretive pliability. Indeed, when Don 
Álvaro de Tarfe appears before the town mayor to proclaim that he 
does not know the false Don Quixote (from Avellaneda’s spurious part 
two), the man’s reply perhaps accurately sums up the novel’s impreci-
sion and multiperspectivism: “Eso haré yo de muy buena gana […] y 
vuelvo a decir y me afirmo que no he visto lo que he visto, ni ha pasado 
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por mí lo que ha pasado” (2.72:500). In the end, it seems that every-
thing is relative.

In early modern Spain, relativity was as much a scientific idea as 
it was both a lived phenomenon and literary topic. Sixteenth-century 
Spain erroneously has come to be associated with a complete defi-
ciency in scientific advancement.3 As demonstrated time and again in 
recent publications such as José Manuel Sánchez Ron’s La ciencia y 
el Quijote, the University of Salamanca’s collaborative La ciencia y 
la técnica en la época de Cervantes, and Luis E. Rodríguez-San Pedro 
Bezares and José Luis Sánchez Lora’s Historia de España, 3er Milenio, 
early modern Spain boasted a dynamic and progressive scientific set-
ting, and was not just a bastion of Counter-Reformation ideology that 
choked off the modern sciences. Philip II’s monarchy—which encom-
passed most of Cervantes’s lifetime—was actually a fruitful epoch for 
the progress of physics, astronomy, biology, technology, mathematics, 
medicine, and pharmacology; in many ways, it was more scientifically 
productive than either the preceding or subsequent centuries (Sánchez 
Ron 10). In fact, many of the scientific advancements made across 
Europe during the time found a home both in Spain and in Cervantes’s 
novel (Sánchez Ron 10). We need only think of the technology in Don 
Quixote that reveals Cervantes’s extensive knowledge of existing devel-
opments such as windmills, fulling mills, modes of transport, a com-
plex system of roadways, home remedies and other medicines, allu-
sions to astronomy and maritime navigation, printing, modern warfare, 
and construction. In recent years, several scholars have delineated these 
advancements: Carroll Johnson writes about the technological and ma-
terial wonders contained in Don Quixote; Julia Domínguez describes 
Cervantes’s incredibly sophisticated grasp of sea navigation, nautical 
tools, and cosmography; Simone Pinet discusses conceptions of space; 
and the recent volumes mentioned above (i.e., those of Sánchez Ron, 
etc.) contain essays on geography, cosmography, mathematics, natural 
history, medicine, psychology, and metallurgy. And while no historical 
documentation exists to fully appreciate Cervantes’s participation in 

3  Henry Kamen deconstructs myths regarding Spain’s perceived lack of social and tech-
nological development.
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the intellectual circles of his day where discoveries and advancements 
were paramount, these areas of study pervade his fiction. Cervantes 
derived some knowledge from his personal experiences traveling the 
peninsula and the Mediterranean, as well as from his frequent sojourns 
in those Spanish cities where the greatest progress in the sciences was 
taking place: Madrid, Seville, Valladolid, and Alcalá de Henares.4 

Sixteenth-century Spanish knowledge about relativity was derived 
from the study of mathematics and astronomy shaped by Copernicus’s 
On the Revolutions of the Heavenly Spheres (1543). The Revolutions is one 
of the most significant scientific publications of early modern Europe 
and widely viewed as a precursor to the scientific revolution initiated 
seventy years later by Galileo. As is well known, Copernicus proclaimed 
a heliocentric universe. More important to this study was Copernicus’s 
brilliant theory that the time lapse and speed of the orbits was rela-
tive to the observer on earth; an idea that was counterintuitive to his 
contemporaries. In particular, Copernicus showed that some planets 
appeared to move faster while others seemed to traverse the universe 
at a much slower pace because their distance remained relative to his 
viewing point on earth. In other words, time and motion in space was 
understood in relation to the earth’s position in the universe, just as 
measuring speed across a field depended on the position of the ob-
server. Distance (space) and motion (speed) were resolutely connected 
in the Copernican system, and his theory laid the foundation for some 
of Galileo’s work (not to mention those who came after him). 

Prior to 1616, Spain had been more receptive of Copernican the-
ory than other European countries (Castellano; Rodríguez-San Pedro 
and Sánchez Lora 187-91). It is hard to say, of course, what Cervantes 
may have known about Copernicus’s work, since no direct reference 
to Copernicus exists in any of Cervantes’s writings. But, Copernicus’s 
views on astrology were so pervasive in Spain that it is hard to believe 

4  Manuel Esteban Piñeiro believes that Cervantes attended lectures at Madrid’s Academia 
Real de Matemáticas.  This academy was launched by Philip II in 1582; it specialized in research 
on cosmography and navigation in the education and training of engineers (34-35; Sánchez 
Ron 10); and it was staffed by Spain’s most important scientists (Flórez Miguel 59). Nothing in 
the historical record supports Piñero’s assertion, however.
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that Cervantes did not know something about them. Moreover, in 1561 
the Revolutions was optional reading at the University of Salamanca 
(Rodríguez-San Pedro and Sánchez Lora 190-91) and was required 
by 1594 (Flórez Miguel 58). Salamanca was furthermore the first and 
only Spanish university at the time to have a “cátedra de Astrología,” 
which was among the most important at the institution (Flórez Miguel 
58). In Don Quixote, Cervantes notes the significance of astrology at 
Salamanca: readers are told that Grisóstomo, “estudiante muchos años 
en Salamanca,” “sabía la ciencia de las estrellas, y de lo que pasan, allá 
en el cielo, el sol y la luna; porque puntualmente nos decía el cris del 
sol y la luna” (1.12:176). Regarding astrology more generally, the knight 
reminds Sancho that a knight-errant “ha de ser astrólogo, para conocer 
por las estrellas cuántas horas son pasadas de la noche, y en qué parte y 
en qué clima del mundo se halla; ha de saber las matemáticas, porque a 
cada paso se le ofrecerá tener necesidad de ellas” (2.18:368) and Sansón 
and his servant “fueron razonando los dos, hasta que llegaron a un 
pueblo donde fue ventura hallar un algebrista” (2.15:361). Beyond 
Salamanca, the Revolutions was widely read in its entirety in educated 
circles and also provided understanding of how astrology served as the 
basis of social belief. 

After Copernicus’s death, Erasmus Rheingold, a professor at 
Wittenberg, adapted Copernicus’s tabulations into celestial charts 
called The Prutenic Tables. The Tables formed the mathematical basis for 
Pope Gregory XIII’s 1582 calendar revolution when the Julian calendar 
dropped 10 days and added a leap year so that Easter would once again 
fall accurately on the date the First Council of Nicaea had agreed upon 
in 325. The calculations for the new Gregorian calendar, as it came to 
be known, was based wholly on Copernicus work, and the calendar’s 
adoption—first by Spain and Portugal—was a major Church initiative 
across Europe. As Frederick De Armas reminds us, Cervantes was af-
fected personally by these transformations. As a captive in Algiers, he 
was forced to adopt the Islamic lunar calendar, then returned to the 
Julian calendar after being freed from captivity in 1580, only to have 
time disrupted again when the Gregorian calendar was instituted two 
years later (4). Was it, perhaps, this sort of irregularity that caused the 
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novelist to be so blatantly, but strategically, careless with time in Don 
Quixote?

By the time the Revolutions was placed on the Church’s index 
of prohibited works (in Italy in 1616, but not in Spain or Portugal), 
Copernicus’s heliocentric theory and early views on relativity found 
supporters across Europe, especially Galileo. In addition to Galileo’s 
advancement of the refracting telescope, his eventual support of 
Copernicus’s heliocentric universe in The Dialogue on the Two Chief 
Systems of the World (1632) was the culmination of decades of research. 
Galileo experimented with the speed of objects by using his telescope 
paired with a “micrometer” (a graduated ruler that projected from 
the telescope’s tube) to measure the distance between Jupiter and its 
moons (called the Medicean stars) relative to his own viewing posi-
tion on Earth. His objective was to determine the mathematical values 
governing accelerated motion and, as a result, he proposed a “uniform 
accelerated motion” principle whereby falling objects increase speed at 
a uniform rate regardless of their individual weights (in opposition to 
Aristotle). With these observations, Galileo realized that the distance 
and speed between two objects, and the time required to cross that 
space, was relative to his observing position on Earth. This eventually 
helped him demonstrate that the Earth was not stationary but orbit-
ing the sun. Hence, just as Copernicus linked time and space together, 
Galileo established, for the first time, a definitive relationship between 
time, space, and motion, the cornerstone for understanding relativity. 

These preliminary findings were first published in Sidereus nuncius 
(Starry Messenger) in March 1610 in Venice. Galileo never overtly assert-
ed the primacy of a heliocentric universe in Starry Messenger, but his 
arguments regarding the Medicean stars, the existence of sunspots and, 
especially, Venus’s altering light all supported the Copernican system, 
thereby placing him at odds with Aristotelian doctrine. Considered 
among the most significant astronomical texts in history, Galileo dedi-
cated his best-seller to his patron Cosimo de Medici, fourth grand duke 
of Tuscany, and even named the Medicean stars after Cosimo’s family. 
This act both endeared the text to the powerful clan and ensured that 
it would be distributed throughout Europe via the Medici’s diplomatic 
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channels. Indeed, Galileo sent Starry Messenger packaged with a tele-
scope to each of the heads of state in Spain, France, Austria, Poland 
and Urbino, presenting them as if they were gifts from the Medici 
(Biagioli 45; Shea 51).5 Further development of these theories, as well as 
the proclamation of heliocentrism, became the subject of Galileo’s The 
Dialogue on the Two Chief Systems, already in progress as early as 1609.

When Cervantes published his second part of Don Quixote, Galileo’s 
Starry Messenger had helped ignite debate across Europe regarding he-
liocentrism and the relative movement of the stars and planets vis-
à-vis the earth.6 Such debate was acknowledged in Spain. Galileo’s 
findings were discussed in the Jesuit Colegio Imperial de Madrid and 
the Academia Real de Matemáticas, since the missionary group was 
among the first to validate Galileo’s claims and then congratulate him 
when he was invited by Cardinal Maffeo Barberini (the future Pope 
Urban VIII) to present his findings at the Pontifical College of Rome 
en 1611. Like many others, the Jesuits would eventually condemn 
Galileo’s remarks regarding heliocentrism—but not until 1616 when 
the first Inquisitorial process against the scientist got underway. It is 
unclear how familiar Cervantes was with Galileo’s writings. No doubt 
Cervantes knew of the scientist and mathematician either because the 
Inquisition’s notorious case against Galileo had become known outside 
Italy by 1614 or because of the scientist’s several formal contacts with 
the Spanish court.7 Moreover, by 1620 Starry Messenger was routinely 

5  I have been unable to determine the Spanish recipient. Mario Biagioli states in passing 
that a certain “Philip IV” (46) received one just after the publication of Starry Messenger, which 
could refer to the future Spanish king Philip IV. According to James Reston, in 1629 Philip IV 

“was pursuing Galileo to provide him with one of his best telescopes at any price that Galileo 
would name,” which the latter provided much later, in 1630 (221).

6  William R. Shea documents several commentaries from European dignitaries in the 
months after Galileo’s text was first published, which indicate not only its immediate popular-
ity but also its widespread dispersion. 

7  In response to the Spanish monarchy’s ongoing contest to solve the problem of longi-
tudinal measurement, Galileo submitted a formal proposal in 1612 (Navarro Brotons, “Galileo” 
811; Machina 52). Using research from Starry Messenger, Galileo hoped to persuade the Spanish 
crown to adopt his new longitudinal system, and he even offered to travel to Spain to train 
officers in the new methods (Sharrat 133; Navarro Brotons, “Galileo” 811-12). The monarchy 
responded that a Spanish mathematician had proposed a similar solution that needed to be 
studied before Galileo’s could be taken up, but no such proposal was ever adopted (Navarro 
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consulted by cosmographers in Seville and was a prominent text taught 
by cosmographers and professors at the Casa de Contratación (Navarro 
Brotons 814). Surely such an intersection of significant historical and 
scientific events, which caused pervasive commotion across Europe, as 
well as the singing of Galileo’s praises in poetry and literature, was 
not lost on Cervantes. Perhaps more than any writer of his genera-
tion, Cervantes was adept at integrating the latest developments into 
this literary works. Certainly, Cervantes’s public did not comprehend 
relativity as a mathematical equation that could explain the suspension 
of time or the travel through space or time—the eventual theoretical 
results of Einstein’s work. Instead, relativity was more readily grasped 
as the differing perceptions of time, motion, and distance that emerged 
from debates regarding the makeup and design of the universe, notions 
that are revealed in Cervantes’s novel. 

Time, the most commonly experienced constituent of relativity, is 
explored in the Cave of Montesinos episode, an adventure that gives 
Cervantes a unique opportunity to examine the paradoxes of literary 
time (“the time of myth” for Murillo) and its links to “real,” lived time 
(Murillo’s “time of history”). From the beginning, the narrator is con-
tinuously vague or misleading about chronology, making time con-
fusing and anachronic. Moreover, the protagonists provide similarly 
puzzling information, yielding a variety of contrary but reasonable per-
spectives. The narrator first informs us that Don Quixote, Sancho, and 
the Primo arrive at the cave “a las dos de la tarde” (2.22:380). Shortly 
after, the knight is lowered into the cavern while Sancho and the Primo 

“se detuvieron como media hora” (2.22:381), waiting for news. Hearing 
none, they haul up the limp rope until “Finalmente, a las diez, vieron 
distintamente a don Quijote” (2.22:380). Strangely, the narrator contin-
ues the account in the next chapter with an extraordinarily anachronic 
temporal leap: “Las cuatro de la tarde serían cuando el sol, entre nubes 
cubierto, con luz escasa y templados rayos dio lugar a don Quijote 
para que, sin calor y pesadumbre, contase a sus dos clarísimos oyentes 
lo que en la cueva de Montesinos había visto” (2.23:381). Throughout 

Brotons, “Galileo” 812). Nonetheless, Galileo renewed his petition to the Spanish Crown in 
1616, 1620, and 1630 without success. 
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this episode, the narrator is purposefully unclear about the time of ac-
tion (“como media hora,” “las cuatro de la tarde serían”), indicating the 
unimportance of keeping time (Sieber 270). He is similarly uninter-
ested in maintaining proper chronology: does the 4 p.m. hour specify 
the same day or the next? If he refers to the same day, how could Don 
Quixote’s story begin if he is not to surface until 10 p.m. later that 
night? Or, does “a las diez” refer to the next morning? If the narrator is 
indicating the following day, what happened to the intervening time? 
Could the narrator be so confused as to mix up night and day? Was 
Don Quixote in the cave overnight after all? 

These, however, are not the only chronological inconsistencies in 
this episode. As Harry Sieber shows, the entire episode is grounded by 
temporal references in order to establish “the illusion of a linear clock-
time of history” (270; my emphasis). Indeed, as the adventure unfolds, 
none of the protagonists agrees on how long Don Quixote was in the 
cave, or whether his time below sufficed for his elaborate and illusive 
depiction of events. This is what the Primo seems to imply: 

A esta sazón dijo el primo:
—Yo no sé, señor don Quijote, cómo vuestra merced en tan poco 
espacio de tiempo como ha que está allá bajo, haya visto tantas 
cosas y hablado y respondido tanto.

—¿Cuánto ha que bajé? —preguntó don Quijote.
—Poco más de una hora —respondió Sancho.
—Eso no puede ser —replicó don Quijote—, porque allá me ano-
checió y amaneció, y tornó a anochecer y amanecer tres veces; de 
modo que, a mi cuenta, tres días he estado en aquellas partes remo-
tas y escondidas a la vista nuestra. (2.23:382)

For Sancho and the Primo a little more than an hour has passed 
(versus the narrator’s “como media hora”) while the knight claims three 
days have gone by. Shortly thereafter, the knight again affirms that he 
spent three full days below: “a lo menos, en estos tres días que yo he 
estado con ellos, ninguno ha pegado el ojo, ni yo tampoco” (2.23:383). 
It should be noted that initially there is no disagreement over what 
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Don Quixote purports to have witnessed. The only discrepancy in-
volves the amount of time in which he claims to have experienced it all, 
which later becomes the main point of contention when Don Quixote 
attempts to confirm his version of the events.8 While the knight de-
scended into the cave, time seems to have stood still. The supposedly 
omniscient narrator has already provided confusing information in 
advance of Don Quixote’s testimony, and the knight, Sancho, and the 
Primo are equally in disagreement about the length of time involved 
in the adventure, even though Sancho and the Primo are described 
as “clarísimos oyentes” (2.23:381). Sancho finally provides a plausible 
explanation for the three viewpoints:

—Verdad debe de decir mi señor —dijo Sancho—; que como todas 
las cosas que le han sucedido son por encantamento, quizá lo que 
a nosotros nos parece un hora, debe de parecer allá tres días con sus 
noches.
—Así será —respondió don Quijote. (2.23:383; my emphasis)

In the absence of corroborating stories, how is one to evaluate 
the testimony of any single eyewitness? As Américo Castro observes, 
throughout the novel reality is relative to the person experiencing it 
(Hacia 439). For Sancho and the Primo, Don Quixote’s absence signi-
fied inaction, empty moments, and boredom; as a result, their experi-
ence feels inordinately long, even though they state that just over an 
hour has passed. For Don Quixote his dream-like experience was filled 
with stories of Durandarte, an appearance by Dulcinea, and a fantastic 
metaphysical world, making his sojourn feel like three days. In short, 
the disagreement over how much time has passed depends on how 
each party spent the time, not unlike how “time flies” for some while 

“time drags” for others. 
Peter G. Earle writes that the pair’s testimonies were correct as de-

scribed: “In the knight’s and the squire’s fictional realm neither testi-
mony need be denied. Each experience has been lived as described. The 

8  I am referring to Maese Pedro’s monkey (2.35:413-16) and the Enchanted Head 
(2.62:477-82).
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author was fully aware that physical and mental times do not neces-
sarily coincide” (4). At the episode’s center is the irregular perception 
of time. The problem with our comprehension of time is that we in-
tuitively want things to be easily understandable and measurable: a 
year should have a certain number of months, each month a particular 
number of days, and each day split into hours and further divided by 
minutes, then seconds. Einstein understood that as humans we base 
our experience of time on external measuring devices such as clocks, a 
sunrise or sunset, or a mealtime. However, Einstein’s theories show that 
time cannot truly be fixed in any particular way; any two people who 
believe they are experiencing the same time really aren’t. We use clocks, 
calendars, and other man-made instruments to possess a shared reality, 
but the hours nonetheless pass differently for each of us because time is 
perceived and internalized relative to our individual experience. 

Equally differing perceptions of time are later validated (sort of ) 
by Maese Pedro’s monkey, whose “rare ability” includes responding to 
questions regarding the past (2.25:388). Don Quixote asks the mon-
key’s handler whether or not his version of events in the cave was true 
or part of a dream, because for Don Quixote “le parecía que tenían 
de todo” (2.25:389): “El mono dice que parte de las cosas que vuesa 
merced vio, o pasó, en la dicha cueva son falsas, y parte verisímiles” 
(2.25:389). The monkey’s answer upholds Sancho’s earlier notion that 
more than one perspective is credible, intensifying an already-distorted 
sense of reality. Don Quixote’s own response further underscores that 
reality is constantly shifting such that he will be eventually vindicated 
over time: “Los sucesos lo dirán, Sancho —respondió Don Quixote—; 
que el tiempo, descubridor de todas las cosas, no se deja ninguna que 
no las saque a la luz del sol, aunque esté escondida en los senos de la 
tierra” (2.25:389). The knight sets up a clear antithesis regarding light 
(the sun) and dark (the cave) in a reply laden with meaning: what oc-
curs in the darkness has been distorted by interpretations made in the 
day’s light, a subversion of the traditionally-accepted hierarchy of the 
sun as a means for illumination. Instead, the opposite is true in so far 
as Don Quixote claims that it will take time’s passage for the sun to 
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shed light on what really transpired in the cave’s darkness. In the end, 
the incident of Maese Pedro’s monkey serves to further disfigure reality. 

A similar judgment—or lack of judgment—is offered by the 
“Enchanted Head.” In this adventure, Don Antonio Moreno is ironi-
cally described as a “caballero rico y discreto, y amigo de holgarse a lo 
honesto y afable,” when he is actually more interested in playing elabo-
rate jokes on his guests. On one occasion, he reveals a large bronze 
roman bust with a concealed tube from the bust’s mouth to the head’s 
hollow base where his nephew is hidden. The nephew responds verbally 
through the tube to any question, thus making the head “talk.” When 
Don Quixote approaches the head, his most pressing inquiry regards 
his experience in the cave: “Dime tú, el que respondes: ¿fue verdad o 
fue sueño lo que yo cuento que me pasó en la cueva de Montesinos?” 
(2.62:480). The poignant response, “A lo de la cueva […] hay mucho 
que decir: de todo tiene” (2.62:480), reminds readers of the continued 
existence of multiple versions; which no one seems able to substantiate 
or discredit. The knight’s insistence on seeking validation demonstrates 
his continual efforts to make those experiences real in order to “move 
beyond and outside himself in seeking a fixed temporal perspective 
from which to reaffirm his identity and self-possession”(Sieber 272). In 
the end, however, statements by both the monkey and the enchanted 
head are further examples of Cervantes’s strategy of not fully informing 
readers about what truly happened and keeping the game going, so to 
speak. In fact, the narrator, quoting Cide Hamete’s handwritten com-
ments in the margin after the Montesinos adventure, is unable to con-
firm the veracity of the account either, leaving the final interpretation 
to readers: “Tú, letor, pues eres prudente, juzga lo que te pareciere, que 
yo no debo ni puedo más; puesto que se tiene por cierto que al tiempo 
de su fin y muerte dicen que se retrató della, y dijo que él había inven-
tado” (2.24:385). Perhaps this is unsurprising: the narrator has been so 
vague about time that maybe readers are better positioned to judge. Put 
another way, readers also hold a view relative to the unfolding action. 
The Montesinos episode highlights the incongruence of time such that 
temporal structures break down and each character’s perception of 
time is highly suspect. In short, time consciousness does not exist. 
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A similar discrepancy involving distance is featured in Don Quixote 
and Sancho’s embarkation on the enchanted boat. When the two reach 
the Ebro river, the narrator reminds readers—for unexplained rea-
sons—about the disparate experiences in the Cave of Montesinos, as 
well as about the partial validation by Maese Pedro’s monkey, even 
though the adventured occured some six and four chapters before, re-
spectively: “fue y vino en lo que había visto en la cueva de Montesinos; 
que, puesto que el mono de maese Pedro le había dicho que parte 
de aquellas cosas eran verdad y parte mentira, él se atenía más a las 
verdaderas que a las mentirosas, bien al revés de Sancho, que todas las 
tenía por la mesma mentira” (2.29:397). Despite being so far removed 
from the actual episodes, by reminding us about opposing and unre-
solved perceptions about time and space, Cervantes prepares readers 
for a similar adventure. Indeed, the Enchanted Boat episode empha-
sizes varying measures of distance and time that signal yet again shift-
ing conceptions of space. For example, Don Quixote explains that his 
readings of chivalric tales has taught him that, to assist those in distress, 
it is customary for knights to travel “en menos de un abrir y cerrar de 
ojos […] o por los aires o por la mar” (2.29:397), thus suggesting the 
notion of air transport not yet possible. Don Quixote and Sancho then 
board a small abandoned boat that they find along the river’s bank and 
begin to make their way down the Ebro. As they traverse the river, Don 
Quixote argues they have traveled “por lo menos, setecientas o ocho-
cientas leguas” and have probably crossed the “línea equinoccial, que 
divide y corta los dos contrapuestos polos en igual distancia” (2.29:397). 
Sancho, fully in view of the shore and within earshot of his braying ass, 
questions the calculations: “pues yo veo con mis mismos ojos que no 
nos habemos apartado de la ribera cinco varas, ni hemos decantado 
de donde están las alemañas dos varas, porque allí están Rocinante 
y el rucio en el propio lugar do los dejamos; y tomada la mira, como 
yo la tomo ahora, voto a tal que no nos movemos ni andamos al paso 
de una hormiga” (2.29:398). Don Quixote’s heated reply indicates his 
assurance regarding the distance traveled, and likewise underscores 
Cervantes’s impressive knowledge of early modern cartography, navi-
gation, and instrumentation: 
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Haz, Sancho, la averiguación que te he dicho, y no te cures de otra, 
que tú no sabes qué cosa sean coluros, líneas, paralelos, zodiacos, 
clíticas, polos, solsticios, equinocios, planetas, signos, puntos, me-
didas, de que se compone la esfera celeste y terrestre; que si todas 
estas cosas supieras, o parte dellas, vieras claramente qué de para-
lelos hemos cortado, qué de signos visto y qué de imágines hemos 
dejado atrás y vamos dejando ahora. Y tórnote a decir que te tientes 
y pesques, que yo para mí tengo que estás más limpio que un pliego 
de papel liso y blanco. (2.29:398)

Throughout this adventure, Don Quixote claims to be experienced 
with the necessary tools to prove with mathematical certainty the great 
distance he claims they have covered in such a short time. Sancho’s 
humble experience as a village pig farmer, however, has not required 
him to know anything about astronomy or navigation, nor can he con-
ceive the world in any form other than that which his senses tell him 
exists. Sancho prefers his own personal experience, which includes a 
tangible understanding of leagues used to measure distance in early 
modern Spain: “O la experiencia es falsa, o no hemos llegado adonde 
vuesa merced dice, ni con muchas leguas” (2.29:398). Ultimately, 
Sancho is guided by familiar measurements of space (“leagues”) and 
by his accompanying sensorial experience of viewing the shoreline and 
his donkey. Still, Sancho’s testimonial leaves open the possibility of 
other interpretations, since he implies that either Don Quixote is sim-
ply incorrect or that the experience is artificial (“falsa”); which is to say, 
otherworldly or fantastic. Indeed, this episode can be interpreted as the 
object of enchantment or of blurred reality in at least one respect: read-
ers are never notified if the pair have actually crossed the river, a requi-
site for continuing their travels to Barcelona. It is most likely the case, 
of course, that the river crossing took place later, and that the narrator 
no longer deemed this information pertinent to the story. Nonetheless, 
the absence of such details after such a harrowing adventure (which 
ended when the millers plucked the knight and squire from the turbu-
lent waters as their boat was ground up by the mill) invites readers to 
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ponder what value—if any—the narrator places on leaving out previ-
ously significant details.

Important in this episode, however, are the copious and specific 
references that point to Cervantes’s awareness of the technological ad-
vances and scientific principles and theories of his day. In the novel, 
Don Quixote provides the basis for some of Cervantes’s scientific back-
ground, namely Ptolemaic classical astronomy: “de trecientos y sesenta 
grados que contiene el globo, del agua y de la tierra, según el cómputo 
de Ptolomeo, que fue el mayor cosmógrafo que se sabe, la mitad hab-
remos caminado, llegando a la línea que he dicho” (2.29:398). Claudius 
Ptolemy’s Geography or Cosmography was the most popular geographi-
cal work printed with movable type in the sixteenth century and widely 
available throughout Europe (Stephenson 86). Ptolemaic astronomy 
stressed an earth-centered universe with eight perfect crystalline spheres 
rotating around it. However, much of the knight’s technical enumera-
tion in this episode is drawn more directly from Johannes de Sacrobosco’s 
Tractatus de Sphaera (The Sphere of the Cosmos), a medieval astronomical 
text originally written around 1230 and taught in European universities 
for the next four centuries (Domínguez 148-50; Flórez Miguel 59). It 
was required reading at the Universidad de Salamanca where it was part 
of the lectures of the “cátedra” of Astronomy (Flórez Miguel 59) and 
also used in the creation of navigational manuals and cosmographical 
treatise in Seville’s Casa de Contratación (Navarro Brotons, “Astronomía” 
44).9 Such eminence in learned circles may explain Cervantes’s citation 
of its contents. Although Navarro Brotons maintains that “globe” and 

“360 degrees” would have to refer to a modern Copernican view of a he-
liocentric universe and a round earth (“Geografía” 18), the use of such 
terms in no way would preclude Ptolemaic theory. Indeed, nowhere in 
Don Quixote does Cervantes specifically mention Copernicus, but at 
least one modern edition of the novel states that the passage shows that 
Cervantes “está al margen de las innovaciones de Galileo, Copérnico y 
demás fisicos renacentistas” (Sevilla and Rey Hazas 761, n10). Moreover, 

9  Sacrobosco (John of Hollywood) was an Irish scholar and monk at the University of 
Paris. See Domínguez for an analysis of Cervantes’s familiarity with Sacrobosco’s treatise in 
this episode. 
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Sancho’s subsequent mangling of Don Quixote’s astronomical discus-
sion could be viewed as a reference to the entire early modern debate 
regarding Copernicus’s radical heliocentric views: “Por Dios —dijo 
Sancho—, que vuesa merced me trae por testigo de lo que dice a una 
gentil persona, puto y gafo, con la añadidura de meón, o meo, o no sé 
cómo. Rióse don Quijote de la interpretación que Sancho había dado 
al nombre y al cómputo y cuenta del cosmógrafo Ptolomeo” (2.29:398). 
The deformation of “Ptolomeo” into “meón o meo,” “cosmógrafo” into 
“gafo,” and “cómputo” into “puto,” aptly expresses the on-going contro-
versial debates. Cervantes knew Ptolemy’s work and he was no doubt 
aware of the Inquisition’s widely published charges against Galileo for 
defending Copernicus’s heliocentric universe. 

Regardless of whether Cervantes knew something about Copernican 
astronomy, prevailing research by Galileo had already linked time and 
distance mathematically. Aboard the boat, readers are told of dispa-
rate perceptions that include theoretically possible movements through 
space and time (estimated by Don Quixote) contrasted with a calcula-
tion of distance understood only in terms of clock time and commonly 
measured distance (estimated by Sancho). Indeed, for ordinary citi-
zens, time and space were constructs that only could be comprehended 
comfortably through the execution of several measuring devices such 
as the sundial, the mechanical clock, or the astrolabe. In Cervantes’s 
time the sundial was wildly inaccurate, and the mechanical clock was 
quite large, prohibitively expensive, and therefore relegated to church 
steeples or public plazas.10 Conversely, the astrolabe had been devel-
oped to such a degree that people could easily carry it on their person. 
The problem in Don Quixote, however, is that neither the knight nor 

10  Up to the seventeenth century, time often was measured by observing the motion of 
the sun, moon, and stars, or by using a shadow-casting object such as a tree or a post. One of 
the most famous of these objects was the Egyptian obelisk (brought to Europe by the Romans). 
As De Armas points out, the obelisk erected in Rome’s Campus Martius was one of the most 
famous and was likely known to Cervantes (10-11). De Armas later notes that Sancho makes 
reference to the rumour that this obelisk’s tip held the ashes of Julius Caesar (344). Eventually, 
the sundial supplanted the use of such objects. With respect to the astrolabe, when it is prop-
erly aligned, it depicts the Earth and the heavens flattened together into a plane providing a 
graphic image for telling time. Hence, direction, time, angles, and the position of the celestial 
bodies could all be calculated more or less accurately.
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his squire possess any of these, although Don Quixote believes an as-
trolabe would vindicate his observations: 

si yo tuviera aquí un astrolabio con que tomar la altura del polo, yo 
te dijera las que hemos caminado; aunque, o yo sé poco, o ya he-
mos pasado o pasaremos presto, por la línea equinoccial, que divide 
y corta los dos contrapuestos polos en igual distancia (2.29:397-98). 

Hence, Don Quixote knows that the astrolabe provided such con-
cise coordinates that distance and time could be accurately measured. 
Similarly, such an instrument might be proof enough to convince 
Sancho of the distance traveled, thereby seemingly eliminating the 
shifting notion of space and time’s constant change. 

Early astronomers such as Copernicus, Tycho Brahe, Kepler and 
Galileo knew that time and space were malleable constructs. These 
scientists also realized that it was difficult, even counterintuitive, for 
everyday man to understand them in any fashion other than through 
accepted calculation devices. The results of their scientific research 
during Cervantes’s time clearly gave birth to the European social idea 
that travel through time and space was theoretically possible as well as 
provide clues for understanding Don Quixote and Sancho’s differing 
perceptions regarding their travel through space. According to Einstein, 
time and space are fixed to one another such that the experience of 
either is relative to the speed with which the human race moves. More 
specifically, Einstein’s “time dilation” illustrates that the closer one 
comes to traveling at the speed of light—the only fixed measurement 
that science accepts—the more time would slow down for that person 
in comparison to someone who was not moving at all. Then, theoreti-
cally, at the speed of light time would stop all together, and if one could 
exceed the speed of light, time would actually move backwards.11 Using 

11  Einstein’s relativity factor demonstrates that approaching the speed of light time slows 
down: clocks slow, a space traveler is a little younger, and she or he will have experienced less. 
Einstein’s research shows that time travel is theoretically possible, giving life to science “fiction” 
and yielding the extraordinary travels in H.G. Wells and other writers. NASA has proved that 
astronauts returning to earth having aged fractionally less than those who remained on the 
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this as an explanation for the discrepancy involving Sancho and Don 
Quixote’s perceptions of distance would not require a literal interpreta-
tion. It is doubtfully the case that Don Quixote was somehow physi-
cally moving more quickly through time and thus covering a greater 
distance than Sancho. Rather, Cervantes is showing us one aspect of 
the mutability of time and space, (un)wittingly explaining early theo-
ries of relativity which were in circulation throughout Europe.

Speed is central to the discrepant viewpoints that arise in the ad-
venture of Clavileño. In this episode, Sancho and Don Quixote are 
made the butt of an elaborate joke orchestrated by the Duke and 
Duchess. Blindfolded, they mount the wooden horse and “fly” 3,227 
leagues (note the exactness of the distance) to the heavens to battle 
the giant Malambruno. They are told that if they successfully defeat 
him, the Dueña Dolorida and her damsels will lose their beards. From 
the moment Clavileño is brought out, the wooden animal is described 
in technological or scientific terms. In fact, Don Quixote calls it a 

“machine” as if to underscore its otherworldliness: “Suba sobre esta 
máquina el que tuviere ánimo para ello” (2.41:423). Moreover, the en-
tire episode is grounded by a lengthy and detailed discussions in the 
preceding chapter on the prominent aerial ascents of famous flying 
horses from legends and medieval romances. It is therefore clear that 
Don Quixote and Sancho believe they will be flying to another world 
from which they may not soon return, a proposition acknowledged by 
the knight: “Ya vees, Sancho hermano, el largo viaje que nos espera, y 
que sabe Dios cuándo volveremos dél, ni la comodidad y espacio que 
nos darán los negocios” (2.41:424). Finally mounted, they are made 
to believe they are flying through the air at great speeds and well be-
yond the immediate reach of the palace. Just as in the episode of the 
enchanted boat, Sancho wonders how he can still hear the spectators 
if their flight has taken them so far away. Don Quixote’s reply suggests 
just how extraordinary this journey is: “No repares en eso, Sancho, que 
como estas cosas y estas volaterías van fuera de los cursos ordinarios, de 
mil leguas verás y oirás lo que quisieres” (2.41:425). Such a statement 

earth; likewise, incredibly-accurate atomic clocks ticked slower while gone, yielding a loss of 
fractions of seconds. 
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again underscores the incredulity of the entire affair while simultane-
ously advancing the notion that such a theoretical journey lays ahead.

Readers know, of course, that the two have not left the ground, as 
this is what the narrator tells us, which is further proven by the actions 
of the spectators. How could it be that knight and squire believe other-
wise? As Einstein proved in his principle of equivalence, acceleration and 
gravitation are equivalent in so far as it is impossible to know if motion 
is taking place absent a definitive comparative reference point; and, 
without said frame of reference, it is equally difficult to measure the 
distance traveled or the time transpired. Einstein proved what Galileo 
had theorized in his analogy of a ship sailing on smooth water un-
shaken by the jolting seas: if a passenger were stationary in the ship’s 
dark hold unable to view the seas or the shore passing by, there is no 
visible reference point to help gauge whether or not motion is taking 
place. From this example is derived “Galilean invariance” or “Galilean 
relativity,” which affirms that the most fundamental laws of physics are 
the same in all inertial states. Galileo first described the principle in the 
Dialogue Concerning the Two Chief World Systems using the example of 
the ship and giving birth to the widespread scientific use of the term 

“relativity.” In today’s world a similar experience occurs when seated 
inside an airplane unable to see outside: until the craft encounters a 
rough patch in the runway—or in the air—passengers normally can-
not discern movement. Instead, we take for granted such movement 
is occurring, or will occur. In some ways, this could help explain Don 
Quixote’s descent into the cave where the cavern’s blackness makes it 
impossible to gauge distance or correctly assess time’s passage, just as 
Plato asserted. A striking similarity occurs as Don Quixote and Sancho 
are blindfolded atop Clavileño. Absent a visible marker, the pair can-
not discern if they are actually moving or not, until the palace servants 
put to use large chimney bellows that simulate blowing air. For the 
pair, it is precisely the gusts that confirm their movement while it is 
their common experience about how much time passed in the interim 
that provides the reference for the distance that they now should have 
traversed. Both knight and squire believe that their trajectory has taken 
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them to the second region of the heavens where they will soon reach 
the region of fire and perhaps be burned:

ya debemos de llegar a la segunda región del aire, adonde se en-
gendra el granizo, las nieves; los truenos, los relámpagos y los rayos 
se engendran en la tercera región, y si es que desta manera vamos 
subiendo, presto daremos en la región del fuego, y no sé yo cómo 
templar esta clavija para que no subamos donde nos abrasemos. 
(2.41:425)

Sancho, too, has sensed movement and, spurred on by Don 
Quixote’s version of events, complains that his beard is being singed. 
The adventure comes to an end when the servants light the fireworks 
packed in Clavileño’s tale. The powerful explosion propels the pegged 
horse violently through the air with such a loud noise that the passen-
gers are thrown to the ground, finalizing the adventure but also physi-
cally confirming for the two the flight they had just taken. 

Up to this point, the knight and his squire have seemingly expe-
rienced the same events. When queried about the adventure, however, 
Sancho’s description is diametrically opposed to Don Quixote’s. He 
tells the Duchess that he realized they were flying near the region of 
fire, but that he wanted to see for himself. Recalling that Sancho’s lived 
experience determined his perception of the events in the episode of 
the enchanted boat, a similar process takes place after Clavileño: “por 
allí miré hacia la tierra, y parecióme que toda ella no era mayor que un 
grano de mostaza, y los hombres que andaban sobre ella, poco may-
ores que avellanas; porque se vea cuán altos debíamos de ir entonces” 
(2.41:426). The difference, of course, is that Sancho could not have seen 
any of this because nowhere in the text does anyone (narrators, Don 
Quixote, or spectators) note that he has removed the blindfold, nor is 
there any mention that the two have ever left the ground.

Or did they? Textual cues tell us—if we are to believe the narra-
tor—that Clavileño not only cannot fly but that it remained fixed to 
the ground throughout the adventure, until the fireworks jolted the 
horse through the air. Therefore, either Sancho has invented an elabo-
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rate story, or we are meant to believe him. In fact, since the begin-
ning of part one, readers have been trained to trust Sancho’s practical 
version of events as he seems much more reliable and sensible than 
Don Quixote. We must remember, however, that Sancho really has not 
provided a trustworthy point of view on several occasions; such occa-
sions include his willingness to concede the existence of Mambrino’s 
helmet if allowed to keep the spoils of the battle with the barber. In 
the Clavileño episode, Sancho claims to have been a “palmo y medio” 
(2.41:426) away from the heavens where he played among the “siete 
cabrillas” for “casi tres cuartos de hora” (2.41:426).12 The tables have 
turned; just as Don Quixote claims to have spent three days and nights 
in the cave, Sancho declares that he has taken flight and visited the 
stars. Yet again we see how Sancho’s conceptualization of time’s pas-
sage, regardless of the legitimacy of his story, is quite different from the 
brief instance readers are told the two actually spent aboard Clavileño. 
Sancho’s testimony provides a humorous take on the cosmography of 
the period, and his story seems quite fabricated, but it is not much 
more exaggerated than Don Quixote’s, who provides still another ver-
sion of the events:

Como todas estas cosas y estos tales sucesos van fuera del orden na-
tural, no es mucho que Sancho diga lo que dice. De mí sé decir que 
ni me descubrí por alto ni por bajo, ni vi el cielo ni la tierra, ni la 
mar ni las arenas. Bien es verdad que sentí que pasaba por la región 
del aire, y aun que tocaba a la del fuego; pero que pasásemos de allí, 
no lo puedo creer, pues, estando la región del fuego entre el cielo de 
la luna y la última región del aire, no podíamos llegar al cielo don-
de están las siete cabrillas que Sancho dice, sin abrasarnos; y pues 
no nos asuramos, o Sancho miente, o Sancho sueña. (2.41:426)

12  In Sancho’s turn of phrase, the “siete cabrillas” refers to Pleiades, the “seven sisters,” 
seven of the most brilliant stars in the Taurus constellation discernible to the naked eye at 
night. The seven have different meanings in different cultures including Greek mythology, 
Norse mythology, Celtic mythology, and Eastern and Western folklore. Around 1609 Galileo 
found another forty stars invisible to the naked eye. He described the entire cluster through a 
pencil drawing in his Starry Messenger. 
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If we consider that the narrator provides us with commentary and 
context, the palace spectators including the Duke and Duchess (who 
are also participants) witness the events, and Sancho and Don Quixote 
provide two supplementary, but contrary, versions, one could conclude 
that no account is acceptable or, alternately, all of them are valid. The 
conflicting evidence leads to disbelief, and the final word—which the 
narrator does not question—is claimed by Don Quixote, who suggests 
that if Sancho can believe what occured in the Cave of Montesinos, the 
knight will do the same regarding Clavileño: “Sancho, pues vos queréis 
que se os crea lo que habéis visto en el cielo, yo quiero que vos me creáis 
a mí lo que vi en la cueva de Montesinos; y no os digo más” (2.41:427). 
As indicated, Sancho’s readiness to accept a negotiated resolution ac-
centuates how untrustworthy he really is. More importantly, the truce 
binds the two for the rest of the novel, making the fictional real and 
the real fictional. As B.W. Ife points out, the entire adventure teaches 
us about the traditional and theoretical issues concerning plausibility 
in fiction: “What we have here is not just a satire on aerial ascent, but a 
satire on the kinds of arguments that might be invoked to explain away 
an aerial ascent in fiction” (67). As Ife then makes clear, simply stating 
that aerial travel is impossible is not sufficient to disprove it. Instead, 
Cervantes is perhaps telling us that behind the popular bewilderment 
regarding air travel there exist sound scientific principles governing 
motion through space. 

The episode also reminds us about the pliability of reality. It does 
not seem to me fortuitous that the three episodes analyzed above take 
place within a span of only nineteen chapters with intervening com-
mentary on the adventures in other chapters. Nor does it seem chance 
that each examines one of the three necessary scientific components of 
relativity. However, this essay is not the first to propose that Cervantes 
was either familiar with the concept of relativity (consciously or not) 
or that relativity can be used to explain differing perceptions regarding 
space, time, and motion in the novel. 

In 1969, the Mexican artist Andrés Salgó painted “The Travel of the 
Century” (see figure 1), which depicts Don Quixote traveling through 
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space.13 The canvas, perhaps also drawing on the Clavileño episode, 
shows the fully armed knight donning Mambrino’s helmet, clutching 
a rocket, and soaring over the earth, past a satellite and a spaceship. 
Like Cavanillas Ávila, whose article suggests that the scientific prin-
ciples so necessary for space travel have a reference in Cervantes’s nar-

13  The painting can be found in Works by Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra in the Library of 
Congress and Andrés Salgó’s Don Quijote en el siglo XX/Don Quixote in the XXth Century. 

Fig. 1: Andrés Salgó’s The Travel of the Century. Image courtesy of the 
Eduardo Urbina Cervantes Collection, Texas A&M University Libraries.
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rative, Salgó artistically renders Don Quixote’s imaginary flight as a 
precursor to twentieth-century space travel. We need only wait until 
later in 2011 to see if Don Quixote and Sancho’s aerial ascent really 
happened: the European Space Agency (ESA) will launch its much-an-
ticipated “Don Quixote” space project featuring two probes, Hidalgo 
and Sancho, to investigate the impact of asteroids. As ESA’s Neo Space 
Mission Preparation web site states, the two spacecraft will be “launched 
in separate interplanetary trajectories,” echoing the literary protago-
nists’ often-detached viewpoints in the novel. In fact, the similarities 
do not end there. Hidalgo will be set on a deliberate course so as to 
directly strike an asteroid while Sancho “will retreat to a safe distance to 
observe the impact without taking unnecessary risk (with an attitude 
appropriate to its name).” In their development and naming of the 
orbiters it seems that ESA understood enough about Cervantes’s novel 
to appropriate from it some of salient traits of the main characters. The 
ESA project ironically may be the one true opportunity for the liter-
ary characters to realize space travel, albeit under decidedly different 
circumstances.

Considering the advances in physics to the present, the notion of 
hurling oneself over great distances and at incredible speeds has moved 
beyond science fiction. Indeed, since the 1960s, space travel itself has 
become a fairly common occurrence that we nearly take for granted. 
There is no way of knowing for sure what Cervantes thought about the 
great scientific advances of his own day, but the many scientific refer-
ences in his works suggest he was at least conversant about what was 
transpiring, and understood how such discoveries were shaping the 
manner in which people viewed their own world. Upon first glance, 
the impossibility of covering immense distances aboard the enchant-
ed boat, reaching high speeds upon Clavileño, or experiencing time’s 
fleeting passage in the Cave of Montesinos seem to be nothing more 
than the product of Don Quixote’s or Sancho’s imagination. As such, 
the three adventures defy accepted and commonly-understood notions 
of space, motion, and time. In truth, however, early studies regarding 
relativity provided plausible scientific explanations for conceiving and 
comprehending such transient concepts—even in the mythic time of 
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literature—and likewise clarify how two characters experiencing the 
same events can reach wildly different conclusions. Indeed, as readers 
it is easier to embrace the most practical of these perspectives, but we 
must not ignore the scientific context of Cervantes’s day: that such dis-
parities with respect to time, space, and motion occur so often in part 
two suggests that the novelist was aware of contemporaneous science 
even if he relayed that knowledge in an often funny or irreverent way, 
yet still firmly grounded in sound scientific principles.  

gasta@iastate.edu
Iowa State University
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 Into the Dark Triangle of Desire: 
Rivalry, Resistance, and Repression 

in “El curioso impertinente”
______________________________________Ashley Hope Pérez

Among the recent attempts to liberate Cervantes’s “El curioso 
impertinente” from misunderstanding as an impertinent “in-
truder” into Don Quijote, several hinge on celebratory readings 

of Camila’s role in the triangle of desire formed by Anselmo’s rivalry 
with Lotario. Diana de Armas Wilson announces a “sudden accession 
to subjectivity” in the dagger scene (27), and Yvonne Jehenson con-
cludes with similar conviction that “Camila’s performance succeeds in 
altering the very rules that have previously governed her signification” 
(43). According to Howard Mancing, Camila “transforms herself from 
passive object to active agent; she takes control of her life and her story 
and in the process relegates to secondary status the men who quibble 
over abstract concepts” (16). 

These readings are based on admirable attempts to break out of dis-
courses that objectify the female, but they also have significant short-
comings. For one, the insistence on Camila’s self-transformation “from 
silent object of desire” to “narrating and controlling agent” assumes 
that she was not already a whole person and that she was somehow pre-
viously incapable of action (Mancing 18). But to “[transform] herself 
from passive object to active agent” would have required the already-
present ability to act, namely, agency. Further, these conclusions depend 
on a certain insensitivity to the eventual aftermath of the dagger scene 
and to the implications of this denouement for the purported “agency” 
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of Camila. Jehenson elides the damaging force of the ending by analyz-
ing the presence of melodramatic topoi within it (45-46). Wilson sug-
gests that Camila’s rebellion overshadows the finality of her destruction: 

“Like the men who love through her, Camila will eventually die, but not 
before she produces a plausible counter-text to that insidious Golden 
Age sociolect of female ‘value’” (28). Wilson’s intertextual emphasis 
sweeps from Herodotus to the Golden Age to Borges with the conve-
nient benefit that—seen from such a remove—Camila’s abandonment 
and death can be read in relation to a larger “cause” (the critique of the 
traditional scapegoating of woman and her body). Mancing similarly 
shifts the stakes of the text by reframing it as a kind of battle between 
narrative (represented by Camila) and argumentation (represented by 
Lotario, and to a lesser degree, Anselmo). Mancing concludes that by 
the end of “El curioso impertinente,” Camila’s narrative of fidelity “has 
proven to be superior to the men’s argument” (11). But this is ultimate-
ly a dubious triumph that has legitimacy only outside the tale itself; 
whatever her self-assertion, eloquence, and genius in acting, Camila is 
still brutally subjected to the punishments that so often await wayward 
women of early modern Spanish literature: the convent and the coffin.

I do not mean to suggest that female subjectivity is somehow 
impossible in early seventeenth-century Spanish literature or even 
in Cervantes; we need look no farther than Marcela, Dorotea, and 
other astute, assertive women characters of Don Quijote.1 Rather, it 
is the possibility of the expression of subjectivity within a given nar-
rative that interests me, and I will argue that the nature of the world 
constituted by “El curioso impertinente” renders Camila’s subjectivity 
generally unthinkable within its bounds. The narrative offers us a radi-
cally closed society with only two full citizens—Anselmo and Lotario. 
Marriage brings Camila into an affective economy wholly based on the 
rivalrous dynamic between the two men, and her every move within 
this world deepens the degree to which its perverse metonymic logic 
affects her. Misunderstood and mistreated as an object and instrument 

1 Edwin Williamson’s “Romance and Realism in the Interpolated Stories of the Quijote” 
examines the complex—if not fully revealed—personal character of a number of female figures 
in Don Quijote.
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of desire by both her husband and her lover, Camila is drawn into an 
ever-darkening triangle of dependence, deception, and desire that ulti-
mately leads to her destruction. 

I. “Los Dos Amigos” and the Instrumental Bride

Camila’s role in this triangle can be understood best after establishing 
some sense of the ties between Anselmo and Lotario. Tellingly, the tale 
begins when both Anselmo and Lotario are single, well before Camila’s 
introduction into the plot (399). As Robert Richmond Ellis notes, al-
though the period before Anselmo’s marriage is compressed into just a 
paragraph and a half, the details we learn there “form the background 
from which the characters emerge” and “contain certain parameters 
which must be kept in mind in the analysis of the subsequent action” 
(173). By the second paragraph, Anselmo has married Camila, and by 
the third, enough time has elapsed for Lotario’s absence from the new-
lyweds’ home to be noticed by Anselmo. 

Even in this brief trajectory, it is abundantly clear which relation-
ship is the focal point of the narrative. Camila’s name is mentioned 
only once in the long second paragraph, and her marriage to Anselmo 
is narrated almost in passing, sandwiched between Lotario’s assistance 
in procuring her hand and his attempt at a discreet exit from the stage 
of Anselmo’s affections. From the very beginning, then, the relation-
ship at stake is not Anselmo’s marriage but rather his friendship with 
Lotario, and the use of language in “El curioso impertinente” reflects 
this emphasis. “Los dos” is used to refer to two of the three characters 
eighteen times in the text. Thirteen of these references are to Anselmo 
and Lotario, and the other five are to Lotario and Camila after they 
begin their affair. Never does “los dos” refer to Anselmo and Camila 
as a pair, an omission that clearly belies the significance given to their 
marriage. 

The first paragraph of “El curioso impertinente” seems almost 
strained in its emphasis on the closeness and—above all—the equal-
ity of the two men: these wealthy and distinguished gentlemen are 

“tan amigos que, por excelencia y antonomasia, de todos los que los 
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conocían los dos amigos eran llamados” (1.33:399).2 The narrator goes 
on: “mozos de una misma edad y de unas mismas costumbres; todo lo 
cual era bastante causa a que los dos con recíproca amistad se corres-
pondiesen…” (1.33:399). And yet this explanation of their emphatically 
reciprocal relationship is really no explanation at all, for in this “ciudad 
rica y famosa,” there would certainly be many men of similar stand-
ing (1.33:399). What, then, so binds Anselmo and Lotario together? 
The narrator does not seem close enough to them to tell us, and this 
opening description offers a perspective very much like what we will 
encounter at the end of the narrative from the ciudadano who reports 
to Anselmo—without recognizing him—on the latest gossip regard-
ing “los dos amigos.” It is significant that the ciudadano from Florence 
does not even realize he is speaking to the infamous Anselmo himself; 
he knows of “los dos amigos” without actually knowing them. In the 
same way, our narrator only gives us a view of Lotario and Anselmo’s 
relationship from the outside, glossing the overly credulous view of the 
Florentine community. Indeed, there is a tangible divide between the 
city at large and the closed social world of the two men. Aside from 
their servants and the nameless friend whom Anselmo visits as a pretext 
for leaving Lotario and Camila alone, it is as though their relationship 
exists in the absence of all other relationships. At least for Anselmo, 
Lotario stands for friendship and for family. 

The narrator presents the apparent similarity of the friendship’s two 
members as evidence of its harmony, but the original point of con-
nection between the two is never revealed. And given the narrator’s 
distance from the inner workings of the relationship, these hyperbolic 
declarations seem to lack authority, as when the narrator declares that 

“andaban tan a una sus voluntades, que no había concertado reloj que 
así lo anduviese” (1.33:399). Much of this relationship, then, remains 
beyond the ken of the narrator and the reader. Perhaps this apparently 
harmonious equality results from a different sort of movement: a radi-
cal rivalry between the two men. In his brief analysis of “El curioso 

2  A form of metonymy, antonomasia replaces a proper name with an epithet, and in 
Anselmo and Lotario’s case that epithet defines them precisely by their contiguity, elevating 
their friendship over their distinct identities.
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impertinente,” René Girard asserts that “their ardent friendship is ac-
companied by a sharp feeling of rivalry,” a rivalry that nevertheless 

“remains in the shadows” (Deceit 50). Rather than a given fact of their 
relationship, the apparent balance between the two can be read as a 
product of the ceaseless striving of each man to surpass and control the 
other. But even in rivalries, the two parties are not necessarily equally 
motivated. We learn, for example, that Anselmo depends on the opin-
ion and approval of Lotario “sin el cual ninguna cosa hacía,” but there 
is no mention of Lotario having a similar dependence on Anselmo 
(1.33:400). Might this suggest that Anselmo is in constant need of re-
assurance from Lotario that what he (Anselmo) is doing advances his 
status in Lotario’s eyes? Whereas Anselmo’s actions reveal a willful ri-
valry with Lotario, Lotario participates in the rivalry almost reflexively; 
repeatedly baited by Anselmo, he cannot help but assert his own worth. 

The ongoing production of this rivalry is no doubt exhausting, 
and the text offers ample, if subtle, suggestions that Lotario harbors 
a desire to escape the tight embrace of Anselmo’s friendship. The cir-
cumstances surrounding the marriage of Camila and Anselmo, which 
Lotario himself orchestrates, can be read as evidence of precisely this 
desire. The narrator explains that Camila is “tan contenta de haber al-
canzado a Anselmo por esposo, que no cesaba de dar gracias al cielo, y 
a Lotario, por cuyo medio tanto bien había venido” (1.33:400). Given 
that Lotario is the one who asks for Camila’s hand on Anselmo’s behalf, 
it stands to reason that her extreme gratitude is based not on Anselmo 
as he is—indeed, he soon proves to be a callous and indifferent hus-
band—but rather on what Lotario has told her about Anselmo in the 
process of arranging the marriage. As soon as the wedding festivities 
are over, Lotario takes up a deliberate distance: “comenzó Lotario a 
descuidarse con cuidado de las idas en casa de Anselmo” (1.33:400). 
Although the timing of this change makes it appear that Camila is the 
cause of Lotario’s distance, the marriage may simply provide Lotario 
with the occasion to do what he wishes, namely, to acquire a measure 
of freedom from Anselmo’s cloying attachment.

The narrator offers a neat explanation for the “descuidarse con 
cuidado” paradox: Lotario is intentionally “neglecting” his friend out 
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of concern for the delicate honor of a husband. Indeed, in the next 
phrase, “como es razón que parezca a todos los que fueren discretos,” 
the nar-rator gives the impression that the whole community views 
Lotario’s actions as prudent and well intended (1.33:400). In addition 
to a sign of the narrator’s distant approval, we can also see this as an 
indication of the degree to which Lotario has positioned himself so 
that doing what he wants—getting away from Anselmo—is perfectly 
in keeping with societal norms, even for “los dos amigos.” By marry-
ing Anselmo off, effectively sacrificing Camila for the sake of his own 
independence, Lotario seems to have secured an ironclad excuse for 
keeping his distance from Anselmo. After all, shouldn’t the marriage 
bond take precedence over even the closest ties between friends? 

Anselmo does not accept this logic. Despite Lotario’s repeated ef-
forts to get him to turn his attention to his new union with Camila, 
Anselmo remains fixated on the friendship that he feels slipping away 
from him. In fact, he insists to Lotario that, had he known that mar-
riage would interfere with their continued connection, he never would 
have agreed to it (1.33:400). Anselmo even calls upon Camila to certify 
the degree to which “los dos”—here Anselmo and Lotario—“se ama-
ban” (1.33:400). There is something of the querulous child in Anselmo, 
but there is also a hint that, amidst Lotario’s approval and assistance 
in arranging the marriage, he strategically neglected to mention to 
Anselmo that it would necessarily occasion a decrease in intimacy be-
tween them. 

II. “Lo Que Debes a Nuestra Amistad”: A Web of Rivalry and 
Obligation

If Lotario first used Camila to create a set of circumstances that would 
justify his distance, Anselmo, not to be outdone, now uses her as a 
means of closing that very distance. Having exhausted his appeal to 
their reputation as “los dos amigos” as well as numerous other entreat-
ies for Lotario to behave as he did before the wedding, Anselmo turns 
to a new tactic, as the narrator signals with the phrase, “sucedió, pues,” 
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that opens the scene: “Sucedió, pues, que uno que los dos se andaban 
paseando por un prado fuera de la ciudad, Anselmo dijo a Lotario 
las semejantes razones” (1.33:401). Anselmo launches into his infamous 
request for Lotario to play at cuckoldry, a request he ostensibly makes 
to prove Camila’s virtue. Certainly pues can be read as “well,” “then,” 

“but,” or even as a kind of oral punctuation to establish rhythm in a 
told tale, but here it also underscores the stress on cause and effect al-
ready suggested by suceder. At this point in the text, our narrator still 
maintains his distance from the characters, and in keeping with this 
distance, he only intimates the causal relationship between what pre-
cedes—Lotario’s continued refusal to restore their intimacy—and what 
follows—Anselmo’s latest and most singular demand. Nevertheless, the 
subsequent debate on the nature and demands of honor clearly belies 
the apparent triviality of the word pues. 

We should begin by noting that the extended exchange between 
Anselmo and Lotario develops familiar tropes of an established dis-
course on honor. Indeed, connections radiate outward from this scene 
to other narrative threads in Don Quijote, to the tales of chivalry con-
sumed by Don Quijote, and to Cervantes’s Novelas ejemplares, not to 
mention Lope de Vega’s honor plays.3 Yet the thematic conventions of 
the honor tradition do not account fully for the dynamics at work in 
the scene; rather, a preoccupation with honor serves as a formal pretext 
for a more subtle exchange. Specifically, we can read Anselmo’s appeal 
for Lotario to test his wife’s virtue as a sequel to his earlier, unsuccess-
ful, tactical attempts to reconnect with his friend. From the beginning, 
the test of virtue is directly motivated by Anselmo’s feelings for Lotario 
and has nothing to do with any real interest in Camila’s virtue. If this 
were really about Camila, “Anselmo’s plan to test Camila […] should 
have emerged during his courtship of her,” when, as Ruth El Saffar 
notes, “the test would also have brought out something of the real 
Camila” (Beyond Fiction 72). Instead, Anselmo insists that Camila has 
no pleasure or will other than that which he wishes her to have, reveal-

3  See the fourth chapter of Joseph Ricapito’s Cervantes’s Novelas ejemplares: Between 
History and Creativity for a reading of four Cervantine texts as “honor novellas” that respond 
to and compete with Lope de Vega’s honor plays. 
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ing his utter lack of interest in knowing Camila as anything more than 
a simple mirror of his will (1.33:400).

Once again, the crucial relationship in “El curioso impertinente” is 
between Anselmo and Lotario; Camila is only incidentally related to 
them. Barry Ife shares the conviction that “the wife-testing is not the 
objective; it is the means to a quite different end,” and he adds that 
Anselmo’s determination to test Camila’s virtue “flows naturally out of 
his clinging behaviour towards Lotario” (678). However, we need not 
conclude that “what Anselmo really wants to see through the keyhole 
is his friend making love to his wife” (Ife 678). It is quite the opposite, 
in fact: given the rivalrous nature of their relationship, what Anselmo 
wants to see is Lotario’s failure to make love to his wife, a defeat that 
will simultaneously affirm Anselmo’s superiority and prove the absur-
dity of Lotario’s claims that he should stay away from their home out 
of propriety. 

Anselmo also insists that when Camila “passes” the test, “tendré 
yo por sin igual mi ventura” (1.33:403; my emphasis): in other words, 

“when you prove my wife’s virtue, you will see how peerless I am—
and how lucky you are to be my friend.” Even if Camila yields to 
Lotario, Anselmo still expects to come out ahead. For, in that case, he 
will have secured Lotario’s intimacy; surely Lotario will console him 
after the shame of such a trying experience, and they will be further 
united by the shared secret of Anselmo’s injury concealed in “la vir-
tud” of Lotario’s silence (1.33:403). Such is the perverse logic underlying 
Anselmo’s rivalry, a rivalry so intense that he instigates these elaborate 
machinations with the express purpose of swapping Camila for Lotario 
and restoring the legendary intimacy of “los dos amigos.”

Lotario’s elaborate response is often vexing in its essentializing 
stance toward women, and Wilson justly denounces it as “a copious, 
aphoristic, even vicious tractate for the male regulation of the woman’s 
body” (27). We will return to the radically limited horizon of possi-
bilities for being female according to Anselmo and Lotario’s worldview, 
but for now we should look at one way in which Lotario pursues his 
own desire for distance even as he appears to concern himself with his 
friend’s reputation. Lotario begins by insisting that Anselmo’s request 
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reflects a violation of the basis for their friendship: “las cosas que me 
has dicho, ni son de aquel Anselmo mi amigo, ni las que me pides se 
han de pedir a aquel Lotario que tú conoces,” and he goes on to cite a 
proverb to show that “no se habían de valer de su amistad en cosas que 
fuesen contra Dios” (1.33:404). The explicit message is that Anselmo 
should simply retract his request, but there is also the implication that, 
by persisting, Anselmo is entering territory in which Lotario may be 
morally obligated to withdraw his friendship. Of course, this is hardly 
a theological discourse, and the invocation of God is purely rhetorical: 
Lotario is capitalizing on whatever figures he can manage to make his 
resistance persuasive. God is the lever of this catapult, but the ammuni-
tion is Lotario’s threat of a complete end to their contact. This line of 
reasoning reemerges even more forcefully toward the end of Lotario’s 
lecture when he insists that Anselmo find another “instrumento de tu 
deshonra y desventura; que yo no pienso serlo, aunque por ello pierda 
tu amistad” (1.33:411; my emphasis). 

This thinly veiled threat proves ineffective against the maneuvers of 
Anselmo, who recasts his desire as akin to “la enfermedad que suelen te-
ner algunas mujeres que se les antoja comer tierra, yeso, carbón y otras 
cosas peores” (1.33:411-12). In a discussion of this allusion to pica, Harry 
Sieber notes how Huarte de San Juan extends the reach of the disorder 
to the emotions and the intellect (3-4), and Wilson takes it as a mark of 

“male hysteria” through which Cervantes discredits Anselmo’s project 
as pathological (19). In terms of Anselmo’s attempt to control Lotario, 
this allusion to illness deepens the guilt to which Lotario will be sub-
ject if he refuses to engage in the testing of Camila. Indeed, Anselmo’s 
speech is peppered with phrases such as “lo que debes a nuestra amis-
tad” and “estás obligado a hacer esto” (1.33:412). 

But this is not just a continuation of the strategy we saw Anselmo 
employ in the first part of the exchange; rather, through his oblique 
reference to “cosas peores,” Anselmo counters Lotario’s threat with one 
of his own. The phrase “cosas peores” hints at the degree to which 
Anselmo is willing to debase himself in pursuit of what he wants, 
which is Lotario’s attention, not the proof of Camila’s fidelity. Anselmo 
strategically positions himself outside obligations to honor by invoking 
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madness, illness, and feminine weakness, and his avowed recklessness 
threatens the very honor that Lotario prizes so highly and equates with 
life itself. If Lotario refuses to help him out of this state by performing 
the test, Anselmo just might reveal damaging information—whether 
actual or fabricated—about Lotario. Anselmo knows the rules of honor 
and banks on Lotario’s concern with his own reputation. For Lotario, 
in keeping with the tradition, honor is about appearances, not actual 
virtue: his own innocence would be no consolation to him if Anselmo 
were to disgrace him. Further, since Lotario and Anselmo are identified 
metonymically as “los dos amigos,” the loss of Anselmo’s good name 
would mean the loss of Lotario’s as well.

Trapped by a code of honor turned instrument of private perversity, 
Lotario gives in. The narrator offers a series of explanations for this 
abrupt acquiescence:

Viendo Lotario la resoluta voluntad de Anselmo [1], y no sabiendo 
qué más ejemplos traerle ni qué más razones mostrarle para que no 
la siguiese [2], y viendo que le amenazaba que daría a otro cuenta 
de su mal deseo [3], por evitar mayor mal [4], determinó de con-
tentarle y hacer lo que le pedía. (1.33:412)

Tellingly, these justifications bear the mark of Freud’s kettle logic, 
whereby multiple contradictory claims are deployed toward the same 
purpose. In The Interpretation of Dreams, Freud recounts the story of a 
man accused by his neighbor of returning a kettle in a damaged condi-
tion: “In the first place, he said, he had returned the kettle undamaged; 
in the second, it already had holes in it when he borrowed it; and 
thirdly, he had never borrowed the kettle from his neighbour at all” 
(101). These arguments are obviously contradictory, but Freud goes on 
to note the benefit of this fact since “if even one of these three methods 
of defence is recognized as valid, the man must be acquitted” (101). But 
competing claims erode the credibility of the speaker, and the strenu-
ous nature of such a mode of justification betrays the urgency of the 
desire underlying it. In the kettle case, the desire is to evade responsi-
bility for the damaged kettle; in Lotario’s case, the desire seems to be to 
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escape any suggestion that he agrees to Anselmo’s terms out of his own 
interest. But of course, in both cases, what the multiple justifications 
seek to conceal is precisely what they reveal. Lotario accepts Anselmo’s 
request in order to pursue the same goal he has had all along: breaking 
away from his oppressively intense friend.4

Lotario’s reasoning develops along these lines: If I can’t get Anselmo 
to agree to a less intimate friendship, what better way to induce a de-
cisive split than to make him see that I have seduced his wife? Indeed, 
it is only after Lotario’s assent to the test that highly ambiguous de-
scriptions of his motives and actions begin to appear in the narration. 
For example, as Lotario agrees to all that Anselmo asks of him with 
regard to the test of virtue, the narrator notes that he does so “con dife-
rente intención que Anselmo pensaba” (1.33:413). The obvious implica-
tion, of course, is that he does not intend to seduce Camila at all. In 
light of what comes, however, this cryptic remark could also be read as 
meaning that, while Anselmo only expects Lotario to test Camila’s vir-
tue, Lotario is setting out to conquer her virtue completely. Similarly, 
Lotario later likens his (as yet nonexistent) efforts to flatter and deceive 
Camila to how the devil achieves his objective by transforming himself 
into an “ángel de luz, siéndolo él de tinieblas” (1.33:414). Ostensibly, 
Anselmo understands Lotario to be pretending to be a devil (seducer) 
pretending to be an angel of light (admirer of Camila’s beauty and 
virtue) and believes him to be an angel of a friend for accommodating 
his whim and playing at this devilry. But Anselmo, so pleased by what 
he assumes, fails to consider the possibility of yet another layer of de-
ception whereby Lotario might deploy the very same duplicitous tech-
nique on him. An even more telling instance of double entendre occurs 

4  Ife suggests that Lotario has been strategically “over-protesting,” and he reads Lotario’s 
resistance as one of many “cynical pieces of manipulation” enclosing a seduction of Camila 
that “has been going on from the outset” (678-79). This is certainly a provocative reading, and 
it would also uphold the degree to which the men are motivated by rivalry. In Ife’s reading, 
Lotario would have systematically arranged the marriage with the express purpose of under-
mining it and proving his superiority to Anselmo by cuckolding him. What this reading does 
not account for, though, are the numerous implications that Lotario wishes to make a getaway 
from the too-tight embrace of Anselmo’s friendship. Such a plot would have him miring him-
self in a rivalry that he seems to maintain only reluctantly and reflexively.
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in Lotario’s ambiguous assurance: “Lotario respondió que ya que había 
comenzado, que él llevaría hasta el fin aquella empresa, puesto que 
entendía salir della cansado y vencido” (1.33:415). “Aquella empresa,” 
might just as well refer to the actual seduction of Camila as to the trial 
of virtue, and “salir della cansado” offers itself to a sexually loaded read-
ing by which Lotario would be “vencido,” not by the moral fortitude 
of Anselmo’s wife, but rather by the arduous business of making love 
to her.5 Lotario’s insistence that “la que él pensaba poner en satisfacelle 
le quitaría de toda sospecha” can also be read beyond its obvious im-
plications (1.33:415). On one level, Lotario suggests to Anselmo that 
he will dismiss Anselmo’s suspicions by proving Camila’s virtue. But 
the phrasing of this apparent reassurance leaves open the possibility 
that Lotario will instead go “all the way” to confirm Camila’s fallibility 
and make this fallibility known to Anselmo. Again, the goal of such 
a move on Lotario’s part is to bring about the desired rupture in their 
friendship. If such elaborate scheming seems far-fetched, we would do 
well to remember the similarly convoluted narratives in the Italianate 
novella as well as the many other Cervantine tales that hinge on doubly 
or triply deceptive performances.6 

In response to readings that insist that Lotario only begins to se-
duce Camila in earnest after Anselmo catches him in his deceptive 
non-seduction, we might invoke the long-standing nature of their rela-
tionship and suggest that Lotario knows his friend well enough to an-
ticipate precisely what he will do, down to his suspicious gaze through 
the keyhole. We should resist the impulse to conclude, as Mancing 
does, that Lotario pretends to be interested in Camila merely to extri-
cate himself from an awkward position (12). Instead, perhaps Lotario 
is faking the fact that he is faking. That is to say, he is already perform-
ing for Anselmo, and his real intention to seduce Camila is masked 
by the pretense of wooing her halfheartedly and only at Anselmo’s 

5  Lotario subtly identifies himself with the long tradition of the hero conquered or 
exhausted by love. Most salient is the much-repeated image of Mars sleeping after having sex 
with Venus, only to be caught up in a net by the cuckolded husband, Vulcan.

6  Williamson notes that the interpolated tales in Don Quijote have their roots in the 
Renaissance novella, which Cervantes claimed to have introduced to Spanish readers (43). 
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bidding. By pretending indifference in the short-run, Lotario secures 
greater freedom for the full seduction he has in mind. As Ife observes, 

“the strength of Lotario’s resistance only serves to increase the value of 
Anselmo’s authorisation” (679). But while Lotario may imagine this 
plan as a means by which to definitively break with Anselmo, the se-
ducer himself will be seduced back into Anselmo’s embrace.

III. “Cuán Digna Era de Ser Amada”: Triangular Desire

Now that we have explored the subtle indications of rivalry and un-
equal attachment between Lotario and Anselmo, we must begin to 
consider what these dynamics between the men mean for Camila. 
Girard’s model of triangular desire has been a source of heated criti-
cal debate, especially insofar as it positions women between desiring 
men and seems to exclude modes of female desire.7 There are indeed 
misogynistic tendencies and major lacunae in the model Girard offers, 
and Wilson—following Ruth El Saffar and Toril Moi—points out that 
Girard’s theory “passes over the love of women as [in] the experience of 
women in love” (13). Laura Gorfkle and Amy R. Williamsen describe 
how “Girard’s ‘specular’ representation of woman (a process in which 
the male self can only perceive of [sic] the female other as a projection 
of his own identity)” is bound up in “his fear of sexual difference, of a 
different desire” (12). Gorfkle and Williamsen object to how Girard’s 
model seems to reduce female desire to an imitation of male desire, 
and this may well be a central problem with many applications of the 
theory. 

But in the case of “El curioso impertinente”—with the single ex-
ception of Camila’s dagger thrust—what we see is precisely the rigor-
ous exclusion of female desire from the closed relationship between 
Anselmo and Lotario, making Girard’s model keenly relevant. Indeed, 
even the narrator, whose voice is emphatically male, participates in 

7  See, for example, the exchange between Ciriaco Morón-Arroyo and Cesario Bandera, 
which begins with Morón-Arroyo’s review of Bandera’s Mímesis conflictiva: Ficción literaria 
y violencia en Cervantes y Calderón in Diacritics 8.1 (1978). A reply from Bandera follows in 
Diacritics 9.3 (1979), as does a further response from Morón-Arroyo in the same issue.
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the restrictive structuring of the concepts through which Camila 
becomes intelligible to them only as an object and instrument. The 
men’s relationship to Camila is both parasitic and perverse in its insis-
tent objectification: she is gold to be tested (1.33:403), a fine diamond 
(1.33:408), an imperfect animal (1.33:408), a relic to be adored but not 
touched (1.33:409), a snow-white ermine (1.33:409), a beautiful garden 
(1.33:409). Camila can be all of these things because she is to them a 
kind of magic mirror (a crystal mirror, Lotario says), onto which shift-
ing images may be projected (1.33:409).

Ciriaco Morón-Arroyo makes a different objection to the appli-
cation of Girard’s model to Cervantes: “This approach casts women 
merely as objects of the conflicting desires. […] But is it not legitimate 
to look at the story from the side of the women, as subjects who are 
the tragic victims?” (83). In the case of “El curioso impertinente,” the 
answer is no; female subjectivity cannot find full expression in an af-
fective economy regulated by the men’s desire. Within the triangle of 
desire—not to be confused, as Morón-Arroyo does, with the approach 
that describes it—Camila really is an “object of conflicting desires.” 
Virtually every aspect of the relational dynamics in the text denies her 
subjectivity. This does not mean that Camila is not a subject, insofar 
as any fictional character is a subject. Rather, the critical point is that 
her subjectivity is unintelligible to the men and—given that their dis-
course defines the narrative—to the reader as well.8 In his analysis of 
the text, Ellis points out that Anselmo “forces Camila to submit to a 
pre-conceived notion of reality,” one in accordance with the world as 
he would like it to be (172). Luce Irigary explains that “the rejection, 
the exclusion of a female imaginary certainly puts woman in the posi-
tion of experiencing herself only fragmentarily, in the little-structured 
margins of a dominant ideology, as waste, or excess, what is left of a 

8  It may seem contradictory to debate the subjectivity of a fictional character. What 
I mean when I speak of the subjectivity of characters is the degree to which we can imagine 
them as complex, feeling, thinking agents in control of their own lives. There is no denying 
Camila’s cleverness, her quick-wittedness, or her complexity; nevertheless, everything that we 
know about her is filtered through the men. We can speculate about what Camila might be 
like as a subject, but the text gives us no ground for constructing this being. She exists beyond 
the bounds of the text. 
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mirror invested by the (masculine) ‘subject’ to reflect himself, to copy 
himself ” (30). To repeat this crucial point: we only encounter Camila 
as she is for the men, for any subjectivity on her part is relegated to 
the margins of the world defined by the “dominant ideology,” here, the 
rivalry between Anselmo and Lotario. 

I have already insisted that the focal relationship of the text is be-
tween the two men and that Camila is involved only incidentally, as 
the purported object of desire. Girard explains this aspect of the ri-
valry as often entailing a scenario in which the hero “pushes the loved 
woman into the mediator’s arms in order to arouse his desire and then 
triumph over the rival desire” (Deceit 50). But this is only the exter-
nal movement of the rivalry inherent in triangulated desire; it should 
be clear by now that what Anselmo wants is not Camila but Lotario, 
the very man he positions as rival/mediator. His strategy for regaining 
the intimacy he desires with Lotario—an intimacy so extreme that he 
wishes to be Lotario—is to instigate Lotario’s interest in Camila. She is 
the immediate object, but “the object is only a means of reaching the 
mediator” (53). As Girard notes, “the desire is aimed at the mediator’s 
being” (53). Even more tellingly, Girard adds elsewhere, “the goal is less 
to wrench the loved one from the mediator than to receive her from 
him and to share her with him” (Double Business 67). “To receive her 
from him” really means “to see him desire her”; in the case of Anselmo, 
seeing or imagining Lotario’s interest in Camila is what endows her 
with value. Similarly, Lotario begins to intensify his pursuit of Camila 
when he recognizes “cuán digna era de ser amada”; which is to say, 
when he notices the worth of what Anselmo has (1.33:417). She serves 
as a visible sign of the Other’s desire, but, as Toril Moi explains, “the 
competition between subject and rival soon overshadows the subject’s 
mediated desire for the object,” and “before long the subject is caught 
up in an intense and ambivalent relationship with the rival/model. The 
object recedes more and more into the background and is presently 
declared superfluous” (22). Camila, purely incidental from the begin-
ning of the marriage, serves merely as a conduit for the desire that 
flows from Anselmo to Lotario and back again; for, however ambiva-
lent his feelings toward Anselmo, however strong his urge to slip from 
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Anselmo’s stranglehold, Lotario is by no means indifferent to Anselmo. 
Even his relationship with Camila is bound up in his ties to Anselmo, 
and his feelings for her cannot survive his separation from Anselmo, as 
becomes evident by the narrative’s end.

IV. “Mi Tan Justo Deseo”: Camila’s Unreadable Gesture

But what does Camila make of this rivalrous world, and what does it 
make of her? Anselmo’s central preoccupation with Lotario becomes 
hers as well, and the rivalry between the men generates deception after 
deception. After Lotario agrees to Anselmo’s plan, the three characters 
are, as El Saffar writes, “launched into a series of ‘plays’ in which each 
character in turn believes himself [sic] to be the ‘author,’ successfully 
manipulating the actions of the other two” (Distance 72). From the 
initial deceit by which Anselmo enlists Lotario to secretly test Camila’s 
fidelity (1), the following quickly unfold: (2) Lotario deceives Anselmo 
by pretending he is trying to seduce Camila when he is not (yet); (3) 
Anselmo deceives Lotario by spying on him and Camila while pretend-
ing to be out of the house (undoing the second deceit); (4) Lotario de-
ceives Anselmo by wooing Camila in earnest rather that merely as a test; 
(5) Lotario deceives Camila by not revealing Anselmo’s plot and pre-
tending his pursuit is motivated by his desire independent of Anselmo; 
(6) Camila deceives Anselmo by feigning faithfulness to him when in 
fact she has given herself to Lotario; (7) Lotario deceives Camila when, 
in a fit of jealousy, he tells Anselmo that she has been unfaithful and 
sets a trap to “catch” her; (8) Lotario then deceives Anselmo by re-
vealing to Camila his ill-advised confession; and (9) Camila deceives 
Lotario by withholding her plans for the dagger scene to be staged for 
the concealed Anselmo. Virtually every deception reveals one character 
or another attempting to “take over” the job of directing the play that 
Anselmo and Lotario have brought about through their rivalry. With 
each additional layer of concealment, the need for further dissembling 
crops up, demanding ever-greater feats of deception. Desire and decep-
tion extend metonymically through the characters, always promising 
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gain when, in fact, they only accumulate increasingly imminent po-
tential for betrayal. 

This becomes especially evident in the dagger scene staged by 
Camila with Lotario and her maid, Leonela, as supporting actors. In 
this scene, as El Saffar notes, “the complexity of the artifice of the entire 
structure eludes the grasp of any one of the characters who helped to 
produce it” (Distance 76). The layout of misperception and each char-
acter’s false sense of control together shape what she or he perceives as 
the truth of this situation. Camila knows Anselmo is watching, and 
she thinks she knows Lotario’s part, but what she does not know is that 
her performance marks the culmination of a test initiated by Anselmo 
and pursued by Lotario. Anselmo does not know that Camila knows 
he is watching, and he thinks that Lotario, as lover, is performing the 
role he has “assigned.” As for Lotario, he knows of both Anselmo’s ex-
pectations regarding the fidelity test and of Camila’s determination to 
reverse her husband’s suspicions. Nevertheless, there is a blind spot in 
his knowledge: Camila has refused to tell him the details of her plan. 
The movement of the unsheathed dagger, then, is the one element he 
cannot anticipate.

Camila’s performance begins before Lotario enters the room, and 
Anselmo watches from his hiding place in horrified fascination as the 
same woman whom he has told “que no tenía más que hacer que bajar 
la cabeza y obedecelle” now appears not as a “mujer delicada, sino un 
rufián desesperado” (1.33:417; 1.34:432). Upon hearing what he thinks 
is her true intention to kill Lotario, Anselmo wants to reveal himself 
to prevent the murder, but fails to overcome the desire to see “en qué 
paraba tanta gallardía y honesta resolución,” a failure he repeats when 
Leonela brings Lotario into the room a few moments later (1.34:430). 
What Anselmo admires in Camila in this moment is her ability to do 
what he has failed to do: defend her honor (which is also her life). And 
yet his admiration of her apparent potency in this male role highlights 
his own lack and fills him with a second impotence: he now proves un-
able to protect Lotario’s life (which is also his honor). 

Once Lotario enters the room, Camila embraces her role as right-
eous defender of virtue even more fully, declaring herself “el espejo 
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donde se mira aquel en quien tú te debieras mirar” (1.34:433). The echo 
of Lotario’s version of woman as a crystal mirror highlights the degree 
to which, even in her “independent” action, the tropes used by the 
men circulate through the speeches she performs. When Camila draws 
a line with the dagger and warns Lotario, “si a dicha te atrevieres a pasar 
desta raya que ves, ni aun llegar a ella,” she visually repeats his earlier 
invocation of the untouchability of woman as reliquia (1.34:432). “Lo 
primero, quiero, Lotario, que me digas si conoces a Anselmo mi mari-
do, y […] si me conoces a mí” (1.34:432), Camila demands, strongly 
recalling Lotario’s assertion to Anselmo that “no me conoces, o […] yo 
no te conozco” (1.33:404). 

This recirculation of the tropes employed by the men is not, as 
Jehenson would have it, evidence that “Camila has deftly usurped the 
cultural formations that had perpetuated the two friends’ discourse 
of male domination” (44). Rather, these verbal and visual echoes un-
derscore the restricted economy of ideas in the society governed by 
Anselmo and Lotario and the degree to which these concepts extend 
metonymically through Camila. While it may be an attempt to exert 
the subjectivity that has gone unrecognized by the men and the reader, 
her ambitious performance takes place inside the men’s world, and thus 
is always already contained by it. This explains why Lotario “corre-
spondió con su intention tan discretamente y tan a tiempo, que hici-
eran los dos pasar aquella mentira por más que cierta verdad” (1.34:432). 
Lotario slips into Camila’s performance with such ease precisely be-
cause it is already in harmony with the order he and Anselmo have 
established. 

In fact, just as Anselmo is lulled into an amazed stupor, Lotario be-
comes entranced by Camila’s facility with reason and rhetoric. Camila 
buries the hints of “la venganza que espero” and her wish to “matar 
muriendo” into a long discourse; relative to her blunt suicide threat—

“me pasaré el pecho con esta daga”—these words slip past without par-
ticular distinction (1.34:434;432). (It is only while Lotario is out of the 
room that she declares her murder plan openly for Anselmo’s benefit.) 
Lotario’s comfortable position as supporting actor is shattered when 

“con una increíble fuerza y ligereza arremetió a Lotario con la daga 
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desenvainada” (1.34:434)—that is, with Anselmo’s dagger. For the con-
cealed Anselmo, the appearance of his own knife is both a thrilling 
promise of vicarious penetration and a pointed reminder of how his 
rivalrous love has literally gotten out of hand. Unimpeded by Anselmo, 
Camila only withdraws “viendo que no podía haber a Lotario, o fingi-
endo que no podía,” and even Lotario is unsure “si aquellas demos-
traciones eran falsas o verdaderas, porque le fue forzoso valerse de su 
industria y de su fuerza para estorbar que Camila no le diese” (1.34:434).

What do we make of Camila’s unexpected move and, even more so, 
of the uncertainty of Lotario, Anselmo, and the narrator when faced 
with the actor behind this pivotal action? Is it the full effort and force 
of Lotario that stops Camila, or is she only pretending that she wishes 
to strike him? Does she show the degree to which she can orchestrate 
verisimilitude in performance, or does she try to cloak naked aggres-
sion in drama? Unlike her recycled words, this gesture remains abso-
lutely opaque to the men; it is a signifier without any signified that they 
can comprehend; for, whatever Camila means by this gesture can only 
exist outside the order of their world. 

When Camila speaks again a moment after she draws back, it is to 
cite the failure of her “tan justo deseo” (1.34:434). Based on what she 
knows, to kill Lotario would erase in one stroke the evidence of her 
infidelity and the primary recipient of Anselmo’s desire and attention. 
Of course, this is not possible for Camila, for what is to Lotario a con-
quest founded on deceit is to her the sealing of a love founded on the 
kind of intimacy lacking from her marriage. But imagine how different 
her justice would be if she knew what she does not: that her lover sac-
rificed her to Anselmo in an attempt to secure his own freedom, that 
Anselmo sacrificed her to “tests of virtue” to draw Lotario back, that 
Lotario’s “love” was from the beginning based on deceit, that both men 
are only interested in getting at the other through her. Could Camila-
as-herself, appearing in a fragmentary flash from outside the bounds 
of this two-man society, perhaps act for a vengeful justice that is larger 
than what Camila-as-actor knows? With the dagger, she could destroy 
the triangle. Lotario’s death by Anselmo’s dagger in Camila’s hand: it 
would be a kind of perfect comeuppance. 
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But we cannot know. As witnesses to this scene, we also remain in 
radical uncertainty as to whether Camila really intends the dagger for 
the breast of Lotario. This is the climax of both Camila’s drama and the 
narrative as a whole—a moment of suspense for both men, a moment 
in which action occurs at the heart of the triangle of deceit and desire 
but also beyond its control. The absolute opacity of Camila’s perfor-
mance suggests that all along she has been more than they (or we) can 
know. And yet the content of the self that seems to exist beyond this 
triangle of desire cannot be expressed within it.

V. “La Margarita Preciosa” Abandoned 

Whether Camila’s failure is real or feigned, what she does next irrevo-
cably alters her position in relation to Anselmo and Lotario and their 
relationship to each other, as the rest of “El curioso impertinente” bears 
out. The text makes clear that this “suicide attempt”—itself a topos 
we see again in the second volume of Don Quijote with Basilio’s per-
formance at Camacho’s wedding—is premeditated and calculated by 
Camila to do minimal damage: “guiando su punta por parte que pu-
diese herir no profundamente, se la entró y escondió por más arriba de 
la islilla” (1.34:434). It nevertheless comes as a complete and convincing 
surprise to the others; apparently even Leonela was excluded from this 
part of the plot, for the narrator reports that “estaban Leonela y Lotario 
suspensos y atónitos de tal suceso” (1.34:434). Camila’s choice of the 
faux-suicide topos also highlights the constructed nature of the situa-
tion. The self-inflicted wound serves as a double display of fidelity to 
the two men in her life: first, a feigned faithfulness to Anselmo under-
scored by a violent commitment to his honor, and second, her actual 
commitment to Lotario demonstrated in the lengths to which she will 
go to secure their mutual access under the cover of her “rejection” of 
him. She succeeds in persuading them both; Lotario marvels at “la sa-
gacidad, prudencia, y mucha discreción de la hermosa Camila,” while 
Anselmo admires “la margarita preciosa que había hallado en el desen-
gaño de la bondad de su esposa” (1.34:434; 436). By thrusting Anselmo’s 
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dagger into her own body, Camila seems to resume her mirroring role 
deliberately; through her self-sacrifice, she figures the mastery that each 
man believes he exercises, not only over her, but also over the other.

Before his actual encounter with Anselmo, Lotario fantasizes about 
how he and Anselmo will celebrate together “la mentira y la verdad 
más disimulada que jamás pudiera imaginarse” (1.34:435). The narra-
tor’s playful irony points up the absurdity of Lotario’s improbable ex-
pectation that he and Anselmo both have a reason to celebrate: Lotario, 

“la verdad más disimulada,” which is Camila’s true faithfulness to him, 
and Anselmo, “la mentira” of her marital fidelity. In his eagerness to 
rejoice, Lotario has forgotten for the moment that his victory can only 
be a private one, since its revelation would also be its undoing. Because 
Anselmo does not know what Camila’s act means, how fully it shows her 
commitment to her lover rather than to her husband, he believes that 
he has “won”—that he has finally pulled ahead in their rivalry. Lotario’s 
apparently repentant sense of “cuán engañado estaba su amigo, y cuán 
injustamente él le agraviaba” actually evinces his frustration that he 
cannot set the record straight and thereby claim credit for his conquest 
(1.34:436). Indeed, when Anselmo thanks him for his services, Lotario 
chafes at being unable to reveal his own pleasure (1.34:436). Their ri-
valry hinges not on actual supremacy but on perceived supremacy—the 
supremacy performed in relationship to the supposed object of desire. 

What Jehenson calls “a delusive harmony” follows (44), and 
Anselmo remains for the moment “sabrosamente engañado”—given 
his professed penchant for “tierra, yeso, carbón y otras cosas peores,” 
he has had quite a feast (1.34:437; 1.33:411). But when Leonela, caught 
in her own act of adultery, promises to reveal things of great impor-
tance to Anselmo in exchange for her life, Camila apparently panics 
(1.35:442). She gathers up her valuables and absconds to Lotario’s house, 
where she tells him the story and makes a request: “le pidió que la pu-
siese en cobro o que se ausentasen los dos donde de Anselmo pudiesen 
estar seguros” (1.35:443). On the surface, this seems a plausible enough 
reaction, yet is this any greater crisis than she faced with Lotario’s jeal-
ous revelation to Anselmo, a situation that she skillfully turned to her 
advantage? Perhaps the real motivation is tucked into those two telling 
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words, “los dos,” in the phrase “que se ausentasen los dos.” Camila has 
grown weary of sharing Lotario with Anselmo and wants to cement 
Lotario’s and her identity as the “real” los dos. No doubt she expects that 
the inevitable rupture with Anselmo will pave the way for a new union 
with Lotario—if not immediately, at least after only a brief separation. 

But Lotario’s reaction belies his professions of love—or at least nul-
lifies their currency beyond the triangle that also includes Anselmo: 

“la confusión en que Camila puso a Lotario fue tal, que no le sabía 
responder palabra, ni menos sabía resolverse en lo que haría” (1.35:443). 
Faced with the very outcome he once desired—to get away from 
Anselmo—Lotario is now paralyzed. It was one thing to imagine what 
it would be like to go “donde jamás Anselmo le viese a él” and quite 
another to effect that separation, even to gain the “prize” of Camila 
(1.33:417). In fact, that prize seems to have lost value without Anselmo’s 
rivalry; Lotario discards Camila, depositing her in a monastery and 
then withdrawing permanently from Florence. True, one might argue 
that it is Lotario’s sense of honor that impedes a romantic elopement, 
but in his dealings with Camila his actions send a clear message that 
she—once considered “cuán digna de ser amada” —is not, in fact, 
worth his honor (1.33:417). Further, Lotario’s abrupt departure causes 
plenty of scandal on its own, as demonstrated by the news the ciu-
dadano reports to Anselmo.

 Anselmo’s response to Camila’s disappearance similarly reveals 
her unimportance to him relative to his friendship with Lotario. Upon 
discovering the absence of his wife and her jewels, Anselmo is “triste y 
pensativo,” but not too distraught to make the trip to Lotario’s house 
immediately, expecting, of course, to be showered with consolation 
(1.35:443). Only when he learns of Lotario’s absence does he begin to 
lose his mind, a process that continues until his death (1.35:443). Lotario, 
not Camila, is the great love—and the great loss—of Anselmo’s life. 
Camila’s end is also one of disillusionment and suffering, and her death 
is hastened by the news she learns of her “ausente amigo” (1.35:444). 
The exact nature of the news remains enigmatic, but it seems that it is 
related to Lotario’s flight into battle which, however clichéd a response 
to shameful revelations, also signals his rejection of Camila. With 
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the subsequent news of Lotario’s death comes also the description of 
Lotario as “el tarde arrepentido amigo,” a phrase that leaves ambiguous 
which of his great misdeeds prompts his repentance—his betrayal of 
Anselmo or his abandonment of Camila. Lotario’s conveniently swift 
death in war means that we have no access to his emotional state, as we 
do in the cases of Camila and Anselmo. Does Lotario pine for his lost 
friend, or does he long for his lover? Or, on the contrary, does he relish 
his brief freedom from the ties of rivalry and deception? 

VI. “Las Rigorosas Manos de Tristezas”: Against False 
Triumphalism

However deft her deceit and subtle her deployment of the concepts and 
tropes of Lotario and Anselmo’s world, Camila cannot break out of the 
field of play bounded by their desires and decisions. She becomes a 
party to the dark triangle of desire, but she does not occupy a position 
of control. Even her boldest actions are circumscribed by the originary 
deceit agreed upon by Anselmo and Lotario and never revealed to her. 
Camila’s dagger poised inches from her lover’s chest ts a near rupture 
in the fabric of deception stretched taut between Anselmo and Lotario, 
a rupture that would perhaps have forced their recognition of her as 
a subject. Her enigmatic movement toward Lotario with the dagger is 
the one action that the narrator cannot contain, but it also points to 
the agonizing limitation Camila experiences in a world that will never 
admit or recognize her as more than a performer in a male-directed 
drama. If she dies in “las rigorosas manos de tristezas,” she has lived in 
the even more terrifying and crushing grip of Anselmo and Lotario’s 
rivalry (1.35:446).

What does it mean for us as readers to conclude that Camila does 
not triumph over the strictures of a male society? Certainly, as Wilson 
observes, “passing the love of women”—as Anselmo and Lotario do—

“is an act of great violence” (28). But we can also recognize that, in the 
case of “El curioso impertinente,” it is precisely the absolute stifling ef-
fect of the dominant order that makes the violence they do to Camila 
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so great. Wilson writes that “only a failure of language would also make 
[this violence] sacred,” reproaching (in a none-too-veiled reference to 
Girard’s Violence and the Sacred) those readings that would take seri-
ously the idea of triangular desire (28). And yet this is to confuse an 
analysis of the brutal and perverse acts driven by desire in fiction with 
the promotion—or even perpetration—of those acts. Mancing simi-
larly urges us not to stop with a reading of “El curioso impertinente” as 

“a story about a man’s madness” and to see in it “one about a woman’s 
self-assertion” (19). But not every self-assertion succeeds. And some-
times what an author points to—or what a reading can contribute—is 
a stark exposure of a closed world in which a man’s madness makes a 
woman’s self-assertion impossible, a world in which the onward-driv-
ing desires of a closeted rivalry trump real human connections. Such 
a reading of “El curioso impertinente” may not be as inspirational as 
canonizing Camila as a subversive saint, but it just might be the most 
pertinent one.

ashperez@indiana.edu
Indiana University, Bloomington
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Intercalated Grace at Juan Palomeque’s Inn
___________________________________Timothy McCallister

The cast of intercalated characters that share lodging at Juan 
Palomeque’s inn come short of their desired allotment of happi-
ness. Cardenio and Dorotea descend from their banishments in 

the Sierra Morena no closer to reconciling with their promised spous-
es. Don Fernando and a veiled and silent Luscinda arrive, both on 
their way to a loveless marriage. While Viedma and Zoraida have the 
prospect of marriage before them, they lack the certainty that any of 
Viedma’s family remains to welcome them.

These same characters leave the inn with their highest hopes ful-
filled. Cardenio reunites with Luscinda, Don Fernando with Dorotea, 
and Viedma with his brother and soon their father. How a half dozen 
plot lines intersect at a single point, how uniform gloom gives way to 
ubiquitous sunshine is the stuff of marvel. The principals credit the 
marvel’s source. Luscinda praises “el cielo,” which she sees working 
through “desusados y a nosotros encubiertos caminos” (1.36:449-50). 
Dorotea, seeing Luscinda and Cardenio in each other’s arms, asks Don 
Fernando “si te estará bien, o te será posible deshacer lo que el cielo 
ha hecho” (1.36:453). Don Fernando’s view amounts to a deus ex venta, 
equating the inn itself with “[el] cielo, donde se rematan y tienen fin 
todas las desventuras de la tierra” (1.36:456). Others at the inn, equally 
beholden to Heaven’s handiwork on display there, identify Heaven’s 
hand well before they check in. Still in the Sierra Morena, Cardenio 
needs only Dorotea’s intercalated tale to find a place in both their lives 
for optimism: “bien podemos esperar que el cielo nos restituya lo que 
es nuestro” (1.29:360). Reflecting on the first glimpse of his future wife 
and the agent of his salvation, Viedma praises her as “una deidad del 
cielo, venida a la tierra para mi gusto y para mi remedio” (1.41:497).
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The curate speaks with the most precision and, as befits his pro-
fession, authority, as he gathers under one Church doctrine the inn’s 
showcase of marvels. “[N]o acaso, como parecía, sino con particular 
providencia del cielo, se habían todos juntado en lugar donde menos 
ninguno pensaba” (1.36:453). He has plausibility on his side in dismiss-
ing chance in favor of special providence. The machinations of Lady 
Fortune, occupying a middle ground between randomness and divine 
control, anthropomorphized but not purposive (Ziolkowski 887-88), 
fail for the same reason: Fortune’s wheel does not lock in place when 
its passengers reach the top.

While special providence (hereafter “Providence”) might be the 
most defensible explanation for how the arcs of these characters all end 
as rainbows, the details of this Providence cannot be accounted for in 
a single sweep. The term carries with it centuries of biblical exegesis 
and theological speculation. At its broadest, it is the belief that “Dios 
crea todas las cosas, las conserva y las dirige a sus fines prefijados y 
determinados” (Garrote Pérez 21), the grounding for the curate’s pro-
nouncement. Appropriate here is the manifestation of Providence as 
a literary phenomenon, which John Allen labels “an integral part of 
all of Cervantes’ fiction” (185). For him, Providence amounts to “gen-
eral comic irony,” the process “‘in which what appears to be disaster 
resolves itself into the reality of good fortune,’ when good fortune is 
deserved, or in which the characters are punished by ‘fortuitous’ events 
or coincidences for their errors or for an undeserved or excessive confi-
dence in themselves” (185). 

Assuming the inquiry to be moral in nature, three of the inn’s 
guests, Viedma, Cardenio, and Don Fernando, have claims on their 
good fortune that range, respectively, from some to none. With only a 
few letters and glancing dialogue to give insight into her interior, the 
evidence of Luscinda’s moral standing is too thin to make the inquiry 
worthwhile. Only Dorotea and Zoraida survive as incontestable con-
tenders deserving their happiness. More significant in examining the 
nexus of merit and fate is the realization of how little the text implies 
a connection. What will become evident after examining the interca-
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lations in detail is that the Providence that leaves them smitten with 
good fortune does so with overpowering and inexplicable grace.  

Using Allen’s thesis as a guide, the preparatory step in the inquiry, 
and the least controversial aspect, is determining whether the charac-
ters ultimately find happiness or desolation. The lovers in the Cardenio-
Luscinda-Dorotea-Fernando melodrama (hereafter “Cardenio melo-
drama”) and the two principals of the Captive’s Tale end up as win-
ners. Barring an anomaly like Anselmo’s curious impertinence, on the 
leeward side of nineteenth-century realism marriage means happiness. 
Further, Viedma is released from prison and reunited with his brother, 
Zoraida settles in a country that embraces her faith, and Don Fernando 
experiences salvation from his predacious past.

If Allen’s thesis is correct, the text should reveal that, through a series 
of coincidences unmistakable as providential intervention, these char-
acters are rewarded based on individual merit. Spotting coincidences 
is the easier of the two tasks. The one complication is that characters 
in this section of the novel are inclined to apply providential readings 
to their lives before the reader is fully able to determine whether or 
not their interpretations are justified. The crowning coincidence of the 
intercalations, the arrival of Luscinda and Don Fernando at the inn, is 
on its face so extraordinary that there is no reason to doubt an ascrip-
tion to “el cielo.” The same is true of the arrival of Viedma’s brother 
and niece. Other invocations of Providence will require more scrutiny.

To determine whether a character deserves his fate requires the 
reader to act like the God of the Apocalypse, examining the value of 
each soul in order to separate the sheep from the goats. The inquiry is 
the most subjective, but it is far from outrageous. Consumers of the 
highest, lowest, and broadest culture are constantly sitting in judgment. 
Still, it is best to keep the criteria non-controversial and the judgments 
of these characters as generous as good sense permits. Assuming that 
their desired ends—marriage, freedom from captivity, reunion with 
family—are unobjectionable, do they take reasonable steps to real-
ize them? If not, what shortcomings, what vices, hinder them? That 
readers must judge three of these characters—Cardenio, Dorotea, and 
Viedma—largely by their own tales creates both a challenge and an 
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opportunity. The challenge comes in separating third-person objectiv-
ity from first-person subjectivity; the characters serve as filters, both 
providing and withholding information, and then interpreting infor-
mation through their prejudices. The opportunity comes in exploring 
how the interpretive impulse betrays the moral interior.  

While an important factor for all the interpolators, the link be-
tween narrative form and character construction is indispensable with 
respect to Cardenio. From the outset, Cardenio controls the narration 
of his tale, if not by design then by default. Readers looking over Don 
Quijote and Sancho’s shoulders must form their opinion of this new 
character based solely on a lovelorn sonnet and a letter. Cause and con-
text are absent. The pain of the wound has subsumed its source, leaving 
the complaint as the one reality. The setup is a narcissist’s dream, an 
op-ed page without a section A referent. All that readers can decipher 
are the victim’s “terrible dolor” and the nearness of his death (“[p]resto 
habré de morir”) (1.23:282). While the speaker lunges indistinctly at 
reified “Amor,” he stops short of blaming God (“ni me viene del cielo 
esta rüina”) or his beloved (“Si digo que sois vos, Fili, no acierto; / que 
tanto mal en tanto bien no cabe”) (1.23:282). The gesture goes less to 
show Cardenio’s magnanimity than his obsession with his misery.1 

The same Heaven and beloved that escape blame in Cardenio’s son-
net will soon come under assault. In the letter that follows, Cardenio 
attacks Luscinda outright (1.23:283). And in a later poem, Cardenio 
indicts Heaven with a single tidy rhyme: “Y ¿quién consiente en mi 
duelo? / El cielo” (1.27:330). The one person not to blame is the man 
squeaking with moral superiority. “Mas si la virtud fuera riqueza que se 
estimara,” he boasts, “no envidiara yo dichas ajenas ni llorara desdichas 
propias” (1.23:283). Cardenio’s God is not Allen’s Providence punishing 
the wicked. Cardenio’s God punishes the blameless.

As easy as it is to glean evidence of Cardenio’s narcissism from his 
first appearances in print, the conclusion becomes justified only once 
the circumstances behind his complaint emerge. Given the power of 

1  The casting of Cardenio as desperate lover and the setting in the Sierra Morena invite 
comparisons to Diego de San Pedro’s Cárcel de amor and, more generally, the novela sentimen-
tal. For an analysis of how Cervantes engages the genre see Severin.
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the willing suspension of disbelief, readers may be inclined at first to 
respond sympathetically to this mysterious tormented soul. Cervantes 
is able to cultivate our sympathy then gradually upend it with evidence 
that the narrator is unreliable. The irony with Cardenio is that he him-
self makes the case for his unreliability. The tale he relates once Don 
Quijote and company track him down is by itself sufficient to belie his 
insistence that the loss of his love, and of secondary importance, the 
loss of his job, are the result of a cruel universe conspiring against a 
character of Job-like blamelessness.

With respect to Cardenio’s claim on Luscinda, the question is how 
a man trying to lose her would have acted differently. That he even 
brings his suit to Luscinda’s father occurs because she has directed him 
by letter to do so (1.27:333). He shelves his plan to seek his father’s 
consent when presented with an offer of employment out of town. 
The next time he brings up the prospect of marriage is in dismissing it. 
“[M]e parecía,” he confides to Don Fernando, “que lo que yo desease 
jamás había de tener efeto” (1.27:333). This is not to say that Cardenio 
values his career over the prospect of marriage. The character who has 
no difficulty expressing himself is never explicit about his career aspira-
tions, preferring to deflect the onus of decision-making on his father. 
Whatever Cardenio’s career aspirations, once Don Fernando snatches 
Luscinda, Cardenio shows no interest in keeping his job. Plotting to 
crash the wedding of the son of one’s employer will not advance one’s ca-
reer, nor will taking an extended leave-of-absence in the Sierra Morena. 
Reading Cardenio as ambitious fails even to mesh with Cardenio’s own 
self-aggrandizing account, no matter how much leeway is given to his 
penchant for revision. 

As a foil to the waffling Cardenio, the “astuto” Don Fernando 
(1.24:295) lends his will where Cardenio’s has never been exercised. He 
first takes the responsibility of speaking to Cardenio’s father about his 
employee’s desire to marry (1.27:333). Cardenio, meanwhile, despite 
his knowledge of Don Fernando’s history with Dorotea, dangles before 
him just the kind of treat to satisfy someone for whom love is nothing 
but an insatiable “apetito” (1.24:295). Don Fernando’s second contrast 
in action is to take Luscinda for himself. To this treachery Cardenio-
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the-narrator2 reacts with seven melodramatic vocatives (“¡Oh Mario 
ambicioso,” etc.) and three self-justifying rhetorical questions (“¿qué 
deservicios te había hecho este triste, que con tanta llaneza te descu-
brió los secretos y contentos de su corazón? ¿Qué ofensa te hice? ¿Qué 
palabras te dije, o qué consejos te di, que no fuesen todos encaminados 
a acrecentar tu honra y tu provecho?” [1.27:333]). To Cardenio’s mind, 
the answer is ninguno. He is as innocent as Don Fernando is lecher-
ous, Luscinda faithless, and Heaven indifferent. Cardenio would agree 
with Myriam Yvonne Jehenson, who ascribes to the entire melodrama 
a “postmodernist focus” that seeks to “foreground a world where char-
acters are systematically manipulated by external forces” (214)—except 
that the foregrounding is of Cardenio-the-narrator, and the potent ex-
ternal forces are bogeymen he concocts to justify his failure. When 
Don Fernando sends Cardenio on an errand so that the former can 
carry out his treachery, Cardenio-the-narrator, like a zealous political 
operative, is on hand with the official spin: “¿Pude yo prevenir esta trai-
ción? ¿Pude, por ventura, caer en imaginarla? No, por cierto” (1.27:334). 
Along with his innocence, he insists on his helplessness: “cuando traen 
las desgracias la corriente de las estrellas, como vienen de alto a bajo, 
despeñándose con furor y con violencia, no hay fuerza en la tierra que 
las detenga, ni industria humana que prevenirlas pueda” (1.27:333). 
And a man who cannot bring himself to ask his father’s permission to 
marry is not going to stand in the way of the stars. 

The tale’s climax all but predicts itself. Cardenio arrives on 
Luscinda’s wedding day, having been summoned by her in a letter, but 
not to whisk her off, to plead his love to Luscinda’s father, or to chal-
lenge Don Fernando; rather, to stand dutifully at Luscinda’s window 
and listen to her plan for their salvation (1.27:337). He will demand of 
her, “Hagan, señora, tus obras verdaderas tus palabras que si tú llevas 
daga para acreditarte, aquí llevo yo espada para defenderte con ella o 
para matarme si la suerte nos fuere contraria” (1.27:337). But the sword 
never leaves its sheath. When Cardenio emerges from behind a tapes-
try, it is to make a dash for his waiting mule (340). This turn of events 

2  Throughout, I will distinguish narrating character from acting character using this 
locution.
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is unsurprising given the remarkable consistence and harmony of 
Cardenio’s character flaws, a trifecta of narcissism, cowardice, and ob-
tuseness. David Quint wonders why Cardenio does not “step out from 
behind the tapestry to stop Don Fernando from marrying Luscinda” 
and then suggests that his inaction is a feint “in the game of male rival-
ry” (30), as if any explanation that relied on Cardenio’s abundant weak-
nesses would be inadequate. “Cardenio subsequently accuses himself of 
cowardice for not stepping forward,” Quint goes on to write, “but that 
is itself a mystification of his motives” (30) On the contrary, in labeling 
the inaction of his character “cobarde y necio” (1.27:339), Cardenio-
the-narrator shows a rare, refreshing moment of clarity. Unfortunately, 
as he further ruminates on the climax, Cardenio-the-narrator falls back 
on his usual excuse making. First, when Luscinda pronounces her de-
cisive “Sí quiero,” he bewails Heaven’s abandonment: “Quedé falto de 
consejo, desamparado, a mi parecer, de todo el cielo” (1.27:339). His 
second interpretation is equally deflective: “[P]ero mi suerte, que para 
mayores males, si es posible que los haya, me debe tener guardado, 
ordenó que en aquel punto me sobrase el entendimiento que después 
acá me ha faltado” (1.27:340). A strained evaluation: Fate orders that 
his wits be sharpened, so rather than taking vengeance on Luscinda or 
Don Fernando (“que […] fuera fácil tomarla,” the narrator’s hollow 
boast) or turning his sword on himself as he had promised Luscinda a 
few minutes before, he runs off. In the convoluted psyche of Cardenio-
the-narrator, his character’s actions at the wedding proceed from the 
overflow of reason. The only implication, then, is that his character’s 
earlier sword-rattling at Luscinda’s window betrays a shortage of reason, 
the markings of madness.

The palimpsest continues. In running from the scene of the wed-
ding, according to Cardenio-the-narrator, “quise tomar [la venganza] 
de mi mano y ejecutar en mí la pena que ellos merecían, y aun quizá 
con más rigor del que con ellos se usara si entonces les diera muerte” 
(1.27:340). Cardenio here reeks of cheap messianism. He vows to in-
flict on himself the punishment his enemies deserve at the very mo-
ment he shrinks from inflicting on himself the death he had promised. 
What Francisco Márquez-Villanueva cautiously judges to be “timidez 
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patológica” (51), Salvador de Madariaga is unabashed to give the trait 
the name it is due: “la cobardía” (90).3

Try as Cardenio may to ascribe his unhappiness to Heaven, there 
is little reason but to conclude that Cardenio’s misfortunes are largely 
his own doing. Heaven does not brag about Luscinda’s beauty before a 
libidinous companion, or temporize in seeking her hand, or run from 
the scene of her marriage without attempting to avert disaster. Still, 
Cardenio’s tale does not preclude Allen’s providential reading because 
the story has yet to be concluded. It is possible that Cardenio could 
experience a drastic change for the better and through a marvelous 
coincidence be rewarded with his longed-for Luscinda. 

A step toward his needed salvation comes a few chapters later when 
Dorotea provides her account of Luscinda’s wedding. Cardenio-the-
narrator finally lets the ink dry on a self-reproaching gloss: “Yo soy 
el que no tuvo ánimo para ver en qué paraba su desmayo, ni lo que 
resultaba del papel que le fue hallado en el pecho, porque no tuvo 
el alma sufrimiento para ver tantas desventuras juntas” (1.28:360). In 
Cardenio’s mind, all he lacks is a stout heart, “si tuviera corazón,” he 
says in an earlier iteration (1.27:339). As an epiphany, the admission is 
too narrow to satisfy. Madariaga’s diagnosis notwithstanding, there is 
more ailing Cardenio than cowardice. As a conversion, his admission 
is best gauged by how much of the familiar, knee-knocking Cardenio 
is on display with the appearance of Don Fernando and Luscinda at 
the inn. 

The moment of mutual recognition is captured with a dramatic 
Baroque pose. “Callaban todos y mirábanse todos: Dorotea a don 
Fernando, don Fernando a Cardenio, Cardenio a Luscinda y Luscinda 
a Cardenio” (1.36:449). Cardenio’s opportunity to be the first to speak 
expires when Luscinda breaks the silence to beg of Don Fernando that 

3  As incisive as is Madariaga’s analysis, he struggles to contain Cardenio’s character, and 
Cervantes’s presentation of Cardenio’s character, in the borders of this single vice. Not once 
does Madariaga mention narcissism as a constituent of the Cardenio psyche. One could im-
agine a coward who recognizes his weakness, who blames himself for his failings and candidly 
confesses that his lack of mettle stands between him and his success. This character would not 
be Cardenio, at least not the Cardenio prior to his supposed conversion in chapter 28 (“Yo soy 
el que no tuvo ánimo,” etc.)  (1.28:360).
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he release her to her mute betrothed (1.36:449). His opportunity to be 
the first to act expires when Dorotea throws herself at Don Fernando’s 
feet (1.36:450). While Luscinda and Dorotea are emptying their souls 
to the man who holds in his power their future, Cardenio has placed 
himself “a las espaldas de don Fernando […] porque no le conociese” 
(1.36:452), this in spite of the fact that a few paragraphs earlier, Don 
Fernando identifies him (“Don Fernando conoció luego a Cardenio”) 
(1.36:449). The staging provides a perfect emblem of Cardenio’s ridicu-
lous solipsism. Like a child closing his eyes so no one will see him, 
Cardenio believes that by retreating from the periphery of his nemesis 
he will be invisible.

Not until Don Fernando pronounces the pivotal “[v]enciste, 
hermosa Dorotea, venciste” does Cardenio risk stepping into view 
(1.36:452). As Luscinda faints, Cardenio noiselessly emerges to catch 
her, “pospuesto todo temor y aventurando a todo riesgo” (a comment 
that begs an ironic reading) (1.36:452). The last time Luscinda fainted, 
she landed in the arms of her mother. This time the fainting bride is 
given away to the one man she loves. The temptation to read evidence 
of Cardenio’s reformation should be tempered with the realization 
that, if catching a fainting woman is the one hurdle to divine reward, 
Cervantes’s Providence is easily impressed. The description that fol-
lows adds to the call for caution. “[A]unque Cardenio tenía abrazada 
a Luscinda, no quitaba los ojos de don Fernando, con determinación 
de que, si le viese hacer algún movimiento en su perjuicio, procurar 
defenderse y ofender como mejor pudiese a todos aquellos que en su 
daño se mostrasen, aunque le costase la vida” (1.36:453). The window 
to Cardenio’s interior closes with a reprise of his pipsqueak belligerence. 
The aporia is comic. He will do whatever it takes to win his lady, even 
risk his life—as long as he does not get hurt.

Dorotea, the interpolator who follows Cardenio, is unlike him in 
that her invocation of Providence is not as a shield for her failings but 
as a lamp to shed light on the mysterious. When her servant makes 
threatening overtures to her, Dorotea pushes him over a precipice. A 
rationalist would say that the force that saves her is gravity, allowing 
someone with “pocas fuerzas” and “poco trabajo” to work fatal vio-
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lence (1.28:358). Steeped in the Catholic worldview of her age, however, 
Dorotea calls this force “el justo cielo, que pocas o ningunas veces deja 
de mirar y favorecer a las justas intenciones” (1.28:358). She likewise sees 
Providence working in her favor when she learns of Don Fernando’s 
failed attempt to marry Luscinda. The “impedimento,” she believes, is 
Heaven’s way of reminding Don Fernando “lo que al primero debía” 
(1.28:357). Where Providence seems to have stayed its hand, Dorotea 
maintains a stoic attitude; like her servant, the ganadero that subse-
quently hires Dorotea tries to force himself on her. This time Dorotea 
has to flee: “como no siempre la fortuna con los trabajos da los reme-
dios, no hallé derrumbadero ni barranco de donde despeñar y despenar 
al amo” (1.28:358). Had the story been Cardenio’s, we would be bracing 
for a torrent of woe-is-me, curse-the-heavens melancholia.

Where Cardenio escapes to the Sierra Morena, if we are to believe 
his account, to play the suffering messiah, Dorotea, if we are to believe 
her account, has more circumscribed plans in mind. She explains that 
she has sought refuge there to “rogar al cielo se duela de mi desven-
tura y me dé industria y favor para salir della, o para dejar la vida 
entre estas soledades, sin que quede memoria desta triste” (1.28:358). 
This statement is in some tension with one that follows. On finishing 
her story, Dorotea forestalls a sympathetic response when she cautions, 

“veréis que será en vano el consuelo, pues es imposible el remedio della” 
(1.29:359). She may mean that any remedy that humans try to hatch 
will be in vain, as only divine intervention can save her, or it could 
mean that she has come to the conclusion that her case is too hope-
less to be set right. Whatever questions there may be of her motiva-
tion in escaping to the Sierra Morena, they become moot when Don 
Fernando appears at the inn and she sees the opportunity to remedy 
her misfortune. The “industria” she claims to have sought from Heaven 
materializes as she grovels for her beloved to take her as his wife. The 
fierceness with which she pleads for a happy fate sets her apart from 
both Cardenio and Viedma.

If one could fault Dorotea it would be for an excess of initiative 
rather than a deficiency. There exists the potential to read her as an 
arriviste-in-waiting, too eager to enmesh herself with a grandee’s son. 
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This view of Dorotea would undermine her portrayal as victim peti-
tioning Providence to vindicate her. Instead, she would appear more as 
a schemer whose cry for divine succor is a ploy to gain sympathy. The 
evidence for this view comes ironically from Dorotea herself. The prob-
lem of a character who takes no second in communicating her self-
awareness is that she is bound to expose herself to points of criticism. 
From the beginning of her narration of Don Fernando’s advances she 
is forthright in confessing the flattery inherent in being pursued by a 
nobleman: “me daba un no sé qué de contento verme tan querida y es-
timada de un tan principal caballero” (1.28:350). Later, as she recounts 
her thought process the night of her secret wedding, she addresses the 
possibilities of her own advancement directly:

Sí, que no seré yo la primera que por vía de matrimonio haya subi-
do de humilde a grande estado, ni será don Fernando el primero a 
quien hermosura, o ciega afición, que es lo más cierto, haya hecho 
tomar compañía desigual a su grandeza. Pues si no hago ni mundo 
ni uso nuevo, bien es acudir a esta honra que la suerte me ofrece, 
puesto que en éste no dure más la voluntad que me muestra de 
cuanto dure el cumplimiento de su deseo; que, en fin, para con 
Dios seré su esposa. (1.28:353)

The phrase “bien es acudir a esta honra que la suerte me ofrece” is 
the very definition of opportunism: fortune has presented her with 
honors that she would be foolish to pass up. Context, however, com-
plicates what should be an easy fit. Dorotea makes this decision from 
a position of powerlessness rather than strength. Don Fernando is al-
ready in her room. Her household staff has been bribed into complicity 
with the intruder. Rape looms as a certainty, and neither Dorotea nor 
her father would have any political clout to prosecute the crime, let 
alone mitigate the damage to Dorotea’s marketability as a bride. What 
begins as opportunism now looks more like rationalization. Fate has 
given her an ultimatum. She copes by painting the corner in which 
she is trapped in cheery colors, at the same time never letting go of the 
possibility that Don Fernando might leave her. Deciphering any more 
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about her motivations is made difficult by the fact that she remains coy 
about whether she even loves Don Fernando. 

The more pointed question is whether she deserves better. Don 
Fernando would be a candidate for the same eternal torment as a kin-
dred treacherous cad, Don Juan, up to the moment he pronounces 

“venciste.” Given that our acquaintance with him is filtered through the 
two characters who feel that he has monstrously wronged them, it is 
legitimate to wonder whether a more objective account would portray 
him in a better light. Our opinion of him is poisoned from the first 
mention of his name, through an introduction made third hand. A 
goatherd recounts to Don Quijote and Sancho that the madman wan-
dering the Sierra Morena, later to be identified as Cardenio, is known 
to rave, “‘¡Ah, fementido Fernando! ¡Aquí, aquí me pagarás la sinrazón 
que me heciste: estas manos te sacarán el corazón, donde albergan y 
tienen manida todas las maldades juntas, principalmente la fraude y 
el engaño!’” (1.23:288). Dorotea’s first gloss on Don Fernando is just 
as damning, albeit more literary: “no sé yo de qué sea heredero, sino 
de las traiciones de Vellido y de los embustes de Galalón” (1.28:348). 
Cardenio will candidly confess to Don Quijote and Sancho that he 
initially thought better of his companion, a “mozo gallardo, gentil-
hombre, liberal y enamorado” (1.24:294). This contrast in perceived 
character and subsequent actions serve to strengthen Cardenio’s case 
that Don Fernando is treacherous. Were Don Fernando’s depravity ap-
parent from the start of the relationship, neither Cardenio nor Dorotea 
would have grounds to call him false.

The possibility that the Don Fernando of Cardenio and Dorotea’s 
intercalations is incompatible with the Don Fernando that arrives at 
Juan Palomeque’s inn is negligible. If the reader can divorce the facts 
of Cardenio’s story from his self-serving interpretation, not a difficult 
task, Don Fernando seems to be a stable static character: motivated 
principally by non-monogamous sexual desire with no moral scruples 
regarding the means to his gratification. Bribing Dorotea’s servants, 
consenting to a secret wedding, and stealing Cardenio’s sweetheart are 
functional equivalents: all are means to his libidinous end.
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Some scholars, including Quint and Cesáreo Bandera have sought 
to complicate the nature of Don Fernando’s desire, and Cardenio’s as 
well, by applying elements of Girard’s mimetic theory. Quint succinctly 
states the argument’s crucial claims: “The actions of the two male lovers 
[Cardenio and Don Fernando] have all along been motivated by their 
desire to best each other,” (52) and “[t]heir desire for the woman has 
been conditioned by the fact that the other desires her” (52). It is tem-
porally impossible for Cardenio’s desire for Luscinda to be in any way 
dependent on Don Fernando’s desire for her. Don Fernando does not 
appear in Cardenio’s life until well after Cardenio’s desire for Luscinda 
has been established (1.27:332). With respect to Don Fernando, ap-
plications of mimetic theory are equally superfluous. He is a man at-
tracted to beautiful women who does not consider conventional mo-
rality an obstacle to his sexual satisfaction. There is no textual support 
for the claim that Don Fernando’s desire for Luscinda is motivated by 
the fact that Cardenio desires her. Cardenio narrates the birth of Don 
Fernando’s desire for Luscinda in this way: “mis alabanzas movieron 
en él los deseos de querer ver doncella de tantas buenas partes ador-
nada” (1.24.296). Cardenio’s praise of Luscinda’s “buenas partes”4 is the 
catalyst of Don Fernando’s interest. On seeing her for the first time, 
Don Fernando, according to Cardenio, “[e]nmudeció, perdió el sen-
tido, quedó absorto y, finalmente, tan enamorado” (1.24:296). While 
Cardenio is the companion to Don Fernando’s voyeurism at Luscinda’s 
window, he does nothing to mediate the onset of Don Fernando’s at-
traction. Don Fernando is simply smitten with her beauty. However 
unreliable a judge of human nature Cardenio may be, his account is the 
only one readers have. The one snippet of the intercalation that shows 
his rival taking an interest in Cardenio’s desire for Luscinda occurs 
when Cardenio notes that Don Fernando “[p]rocuraba siempre […] 
leer los papeles que yo a Luscinda enviaba y los que ella me respondía, 
a título que de la discreción de los dos gustaba mucho” (1.24:296). But 

4  Cardenio uses the same phrase, “buenas partes,” to describe Don Fernando’s interest 
in Dorotea (1.24: 294). Cervantes seems to be underscoring in both cases that Don Fernando’s 
desire consists wholly of an attraction to physically beautiful women. The existence of a media-
tor to pique this desire is as unnecessary with Dorotea as it is with Luscinda.
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by this time, Don Fernando’s desire for Luscinda has already been well 
established. The pleasure that Don Fernando derives from “la discre-
ción” of Luscinda and Cardenio’s romance more likely is due to the 
perverse satisfaction he derives knowing the futility of their discretion, 
for he is erstwhile plotting how he will make Luscinda his own. Finally, 
were Cardenio’s desire a mediating factor in Don Fernando’s desire for 
Luscinda, we would expect Don Fernando’s interest in her to abate 
once Cardenio, the supposed mediator, has disappeared. This is not 
the case.

Any doubts as to whether Don Fernando is motivated by any other 
desire than amoral sexual rapacity, or whether he has been unjustly or 
inaccurately portrayed, should be quelled by Luscinda’s revelations at 
the inn. After she botches their wedding, in effect denying herself to 
Don Fernando, he tries to kill her, then later abducts her from a con-
vent. The Don Fernando who arrives at the inn, without any encour-
agement from Cardenio, is still intent on having Luscinda for himself. 
Furthermore, with an attempted murder and kidnapping behind him, 
Don Fernando has degenerated from reprobate to criminal fugitive. 
Dorotea will kneel before Don Fernando and recapitulate her entire 
relationship with him, to which Don Fernando will bless as “tantas 
verdades juntas” (1.36:452). This imprimatur on Dorotea’s reliability 
marks the end of a sentence that Don Fernando begins with “[v]enciste, 
hermosa Dorotea, venciste,” an admission which is rightly remem-
bered as the more famous clause in his reply, for it heralds the most 
dramatic of dramatic changes. Dorotea kneels before Don Fernando, 
and when she rises, he is a different character. “[E]l valeroso pecho 
de don Fernando—en fin, como alimentado con ilustre sangre—se 
ablandó y se dejó vencer de la verdad, que él no pudiera negar aunque 
quisiera” (1.36:454). The description might indicate that reasoned en-
treaties plus noble blood will inevitably yield a favorable outcome, ex-
cept for the detail that Don Fernando’s change is beyond his control 
(“no pudiera negar aunque quisiera”). Something outside the character 
seems to be reaching in. Don Fernando speaks the language of spiritual 
conversion in signaling “disculpa de todos mis yerros,” as does the nar-
rator when marking Don Fernando’s sentimental effusion as “indubi-
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tables señas de su amor y arrepentimiento” (1.36:454). The possibility 
of conversion, a fortuitous change of character, is consistent with this 
section’s fortuitous changes of plot if Providence is the force behind 
both. The key Scripture for understanding this brand of Providence 
is not the apocryphal “God works in mysterious ways his wonders to 
perform” but God’s self-revelation to Moses in Exodus 33:19, repeated 
in Romans 9:15: “miserebor cuius misereor et misericordiam praestabo 
cuius miserebor” (Biblia Sacra Vulgata).5 

The impulse to bring a sharper focus to the mechanism of Don 
Fernando’s salvation would have been stronger among Cervantes’s first 
generation of readers. Not until 1607 would Pope Paul V settle (if a 
decree of tolerance can be considered a settlement) the half-century 
feud between the Jesuits and Dominicans over God’s role in the impu-
tation of grace. The de auxiliis controversy, which Márquez-Villanueva 
aptly describes in another context as the “ruidosa cuestión de auxi-
liis” (Orígenes 132), had two generations of theologians fighting to oc-
cupy the pinhead’s width space allowed between God’s sovereignty 
and human free will.6 That Cervantes would be using Don Fernando 
to concretize the theological arcana of one position over the other is 
dubious. It is possible, however, that Cervantes has incorporated the 
basic framework of the controversy. Providence has plotted the junc-
tion of this set of characters at this place, Juan Palomeque’s inn, and 
at this time—after Cardenio and Dorotea have debriefed each other 
on key pieces of information that the other lacked but before Don 
Fernando has consummated his relationship with Luscinda.7 In effect, 
Providence has orchestrated the one scenario in which Don Fernando 
would be swayed by the entreaties that he leave Luscinda for Dorotea. 
This would be a gloss suitable for the molinista camp. A partisan of the 
opposing view, that espoused by Domingo Báñez, would latch on to 
the narrator’s hint that Don Fernando is already inclined for the better, 

5  “I will have mercy on whom I have mercy, and I will have compassion on whom I 
have compassion” (The Holy Bible: New Revised Standard Version).

6  For an overview of the de auxiliis controversy, see “Congregatio de Auxiliis.”
7  For Cardenio, the knowledge that Luscinda’s love for him kept her from finalizing 

her marriage to Don Fernando; for Dorotea, the knowledge that the man Luscinda loves is 
still alive and loves her.
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a “valeroso pecho […] en fin, como alimentado con ilustre sangre,” as 
evidence of Providence’s role in priming him to accept the opportunity 
offered to him. One could imagine the puckishness that might have 
moved Cervantes to communicate in the de auxiliis register without 
giving either side the satisfaction of knowing whether he was singing 
its anthem.

From a literary perspective, the most striking aspect of Don 
Fernando’s conversion is its static nature, static in the sense that Don 
Fernando goes from evil to good without moving through time or space. 
The entire conversion occupies the length of a few paragraphs, or a few 
narrative minutes. Perhaps Cervantes had some concern that the con-
version could be perceived as too rapid, and therefore less plausible, 
for the scene plays out as an odd two-stage conversion in rapid suc-
cession. The first stage is Dorotea’s entreaty that Don Fernando accept 
her as his rightful spouse, followed by his acquiescence. The second 
stage centers on Don Fernando’s desire to take vengeance on Cardenio 
after Cardenio catches Luscinda in his arms. The narrator recounts 
Dorotea’s supplication that he let Cardenio and Luscinda alone and 
makes passing reference to the supplications of practically everyone 
else in the room, from the curate and barber to Sancho Panza. It is not 
clear what would be Don Fernando’s lingering grief against Cardenio. 
Cardenio’s only conflict with Don Fernando is that they both have de-
signs on the same woman, but accepting Dorotea as spouse necessarily 
implies that Don Fernando give up Luscinda. Don Fernando would 
have to be occupying some irrational moment in which he thinks he 
can still have both women for himself. The remonstrations are effec-
tive, and Don Fernando relents, but by drawing out the tension for a 
few paragraphs more, Cervantes is able to convey the idea, if only in a 
limited way, that Don Fernando’s passage from villain to hero comes 
with some internal struggle. In no sense, however, does the passage 
involve physical movement on Don Fernando’s part. Cervantes flouts 
any conventions of character reformation. There is no trial through 
which Don Fernando learns the error of his ways. He simply stands in 
place and receives grace. 
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In summary, a providential reading of the Cardenio melodrama 
of the kind Allen advocates for the larger novel fails as an interpreta-
tion that would link a character’s merit to his reward. The fate of the 
four lovers is unquestionably happy and the mechanism of bringing 
them all to the inn, with an accompanying radical change of heart 
in Don Fernando, is unquestionably beyond the scope of the natural. 
Something greater is at work. But do they deserve their fates? Dorotea 
has a strong case to make; Don Fernando and Cardenio do not. In 
any event, the text does not seem to be concerned with whether these 
characters merit their rewards. Outcomes simply happen, and the best 
the characters can do is thank God for their good fortune.

As with the Cardenio melodrama, submitting the Captive’s Tale to 
Allen’s Providence thesis leaves readers asking, “What has this character 
done to deserve such good fortune?” Viedma is the last interpolator 
to share his tale, an intriguing polarity of action and passivity. His 
adulthood begins, and in terms of the confines of the tale, the plot of 
his character is set in motion by the actions of someone else: his fa-
ther gives him a choice of three professions (1.39:473-74). On the other 
hand, he does not hesitate to accept the career of soldier; and he remits 
to his father a portion of the inheritance, an example that his brothers 
follow (1.39:475).

The boldness he evinces in leaping from his ship to Uchalí’s galley 
(1.39:477) would rise to bravery, except that his resultant capture begs 
that that bravery be recast as rashness. Once imprisoned, he speaks of 
making numerous unsuccessful attempts to escape but never elaborates 
(1.40:485). Zoraida’s money buys his liberty. The renegade provides the 
plan of purchasing a vessel in Algiers. Even accepting Viedma’s limited 
powers as a prisoner, he could still have contributed ideas. The two 
times he does offer suggestions in the course of the escape—to send a 
freedman to Europe for a ship and, later, to release Zoraida’s father and 
servants—the renegade overrules them as imprudent. In the entire af-
fair of Viedma’s flight from Algiers to Spain there is only one instance of 
resolve meeting utility. The narration rings with welcome authority: “Y 
así, determiné de ir al jardín y ver si podría hablarla” (1.41:496). Besides 
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speaking with Zoraida, Viedma is able to study the entrances and exits 
to her home, useful intelligence in plotting her willing abduction.

One early insight into Viedma’s interpretive style comes when he is 
promoted to captain, which Viedma-the-narrator attributes to “buena 
suerte,” rather than to his “merecimientos” (1.39:477). Like Cardenio, 
and to a lesser extent Dorotea, Viedma has the habit of interpreting 
the vicissitudes of his life as the product of forces beyond his control. 
But where Cardenio uses this technique to obscure his failings, Viedma 
seems merely to be deflecting attention from himself. The effect is mod-
esty. More broadly, the interpretive gesture shows how Viedma identi-
fies himself as a small part in a larger whole. Stationed in Navarino 
with his master Uchalí, Viedma describes in this way Spain’s missed 
opportunity to capture the Turkish fleet: “Pero el cielo lo ordenó de 
otra manera, no por culpa ni descuido del general que a los nuestros 
regía, sino por los pecados de la cristiandad, y porque quiere y permite 
Dios que tengamos siempre verdugos que nos castiguen” (1.39:478).8 
Viedma seems as comfortable seeing Providence’s role on a grand scale 
as in the arc of his individual life.

The ambiguities of Viedma’s character find their most memorable 
representation at the turning point of the story, also of Viedma’s life, 
and so demand a close reading. “Acaeció, pues, que un día, estando 
en un terrado de nuestra prisión con otros tres compañeros, […] alcé 
acaso los ojos y vi que por aquellas cerradas ventanillas que he dicho 
parecía una caña, y al remate della puesto un lienzo atado, y la caña se 
estaba blandeando y moviéndose” (1.40:486-87). The only interpretive 
footprints are “acaeció” and “acaso.” It “happens” that Viedma is stand-
ing on the terrace; he “happens” to raise his eyes. An atheist might 
tell the same story the same way, as would a neutral journalist—the 

“what” without mention of the “why.” The clause that follows provides 
interpretation but only in the narrow, descriptive sense: “casi como si 
hiciera señas que llegásemos a tomarla”—a reasonable conjecture, par-

8  Paul Descouzis notes that Viedma’s gloss here and regarding the capture of the Goleta 
fortress (“fue particular gracia y merced que el cielo hizo a España en permitir que se asolase 
aquella oficina y capa de maldades” [Cervantes 1.39:480]) track closely, if not phrase by phrase, 
with the Council of Trent’s decretal of November 25, 1551 on “obras de satisfacción” (479-80).
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ticularly Viedma’s identification of the potential recipient as his group 
(the nosotros of “llegásemos”) rather than himself (1.40:487). “Miramos 
en ello,” begins the next sentence, implying that Viedma has alerted 
his three companions to the waving reed. The sentence continues with 
a striking change of subject: “y uno de los que conmigo estaban fue 
a ponerse debajo de la caña, por ver si la soltaban, o lo que hacían” 
(1.40:487). Viedma is the one who notices the waving reed, yet it is 
one of his companions who takes the initiative to approach it. Another 
instance of Viedma’s passivity? More is at work. Each of Viedma’s three 
companions stands under the reed and each is spurned. The action 
produces an echo that has both biblical and mythic sources. Without 
narratorial overlay, the account begins to reinterpret itself, infusing 
purpose where chance seemed the governing principal. The rewrite is 
not complete. In an ambiguous admission that may indicate that he 
thinks he stands as good a chance as the other three to induce the reed 
to fall, along with a guarded hope that he might be the one for whom 
the reed is intended, Viedma-the-narrator goes on to say, “[N]o quise 
dejar de probar la suerte” (1.40:487).

Once the reed is dropped at his feet, any doubt about the random-
ness of the event disappears. “Si me holgué con el hallazgo, no hay 
para qué decirlo, pues fue tanto el contento como la admiración de 
pensar de dónde podía venirnos aquel bien, especialmente a mí, pues 
las muestras de no haber querido soltar la caña sino a mí claro decían 
que a mí se hacía la merced” (1.40:487). Not by chance is Viedma on 
the terrace that day, raising his eyes to the window, and holding back as 
his companions try unsuccessfully to win a favorable response from the 
strange sight in the window. Zoraida, as the metonymic waving reed, 
becomes an emblem of providential intervention and an agent in the 
larger story of how Providence guides Viedma to his rescue. No overt 
act of his can account for his salvation, or, for that matter, his marriage. 
Zoraida demands both.

Luis Andrés Murillo asks the pertinent question, “Why, indeed, 
would she choose from among all the captives (and caballeros) she 
saw in the baño a lover and husband who was twice her age?” (235). 
His answer explores the way in which Cervantes develops archetypes 
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from extant captivity narratives. Zoraida herself provides an enigmatic 
clue to solving the mystery. In her first letter she writes, “No sé yo 
cómo vaya: muchos cristianos he visto por esta ventana, y ninguno me 
ha parecido caballero sino tú.” (1.40:489). As a sufficient justification 
for Viedma’s good fortune, the comment would go to show, as with 
Cardenio’s catching the fainting Luscinda, that Providence has a low 
favor threshold. All Viedma has to do is hold a caballero’s pose in the 
prison yard to have piles of gold and an Algerian beauty thrown his way. 
This scene of Viedma’s salvation from prison parallels Don Fernando’s 
salvation from his depravity. Both men simply stand in place and let a 
woman mediate their rescue. Read with the “ilustre sangre” comment 
at the moment of Don Fernando’s conversion, Zoraida’s revelation 
suggests that, while Providence may see a kernel of something worth-
while in the object of its blessings, the full extent of its outpouring is 
inexplicable except by grace. One authority that never reflects on the 
merits of Zoraida’s choice is Viedma-the-narrator. The rationales range 
from humility to false humility to disinterest to the satisfaction that 
the wisdom of Zoraida’s choice speaks for itself. If anything, Viedma’s 
lack of curiosity about Zoraida’s interest in him puts a final tally in the 
passivity column.

Lest readers have any doubts about Viedma’s tendency toward in-
ertia, Cervantes provides a point of reference in the highly motivat-
ed character of Zoraida. A woman, a onetime infidel, a non-Spanish 
speaker—these indicia of marginality do nothing to hinder her dy-
namism. Had her role in the tale been nothing other than that of a 
convert, she would be rightly remembered as the most driven character 
in the intercalation. To pass from one religion to another, especially 
when the passage is from Islam to Christianity, two civilizations at war, 
each faith condemning the adherents of the other to eternal damna-
tion, is to show unparalleled initiative. In an age in which every human 
endeavor, from war to philosophy to art, was informed by religious 
dogma, choosing a new religious faith meant completely redefining 
oneself and one’s outlook. Gender reassignment might be the only 
suitable analogy in today’s world. Zoraida’s conversion goes to the core 
of her personhood.
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Her self-motivation continues past her conversion. In all her deal-
ings with Viedma, Zoraida shows herself to be the go-getter, the mover, 
the planner—all of which Viedma is not. Even when she claims not to 
have a plan she has a plan. “Yo no sé, mi señor, cómo dar orden que 
nos vamos a España, ni Lela Marién me lo ha dicho, aunque yo se lo 
he preguntado” (1.40:492). And then in the next sentences she lays out 
what the group ought to do:

[L]o que se podrá hacer es que yo os daré por esta ventana muchí-
simos dineros de oro; rescataos vos con ellos, y vuestros amigos, y 
vaya uno en tierra de cristianos y compre allá una barca y vuelva 
por los demás; y a mí me hallarán en el jardín de mi padre, que está 
a la puerta de Babazón, junto a la marina, donde tengo de estar 
todo este verano con mi padre y con mis criados. De allí, de noche, 
me podréis sacar sin miedo y llevarme a la barca[.] (1.40:492)

Nowhere in Viedma’s narration does he show a comparable clarity of 
purpose.

If the crowning act of decisiveness in Zoraida’s life is her religious 
conversion, the crowning act of decisiveness in the Captive’s Tale is 
Zoraida’s election of her spouse and savior. In Cervantes’s Spain, the 
idea of a woman proposing to a man would be absurd. In an exotic 
heathen land, a prison yard abutting a noble’s castle becomes a liminal 
space where free-floating social norms can be pinned down and rear-
ranged by whoever is the first to take the initiative. Márquez-Villanueva 
aptly summarizes Zoraida’s starring role. “En el caso de Zoraida y el 
Capitán es inútil partir de ninguna inclinación erótica ni mutuamente 
compartida. La iniciativa pertenece por completo a la dama, presencia 
oculta tras la celosía y elección manifestada por el lenguaje inapelable 
de la caña” (116). What Cervantes gives us is not Edmond Dantès sail-
ing off with Princess Haydée as much as Rochester being led away by 
Jane Eyre. “Reader, I married him” (Brontë 482). Had Zoraida been 
able to share her story, the line could have easily been hers.

Michael Gerli includes the Captive’s Tale among those Spanish 
works that betray “a deep nostalgia for a multicultural world governed 
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by a humane ethos of tolerance, peaceful coexistence, and assimilation” 
(59). On the level of religion, the Captive’s Tale vindicates the need 
for assimilation to Christianity. As Gerli argues, the intercalation is 
Cervantes’s rewriting of the myth of La Cava Rumía, where “la mala 
mujer cristiana” (1.41:506) becomes the touchstone of Christian piety. 
The blessings that accrue to Zoraida—a husband, freedom from her 
palatial confinement, a new life in a new country—are only blessings if 
one considers Christianity the true religion. In Zoraida’s continual ac-
knowledgement of Lela Marién, her intercessor and providential avatar, 
she seeks to cast her own narrative as the triumph of Christian faith. 
In this way she fulfills the promise Jesus makes to his disciples in Mark 
10:29-30:

Respondens Iesus ait amen dico vobis nemo est qui reliquerit do-
mum aut fratres aut sorores aut matrem aut patrem aut filios aut 
agros propter me et propter evangelium qui non accipiat centies 
tantum nunc in tempore hoc domos et fratres et sorores et matres 
et filios et agros cum persecutionibus et in saeculo futuro vitam 
aeternam.9 (Biblia Sacra Vulgata)

By the same token, if Zoraida represents la buena mujer cristiana 
she must also represent la mala mujer musulmana. From the vantage 
of Islam, Zoraida is an infidel. Her abandonment of her father under-
mines patriarchal culture as much as her marriage proposal to Viedma. 
In discarding the wealth and prestige she knew in Algiers for an uncer-
tain future as the wife of a rootless and penniless soldier she displays a 
madness no less quixotic than that of the novel’s title character.

Like other intercalated characters, Zoraida’s own attempts to write 
divine purpose into her life, as these ascriptions come filtered to us 
through Viedma’s account, prejudge the question of teleology. She is 
most like Dorotea in her constant effort to invoke divine power while 

9  Jesus said, “Truly I tell you, there is no one who has left house or brothers or sisters 
or mother or father or children or fields, for my sake and for the sake of the good news, who 
will not receive a hundredfold now in this age—houses, brothers and sisters, mothers and 
children, and fields, with persecutions—and in the age to come eternal life” (The Holy Bible: 
New Revised Standard Version).
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simultaneously effacing the role she plays in effecting her desired ends. 
Their own interpretations aside, Zoraida and Dorotea tend to under-
mine Allen’s Providence thesis, not by showing themselves unworthy 
of divine intervention, as their male counterparts do, but by showing 
through their deeds that, even if Heaven plants the seeds of their good 
fortune, it is only by their diligence that those seeds are brought to 
fruition.

Amid the dazzling and at times chaotic first-person narrations and 
reinterpretations, piecemeal plot development, fusing of past and pres-
ent, irruptions and interruptions, the reading of “El curioso imperti-
nente,” set in the center of the narrative storm like the eye of a hur-
ricane, affords the reader a few tranquil pages of linearity. An examina-
tion of the content of the novela ejemplar is beyond the scope of this 
article. A brief look at its effect on the inn’s guests is worthwhile. At the 
close of the story’s reading, the curate dwells on its fictionality:

—Bien —dijo el cura— me parece esta novela; pero no me puedo 
persuadir que esto sea verdad; y si es fingido, fingió mal el au-
tor, porque no se puede imaginar que haya marido tan necio, que 
quiera hacer tan costosa experiencia como Anselmo. Si este caso 
se pusiera entre un galán y una dama, pudiérase llevar, pero entre 
marido y mujer, algo tiene del imposible; y en lo que toca al modo 
de contarle, no me descontenta. (1.35:446)

While generally dangerous in Don Quijote to affix the author’s im-
primatur on a character’s literary commentary, here Cervantes may 
be emphasizing the distance between the universe of “El curioso im-
pertinente” and the universe of the venta looking in on it. Anselmo’s 
laboratory is not the messy place where people come straggling in, tell 
their tales, reinterpret their tales, and without respect to flashes of vir-
tue or mountains of vice feel the tug of Providence dragging them to 
happiness.

Ample room remains for irony, for the providential world of the 
intercalations is no less improbable than Anselmo and Lothario’s world 
of marital experimentation. The curate can scoff at the story’s implau-
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sibility and in the next chapter marvel how Providence shepherds his 
flock to Juan Palomeque’s front room and keeps the sheep penned in 
until everyone can leave satisfied. It bears remembering that the same 
curate was ready to excise Felicia and her enchanted water from the 
pages of Don Quijote’s copy of La Diana (1.6:118). In La Diana, dis-
traught characters set out for Felicia’s castle intent that the enchantress 
will magically resolve their problems. Providence, Cervantes’s Felicia, 
works from the outside in, orchestrating the convergence of distraught 
characters on a place where dynamos like Dorotea, at the inn, and 
Zoraida, in the prison yard, can catalyze a resolution. Whether the 
mechanism is called Providence or Felicia, both are ways to divinize 
the author’s heavy hand.

As a descriptive account of nonfictional reality the intercalations 
must fail. Insert a character no matter how narcissistic and cowardly 
(Cardenio), depraved (Don Fernando), or stolid (Viedma) and he will 
come out with the patriarchy’s jackpot: an impossibly beautiful bride. 
As an aspirational account, the teleology of the Cardenio melodrama 
and Captive’s Tale depends on its connection to the teleology of the 
larger novel. It may be that these intercalations are another fiction, 
close enough in their account of Providence to cohere to each other 
but indistinct from the way in which Don Quijote’s universe is or-
ganized, if that universe is organized at all. Cardenio and company, 
Viedma, and Zoraida all speak for themselves—not for the protagonist, 
not for the protagonist’s novel. These characters are as much guests of 
Don Quijote as they are of Juan Palomeque. Just as “El curioso imper-
tinente” is returned to its trunk once Don Quijote resumes his adven-
tures, so too the interpolators and the extravagant Providence watching 
over them are returned to oblivion.

tam6s@virginia.edu
University of Virginia
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Why Bad Things Happen to Good Shepherds: 
Providence and the Pastoral

_____________________________________David A. Boruchoff

At the very outset of Miguel de Cervantes’s Galatea (1585), the 
reader confronts a poem imbued with the essence of pastoral 
angst, in that the emotional turmoil of unachieved or unrequit-

ed love is not only projected against the perfection of nature, but also 
set forth in the orderly and harmonious expression of hendecasyllabic 
verse. An unidentified speaker proclaims:

Mientras que al triste, lamentable acento
del mal acorde son del canto mío,
en Eco amarga, de cansado aliento,
responde el monte, el prado, el llano, el río,
demos al sordo y presuroso viento
las quejas que del pecho ardiente y frío
salen a mi pesar, pidiendo en vano
ayuda al río, al monte, al prado, al llano. (165)

Although critics of the stature of José Manuel Blecua (149) and 
Francisco López Estrada have heard an echo of Garcilaso de la Vega’s 
second eclogue (vv. 1721-22) in this stanza, it is clearly mistaken to con-
clude that “la Naturaleza armoniza con el estado de ánimo del pastor” 
(López Estrada 165n3), for the speaker goes on to state that the flowers 
about him

... son abrojos
y espinas que en el alma se han entrado;
no escucha el alto monte mis enojos,
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y el llano de escucharlos se ha cansado;
y así, un pequeño alivio al dolor mío
no hallo en monte, en llano, en prado, en río. (166)

There is, in short, a tension between the interior conflicts of Cervantes’s 
shepherds and their idyllic setting, between their human nature and 
the natural world.

To Christian readers of Cervantes’s time, this disparity or discon-
nect would likely be ascribed, not simply to the deleterious effect of 
hopeless love, but also to the explicitly pagan world of Spanish pastoral 
fiction, in which, despite allusions to familiar geographic landmarks, 
religious terms such as God, church, and communion are artificially 
recodified as deity, temple, and holy oblation (Cervantes, Galatea 223). 
This is, of course, an artistic convention, similar to the pseudo-classical 
names of the protagonists. The assumption of paganism nevertheless 
bears directly on the existence of pastoral actors, and indirectly on how 
their actions are perceived by Christian readers, in that paganism ex-
cludes them from the beneficence of God’s Providence, on one hand, 
while, on the other, it absolves them of the obligation that all Catholic 
Christians have to exercise their free will. The latter was important as 
a touchstone of Counter-Reformation thought, which made the be-
lief in free will a sine qua non of orthodoxy. As Desiderius Erasmus 
declared in 1524, in opposition to the stand taken by reformers and 
in particular Martin Luther, free will is essential, for it puts man “in 
a position to apply himself to, or turn away from, that which leads to 
eternal salvation” (b2r).1

In this assumption of paganism, pastoral fiction deviates from the 
only seemingly similar bucolic milieux described by moralists such as 
Francesco Petrarca (De vita solitaria, 1346), Aeneas Silvius Piccolomini 
(De curialium miseriis, 1444), Antonio de Guevara (Menosprecio de corte 
y alabanza de aldea, 1539), and Luis de León (De los nombres de Cristo, 
1583), or even Don Quixote in his discourse on the Golden Age; all 
of whom infused Horace’s Beatus ille—his paean to the contentment 

1  “Porrò liberum arbitrium hoc loco sentimus, uim humanæ uoluntatis qua se possit 
homo applicare ad ea quæ perducut ad æternam salutem, aut ab ijsdem auertere.”
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of rural life2—with Christian conceits to juxtapose the harmony and 
goodness of the natural world created by God to the artificiality, vices, 
annoyances, and deceit of the court and city. The chapter of Luis de 
León’s work entitled “Pastor” is an especially good illustration, in that it 
not only begins by cataloging the virtues of country life, but moreover 
focuses on the moral effect that this divine beneficence should inspire 
in the residents of a pastoral setting. With the defects of civil society 
clearly in mind, Luis explains:

[L]o primero, la vida pastoril es vida sosegada, y apartada de los 
ruidos de las ciudades, y de los vicios y deleites dellas; [...] tiene 
sus deleites, y tanto mayores cuanto nacen de cosas más sencillas, y 
más puras, y más naturales: de la vista del cielo libre, de la pureza 
del aire, de la figura del campo, del verdor de las yerbas, y de la 
belleza de las rosas y de las flores; las aves con su canto y las aguas 
con su frescura le deleitan y sirven. [...] Y a la verdad, los poetas 
antiguos [...] atendieron mucho a huir de lo lascivo y artificioso de 
que está lleno el amor que en las ciudades se cría, que tiene poco de 
verdad y mucho de arte y de torpeza. Mas el [amor] pastoril, como 
tienen los pastores los ánimos sencillos y no contaminados con vi-
cios, es puro y ordenado a buen fin. [...] Y ayúdales a ello también 
la vista desembarazada, de que contino gozan, del cielo, y de la 
tierra, y de los demás elementos. Que es ella en sí una imagen clara, 
o por mejor decir, una como escuela de amor puro y verdadero, 
porque los demuestra a todos amistados entre sí y puestos en orden, 
y abrazados, como si dijésemos, unos con otros, y concertados con 
armonía grandísima. (81-83)

From this beginning, Luis does not follow Guevara in extolling 
the political and social benefits of a community ruled by rural values, 
but instead sets forth an inward morality in which human nature and 
the natural or (as he calls it) pastoral world are both informed by “el 

2  Horace n. pag.: “Beatvs ille, qui procul negotiis, / ut prisca gens mortalium, / paterna 
rura bubus exercet suis. / solutus omni faenore, / neque excitatur classico miles truci, / neque 
horret iratum mare, / forumque vitat et superba civium / potentiorum limina” (Epodon II, 1-8).
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proprio gobernar de Cristo [...] y la fuerza eficaz de su espíritu. [...] 
Porque la gracia de Cristo es vida del alma, y salud de la voluntad” (88). 
Bending the philosophy of Epictetus the Stoic to his own Christian 
purpose, Luis therefore avers that, even as man is disposed to goodness 
with Christ as his shepherd, he is obliged to avail himself of his own 
free will in the pursuit of happiness. He states:

[P]or cuanto la buena suerte del hombre consiste en el buen uso de 
aquellas obras y cosas de que es señor enteramente, todas las cuales 
obras y cosas tiene el hombre dentro de sí mismo y debajo de su go-
bierno, sin respeto a fuerza exterior, por eso el regir y el apacentar al 
hombre es el hacer que use bien desto que es suyo y que tiene ence-
rrado en sí mismo. Y así Dios con justa causa pone a Cristo, que es 
su pastor, en medio de las entrañas del hombre, para que, poderoso 
sobre ellas, guíe sus opiniones, sus juicios, sus apetitos y deseos al 
bien, con que se alimente y cobre siempre mayores fuerzas el alma, 
y se cumpla desta manera lo que el mismo Profeta dice: “que serán 
apacentados en todos los mejores pastos de su tierra propria,” esto 
es, en aquello que es pura y propriamente buena suerte y buena 
dicha del hombre. (94-95)

I have elsewhere discussed the analysis made in regard to Jorge 
de Montemayor’s Diana (1559) by the priest and barber in their ex-
amination of Don Quixote’s library, and the priest’s suggestion that 
La Diana’s faults could be put right were one to delete “todo aquello 
que trata de la sabia Felicia y de la agua encantada” (Cervantes, Don 
Quijote 1.6:92). These words do not remit, as is commonly supposed, to 
the problem of verisimilitude, but instead to the impropriety vis-à-vis 
Christian moral doctrine of the notion that the internal conflicts of hu-
man actors might be remedied by an external agent, here in the guise 
of the wisewoman Felicia and her marvelous elixir, which, we are told, 

“sabe desatar los ñudos que este peruerso del amor haze” (Montemayor 
132r; Boruchoff, “Free Will” 130-32).

This supernatural solution was repudiated, albeit awkwardly, by 
Felicia herself in a long and explicitly didactic speech, replete with con-
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ceits from homiletic literature on free will, in Diana enamorada (1564), 
Gaspar Gil Polo’s sequel to Montemayor’s novel:

[O]s veo contentos con la possessiõ de los bienes desseados. Pero vna 
cosa quiero aduertir, que vuestros passados tormentos, a vosotros 
y a quantos dellos tẽdrã noticia, han de seruir de liciõ, para quedar 
auisados de biuir con mas cordura, por escusar los inconueniẽtes 
en que tantos años os haueys hallado. Y aũque en los remedios que 
yo a todos os di, mostrè claramente mi saber, y publiquè mi nõ-
bre, tuuiera por mejor que vosotros huuiessedes biuido con tanta 
discrecion, que no tuuierades necessidad de mis fauores. Porque 
mas estimara yo buestra salud que mi fama, y a vosotros os fuera 
mas conueniente dexar de caer en vuestros engaños y penas, que 
despues de caydos, ser con mi mano leuantados. [...] No tengays 
de hoy mas atreuimiento de abalançaros a semejantes trances, con 
esperanças de ser remediados como agora lo fuystes, que no teneys 
tãta razõ de estar confiados por la salud q[ue] a vosotros se os dio, 
como temerosos por los desastres que a muchos enamorados acon-
tecieron. [...] Diran me los amadores, que no està en su mano dexar 
de ser vẽcidos d[e] cupido, y andar hechos sus esclauos. A mi me 
paresce q[ue] quiẽ le sirue, se le obliga, y somete de propria volun-
tad: pues no hay animo que de su libertad no sea señor. Por dõde 
tengo por cierto que este Cupido (si algo es) sera el desenfrenado 
apetito, y porque deste tan ordinariamente queda vencida la razõ, 
se dize que los hombres del amor quedan vencidos.... [Y] en fin 
vna afficion, que por mas que quien la tiene procura de escusarse 
y defendella, ha de ser reprouada por los libres entendimientos, y 
desechada de las honestas voluntades. (147v-49r)3

The ideas of fatalism and passivity were also, and more subtly, ad-
dressed by interpolating the novel of El Abencerraje into later editions 
of La Diana, beginning with that published by Francisco Fernández 
de Córdoba in 1561 or 1562. Indeed, given that El Abencerraje is re-

3  This speech is strangely and unfortunately missing from subsequent editions of Diana 
enamorada.
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cited to the various protagonists of La Diana as they await a remedy 
to their misfortune in love, the significance of Narváez’s iconic state-
ment—“quiero que ueas que puede mas mi uirtud que tu mala fortuna” 
(Abencerraje, in Montemayor 124r)—could hardly be lost on the ac-
tors of Montemayor’s novel, to say nothing of its readers as well (see 
Boruchoff, “El Abencerraje”). It is therefore not by chance that in both 
La Diana and La Galatea the only actors who take it upon themselves 
to work out a solution to their woes are Christian and noble. It is also 
no accident that, in both cases, introspection, reason, rhetoric, and will 
are the principal means of their redemption.

In La Diana, Felismena confronts her unfaithful lover, don Felis, 
with the damage occasioned by his actions, stating that, where once 
she was respected at home, she is now “desterrada de su tierra y de su 
libertad, por auer tu querido vsar de la tuya” (169r). Then citing the dis-
order and dislocation brought about by this betrayal, Felismena drives 
home the injustice of her plight by presenting Felis with a more unjust 
and clearly unacceptable proposal: “Ya no me queda mas que hazer, 
sino es sacrificar la uida a tu desamor, si te parece que deuo hazello y 
que tu no te as de accordar delo mucho que te he querido y quiero[;] la 
espada tienes en la mano, no quieras que otro tome en mi la vengança 
delo que te merezco” (169r-v). These words have their proper effect, not 
only upon the reader, but upon don Felis, whose heart, we are told, “se 
le cubrio, de ver las sin razones que con ella auia vsado” (169v). Don 
Felis is brought to confront his errors, yet we are robbed of a morally 
appropriate conclusion; for, rather than acting on his obligations, Felis 
passively drinks the potion delivered to him at this very moment by 
one of Felicia’s nymphs. He is left not only carefree, but “tan sano delas 
heridas [...] que amor a causa dela señora Celia [Felismena’s rival] le 
auia dado, que no sintio mas la pena que [...] le podian causar, que si 
nunca las uuiera tenido” (170r). As a result, although Felismena attains 
the outcome for which she has labored, her happiness does not derive, 
as it ought, from understanding and free will. To be sure, it is instead 
forgetfulness that resolves internal conflict in La Diana.4

4  The casting of memory as the source of discontent, and of forgetfulness as its cure, is 
especially prominent in the story of Sireno. Soon after Montemayor’s narrator explains that 
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In contrast, in Cervantes’s Galatea, no such supernatural occur-
rence mars the one episode in which, instead of bemoaning the in-
justice of Fate and Fortune, an actor takes it upon herself to think 
out and enact a solution to her own predicament. I am referring, of 
course, to Rosaura, who, spurning honor and convention, chases after 
her lover, Grisaldo, so as to oblige him to respect his promise of mar-
riage. With a series of verbs that connote the intensity of her thought 
and will, she concisely explains: “Considerando [...] que si mi remedio 
se dilataba había de dejar por fuerza en las manos del dolor la vida, de-
terminé de aventurar a perder lo menos, que a mi parecer era la fama, 
por ganar lo más, que es a Grisaldo” (395). Following in the footsteps of 
Montemayor’s Felismena, Rosaura calls to mind the disorder brought 
to her existence by Grisaldo’s perfidy, and then demands that he reflect 
upon his deeds, so that he might repent and make amends:

Considera, ingrato y desamorado, que la que apenas en su casa y 
con sus criadas sabía mover el paso, agora por tu causa anda de 
valle en valle y de sierra en sierra con tanta soledad buscando tu 
compañía. [...] Considera, Grisaldo, que en nobleza no te debo 
nada, y que en riqueza no te soy desigual, y que te aventajo en la 
bondad del ánimo y en la firmeza de la fe. Cúmpleme, señor, la que 
me diste, si te precias de caballero y no te desprecias de cristiano. 
(384, 386)5 

Like so many other of Cervantes’s heroines, Rosaura argues her 
cause with an eloquence and command of logic patently superior to 
those of most men in Cervantes’s fiction, only to end with a dramatic 

“la memoria de un buen estado causa soledad al que le ha perdido,” Sireno sings: “Passados 
contentamientos / Qué quereis? / Dexadme, no me canseis. // Memoria, . . . / dexadme, no 
me canseis” (155r-v).

5  This is the only occasion in the whole of La Galatea where the word cristiano is used 
in a moral sense. It also appears several times in quick succession in Timbrio’s account of his 
adventures at sea, but simply to designate those who are Christian by accident of birth, and 
thus distinct from their Muslim captors. There is nothing identifiably Christian in their ac-
tions. For example: “los mesmos turcos rogaban a los cristianos que iban al remo cautivos que 
invocasen y llamasen a sus santos y a su Cristo para que de tal desventura los librase” (496).
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gesture in order to force the hand of her interlocutor. Having made her 
point, at least in the reader’s eyes, she states: “Y porque claro conozcas 
y veas que la que perdió por ti su honestidad[,] y puso en detrimento 
su honra[,] tendrá en poco perder la vida, este agudo puñal que aquí 
traigo pondrá en efecto mi desesperado y honroso intento, y será tes-
tigo de la crueldad que en ese tu fementido pecho encierras” (389). Her 
lover’s response is exactly what don Felis’s was not: it is a lucid and 
willful expression of conscience, in conformity with the expectations 
of Christian moral philosophy. Snatching away the dagger with which 
Rosaura seemingly intended to end her life, Grisaldo humbly accedes 
to the truth of her words: “quiero que mi padre falte antes la palabra 
que por mí a Leopersia tiene dada, que faltar yo un punto a lo que 
conozco que te debo” (389).

Although the story of Rosaura and Grisaldo does not, in fact, end 
happily—due to Rosaura’s abduction by another suitor—it neverthe-
less imparts an essential lesson on the need to set moral above social 
values, and thus offers a stark contrast to the experience of the other no-
bles and shepherds in Cervantes’s novel. It is the ideal example against 
which common practice is to be measured. As well, by calling attention 
to the efficacy of reason and rhetoric in the attainment of what one not 
only desires, but deserves, it anticipates the more successful agency of 
Marcela and especially Dorotea in part one of Don Quijote.

Due to the continual intertwining of lives and loves in La Galatea, 
the uniqueness of Rosaura’s example is difficult to miss, especially as 
the reader comes to comprehend it through Teolinda’s eyes and com-
mentary. Indeed, it is brought into focus by the disparity of Teolinda’s 
experience, epitomized by her resignation to the dictates of Fortune, 
on one hand, and by conformity to those of society and honor, on the 
other. From her first words, Teolinda makes known her passivity, if not 
her conventionality, with a series of worn-out topoi, exclaiming: “¡Ay, 
tristes ojos, causadores de mi perdición, y en qué fuerte punto os alcé 
para tan gran caída! ¡Ay, Fortuna, enemiga de mi descanso, con cuán-
ta velocidad me derribaste de la cumbre de mis contentos al abismo 
de la miseria en que me hallo!” (210). If, in conjunction with other 
complaints, such assertions leave no doubt as to the amorous cause of 
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Teolinda’s despair, so, too, do they alert the discerning reader to the 
fact that she herself is greatly to blame; for she goes on to aver that 
her intellect and will are impotent to direct the course of her own 
existence. Thus putting herself at variance with Counter-Reformation 
doctrine, she asserts as a preface to her life story: “yo estoy bien cierta 
que sobrepujan tanto mis males a mi discreción cuanto de ellos es ven-
cida toda mi habilidad, pues no tengo ninguna para saber remediarlos” 
(213). Teolinda then makes known her compliance with social conven-
tions by means of an anecdote in which—in response to the heartbreak 
of Lidia, another shepherdess—she insists that she advised her: “Mejor 
harías de tener cuenta con tu honra y con lo que conviene al pasto de 
tus ovejas, y no entremeterte en estas burlerías de amor, pues no se saca 
de ellas, según veo, sino menoscabo de nuestras honras y sosiego” (217).

In what follows, Teolinda does not so much avoid the experience of 
honest love, but instead presumes to hide this love from her friends and 
family for the sake of honor, at one point telling her suitor, Artidoro, 
that “[e]n los estados de amor / nadie llega a ser perfeto, / sino el ho-
nesto y secreto” (239).6 This concern for appearances costs Teolinda her 
happiness when—rather than confess her feelings for Artidoro to her 
sister, Leonarda, who has directly challenged her do so by saying “No 
sé, hermana mía, lo que piense de tu honestidad” (242)—she invents a 
socially expedient excuse, only to learn that Artidoro has forsaken her 
because of the hurt caused by her deceit. Although Teolinda’s preoc-
cupation with what others might think eventually cedes to her inward 
desires and considerations,7 so that, as she rather too easily explains, 

“yo quedé tal que, sin acordarme de lo que a mi honra debía, propuse 
de desamparar la cara patria, amados padres y queridos hermanos, y 
dejar con la guardia de sí mesmo al simple ganado mío” (248), this 
decision does not lead to action, but, on the contrary, only to a litany 

6  These verses are glossed in the villancico that follows.
7  Before this change occurs, Teolinda makes known the contours of her obsession with 

honor, recounting, for example: “¡Cuántas veces, viendo que no le hallaba, quise con mi voz 
herir el aire, llamando el amado nombre de mi Artidoro, y decir: ‘Ven, bien mío, que yo soy la 
verdadera Teolinda, que más que a sí te quiere y ama!,’ sino que el temor que de otro que de él 
fuesen mis palabras oídas, me hizo tener más silencio del que quisiera” (245).
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of alternatingly despairing or hopeful pleas that Fortune might finally 
concede her wishes. This, of course, does not happen.

If the lives of La Galatea’s nonpastoral actors end more happily, 
this is surely not due to their own efforts. One would, indeed, be 
hard pressed to find a more abulic pair of noblemen than Silerio and 
Timbrio, from the city of Jerez. (I am intentionally leaving out Nísida 
and Blanca because the story is that of two men who would willingly 
give up their lives and loves to honor their friendship.) Silerio and 
Timbrio are saved, not once, but on four separate occasions, by the mi-
raculous intercession of Turkish invaders, a great storm at sea, Moorish 
corsairs, and, finally, a second tempest. In each case, a series of decid-
edly Christian references makes it obvious that this is not mere Fate or 
Fortune, but instead an act of divine Providence, as Timbrio indeed 
explains in concluding that “el Cielo [...] con tantas ventajas ha dado 
remedio a nuestras calamidades” (498).

It is not usual to think of Cervantes as a moralist, even in the 
broadest sense of the term. Yet, in his dissection of pastoral fiction in 
La Galatea, he continually points to how one ought to confront and 
combat the inner turmoil of life’s misfortunes. And in this, free will and 
reason are indispensable. For, in the absence of Christian Providence, 
bad things do happen to good shepherds.

david.boruchoff@mcgill.ca
McGill University
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Texto y contexto: 
Ciencia y conciencia teológica en Cervantes

________________________________________Martha García

The Spirit of truth will be at work not only in religious communities, but 
also within all truth-seeking communities, of whatever kind. This will sure-
ly include the community of scientists.

John Polkinghorne. Faith in the Living God 

Truth-seeking communities are groups of human beings who indeed raise 
truth claims, but above all develop and practice open and public forms and 
procedures in which these truth claims are subjected to critical and self-
critical examination. The academy, active in research and education, is one 
such truth-seeking community.

Michael Welker. Science and Theology: Their Relation at the Beginning 
of the Third Millennium

En el mundo de hoy, sujeto a las leyes de la cibernética y el 
procesamiento electrónico de datos, el concepto tradicional de 
texto se subordina—en gran manera—al concepto subyacente 

de contexto y sus múltiples ramificaciones. En teoría, el texto con-
siste en un conjunto de signos codificados de tal forma que el lector 
implícito logra decodificar siempre y cuando se conozca el contexto a 
cabalidad; es decir, un texto y un contexto (with the text). Sin contexto 
(without the text) el lector se convertiría en miembro de otra gama de 
categorías (lector pasivo, lector incauto, lector no bien entrenado, etc.) 
y no formaría parte del grupo asignado al grado de lector implícito. El 
contexto se convierte entonces en la herramienta que valida el conteni-
do o pluralidad de contenidos insertados en una lectura. ¿Significaría 
lo anterior que releer un texto equivale a repetir el mismo mensaje infi-
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nitas veces? Barbara Johnson en The Critical Difference: BartheS/BalZac 
señala que aquellos quienes fracasan en la relectura están obligados a 
leer la misma historia dondequiera, “a text’s difference is not its uni-
queness, its special identity. It is the text’s way of differing from itself. 
And this difference is perceived only in the act of rereading” (4). Con 
esta aseveración, Johnson nos advierte de dos pendientes paralelas. En 
primer lugar, una sola lectura está compuesta de lo “ya leído” (already-
read); es decir, la historia que el lector puede captar en una primera 
lectura no se encuentra precisamente en el texto sino dentro del lector, 
quien se ha convertido en producto de su contexto. En esta primera 
fase, el lector no se encuentra—necesariamente—interpretando el con-
texto en el cual el mensaje o historia se ha escrito, lo que yo denomina-
ría una lectura oximorónica; es decir, una interpretación individual sin 
contexto (texto sin texto). Entiéndase que aquí contexto (with text) se ha 
convertido en sintexto (without text). En segundo lugar, el hecho de no 
releer conduce a leer la misma historia y conlleva el consumo de dife-
rentes mensajes que son igualados con la repetición de la misma, lo que 
Barthes denomina la diferencia del texto (the text’s difference). Partiendo 
de esta premisa, descifro aquí que la capacidad o habilidad de detectar 
la necesidad de unir cada pieza textual y contextual representaría la 
ciencia de la lectura confeccionada a través de un método científico 
literario que transporta al lector a la adquisición o desarrollo de una 
conciencia, sea ésta individual o colectiva, donde el mismo proceso 
que denomino oximorónico se observa de manera paralela: la ciencia 
requiere irremisiblemente la presencia de la conciencia y sus atributos, 
llegando entonces a un pareado de valores simétricos: texto y contexto; 
ciencia y conciencia. 

Se entiende por cientificidad la habilidad de descifrar la verdad y 
profundizar en ésta de forma que se logren avances y un nivel de cono-
cimiento más amplio que el que precedía antes de ejercer la práctica de 
dicha ciencia en su definición más exacta. Esto requeriría evaluación 
crítica y la capacidad de comunicar los resultados obtenidos a través 
del lenguaje preciso que valide esa verdad y pueda ser aceptada como 
tal—a nivel individual y colectivo. El uso del término ciencia se asocia 
en la mayoría de los casos a lo considerado orgánico, integral y com-
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pleto. De ahí que esta locución se aplique a las denominadas ciencias 
naturales y por ende a las disciplinas ciéntificas. Desde una perspectiva 
escolástica, se entiende por ciencia teológica la presencia de un sentido 
formal de escrutinio alejado de la generalización excesiva y sometida 
a la evaluación de especialistas de campo, lo cual amerita su inclusión 
dentro de una comunidad científica. Lo anterior requeriría la articu-
lación, diálogo y correlación con las otras disciplinas predominantes. 
Alister E. McGrath en The Science of God, y de forma análoga a la in-
vención de la imprenta por Johann Gutenberg en el siglo XV, deduce 
explícitamente que 

A scientific theology is also to be seen as an integrated system, 
which brings together in a functional manner a number of im-
portant ideas, some of which find their first significant theological 
application. The accumulated significance of these is greater than 
any of the individual contributions. (11) 

Se podría inferir entonces de manera contundente que esta interrela-
ción disciplinaria otorga como resultado una teología científica.1 Desde 
esta óptica se percibe la teología en calidad de ciencia y teoría; su co-
rrespondiente convergencia con la práctica de la misma constituiría el 
nivel técnico que se emplee en la diseminación de los preceptos o ver-
dades comprobables a través de la transmisión oral y escrita. Es decir, 
en el plano literario conllevaría el uso de las teorías y las prácticas em-
pleadas en el proceso de diferenciación entre lo considerado realidad y 
lo denominado ficción. En Theory of Literature, se expone la siguiente 
convalidación: 

Like every human being, each work of literature has its individual 
characteristics; but it also shares common properties which other 
works of art. […] But this characterization can be accomplished 
only in universal terms, on the basis of a literary theory. Literary 

1  Alister E. McGrath profundiza en estos conceptos en su obra The Science of God. Se 
sugiere a manera de referencia para este tema en cuestión la sección titulada “The Legitimacy 
of a Scientific Theology” (17-25).
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theory, an organon of methods, is the great need of literary scholar-
ship today. (19)

 De aquí que el proceso de lectura requiera de la evaluación 
sistemática de una comunidad de lectores entrenados en la teoría li-
teraria y en la práctica ciéntifica, lo que disminuye la posibilidad de 
errores basados en un significado puramente universal y da lugar a 
una objetividad correlativa. Ambos factores, universalidad e indivi-
dualidad, se desarrollan entonces en función a una labor cognitiva y 
artística-literaria.2 

A manera de efecto sinécdoque, el estudio filosófico y científico 
abarca la epistemología que involucra el racionalismo o raciocinio de 
un precepto y que se obtiene a través de un proceso cognitivo—sin 
la intervención excesiva de la emotividad. Junto a este componente 
encontramos la lógica, que examina y comprueba un determinado ra-
cionamiento con fines a evaluar su legitimidad y autenticidad. Ambos 
componentes forman parte integral de la teología como ciencia de es-
tudio encargada de escudriñar las verdades aceptadas y comunicarlas 
de acuerdo a un sentido racional y lógico que formalice e instituciona-
lice la aceptación de preceptos y conceptos considerados lícitos. John 
Polkinghorne en Theology in the Context of Science, refiriéndose a la 
espistemología como una variante utilizada tanto en la interpretación 
científica como en la teológica, concluye que 

For them [los científicos] epistemology (the knowledge of nature) 
is a reliable guide to ontology (the actual nature of things). The 
scientist-theologians agree in claiming that an analogous concept 
of critical realism appropriately describes theology’s search for mo-
tivated belief arising from encounter with the veiled reality of God. 
(25-26) 

2  René Wellek y Austin Warren examinan a cabalidad la función de la literatura en el 
apartado “The Nature of Literature” (20-28), y las posibilidades y riesgos que implica el estudio 
de la literatura y las artes sin la intervención de la teoría literaria y sus prácticas en “Literature 
and the Other Arts” (125-35). Encuentro ambas secciones de gran interés para nuestro estudio 
en particular.
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Por lo tanto, a través del discurso y la comunicación oral se procura 
contestar las interrogantes que se formulan en base a una evidencia 
contundente, ya sea a nivel teológico o científico. El habla se convierte 
así en el instrumento o canal que difunde la verdad adquirida y auten-
tificada a través de pruebas y comprobaciones. No se trata de aceptar 
la verdad porque ha sido considerada infalible; si no de entender la 
verdad a través de la razón y la lógica para entonces diseminar esa ver-
dad a través de un discurso coherente y libre de errores o conceptos 
preconcebidos.3 Desde esta perspectiva, se podría estipular entonces 
que el realismo—ya sea conceptual o predominante de un período en 
cuestión—se obtiene a través de la ciencia y su aplicación dentro de 
un texto y contexto escogido con la finalidad de poner a prueba lo 
considerado aceptado como verdad. El resultado ratifica la realidad e 
invalida la ficción.

En la plataforma ortodoxa, denominar ‘ciencia’ a la teología pue-
de únicamente lograrse a través de una avenida analógica. En el área 
de la filosofía o ciencias filosóficas, el deseo de teorizar los juicios en 
normativas científicas ha sido recapitulado por Emanuel Kant (1724-
1804) y en el siglo XX por el movimiento denominado neopositivismo 
originado por el Círculo de Viena. La teología ha sido incluida dentro 
de estas premisas en lo que se conoce como la ciencia del discurso de 
Dios, basándose en el misterio Pascual y la vida Trinitaria. La necesidad 
de organizar de forma científica y rigurosa los principios teológicos 
comienza, precisamente en la época medieval, a raíz de la institución 
de las primeras universidades de orden intelectual y literario, siendo 
Tomás de Aquino (1224-1274) el primer intérprete o crítico de esta dis-
ciplina científica y textual.4 Sería necesario recordar aquí o releer el 
hecho de que el término ciencia se había utilizado hasta este momento 
como sinónimo de conocimiento, y en los recintos universitarios este 

3  Polkinghorne expone “If theology is to be conducted persuasively and successfully in 
the context of science, it must be prepared to respond to this kind of interrogation” y añade 

“the strategy required is one that seeks to move from motivating experience to attained under-
standing” (29).

4  Véase Summa Theologiae, I, q.1, a.2.
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vocablo se utilizaba en conjunción con la episteme aristotélica. Más tar-
de, Melchor Cano (1509-1566) procura organizar las fuentes de la orde-
nación científica de la teología. Juan Enrique Newman (1801-1890) lo-
gra integrar de manera sólida el método histórico y filosófico-racional. 
La salvación como tema literario no constituye únicamente un oficio de 
oratoria o predicación denominado teología kerigmática; por el contra-
rio, la confrontación de las verdades o principios teológicos requiere el 
enfrentamiento vital con las otras ciencias—sean éstas ciencias exactas 
o no—y su sometimiento a un proceso de prueba a través del método 
científico. Si se acepta esta proposición, entonces se tendría que acep-
tar también que el texto se convierte en el componente necesario de la 
formulación y comprobación de una hipótesis, y sus resultados funcio-
narían a manera de validación o invalidación de los preceptos, historias 
o argumentos condensados en sus páginas, sean éstas hechas de papiro, 
tribunas de imprenta o diseñadas en engranajes electrónicos. 

Miguel de Cervantes y Saavedra ejemplifica estas premisas hasta 
aquí expuestas muy explícitamente en el capítulo xvi correspondien-
te a la segunda parte del Quijote durante la conversación entre don 
Quijote y don Diego sobre la exégesis de la poesía y las otras ciencias, 
definiendo así el texto y su contexto; ciencia y conciencia. Cervantes se 
caracteriza por un tipo de narración textual que se desvía muchas veces 
del tema principal del relato para interpolar una gran cantidad de fá-
bulas, poemas, anécdotas, cuentos, referencias grecorromanas, y hasta 
pequeñas novelas cortas. Hasta cierto punto, es un ejercicio en su obra 
temprana de lo que constituiría más tarde la creación de la narrativa en 
el Quijote. Su estructura es muy compleja debido a que encierra ambos 
pareados: texto y contexto, ciencia y conciencia. Ahora bien, en la obra 
cervantina el resultado de esta yuxtaposición inserta un texto teológi-
co utilizado dentro del contenido, científicamente incorporado en el 
discurso y trasladado al plano contextual, desdoblando una conciencia 
teológica intrínseca en sus historias. 

Cervantes se dirige en el prólogo al lector desocupado, con lo que 
se nos insta a pensar que para efectuar una lectura profunda, se nece-
sita el tiempo, el espacio y los recursos científicos antes mencionados. 
Tal pareciera que en el ocio—es decir en los ratos de solaz y esparci-
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miento—radica el secreto de una buena lectura o relecturas productivas. 
Aquí se advierte que la lectora (femenino) posiblemente se encontraría 
ocupada puesto que su ausencia en la actividad de la lectura es eviden-
te. Sobre las ausencias, Judith Whitenack comparte el punto de vista 
de Ruth El Saffar, en cuanto al discurso femenino se refiere en “Don 
Quijote y la maga: Otra mujer que ‘no parece.’” Whitenack cuestiona 
la ausencia de la maga en Don Quijote, personaje presente en los libros 
de caballerías y a quien, en muchos casos, se le confiere una serie de 
atributos masculinos tales como conocedora de las ciencias ocultas, lo 
que denotaría el ejercicio de la lectura que la situaría dentro de un dis-
curso varonil, no femenino. Melveena McKendrick ha estudiado este 
punto en el drama del Siglo de Oro español en su artículo Woman and 
Society in the Spanish Drama of the Golden Age. 

En el capítulo vi del Quijote aparecen dos mujeres, el ama y la so-
brina. Su caracterización es muy peculiar. Cuidan a Alfonso Quijano, a 
su don Quijote, con esmero y sobriedad. Emanan tranquilidad y con-
fianza. Están dispuestas a curarlo, alimentarlo y protegerlo de su propia 
demencia. Eso no quiere decir que no fueran mujeres de carácter o que 
carecieran de fortaleza. Al contrario: como sabemos, más de una vez les 
tocó la difícil tarea de cuidar de Alonso Quijano, quien se encontraba 
en condiciones bastante degradantes debido a sus aventuras como don 
Quijote. Debemos asumir también que el trabajo de la sobrina en la 
casa del caballero andante no debió ser nada sencillo. Además, una de 
las características más relevantes de estas dos mujeres es precisamente 
su contacto con la biblioteca. Aunque no las vemos como lectoras o 
amantes de los libros, sí conocen la influencia—y las consecuencias—
que éstos provocan en su amo y tío. Durante el transcurso de la segun-
da parte del Quijote, la sobrina asume un nivel discursivo mucho más 
verosímil y contundente. Formula interpretaciones y conclusiones ba-
sadas en evidencias y fuentes arraigadas en la primera parte de la novela, 
es decir en el texto. Por ejemplo, es precisamente la sobrina quien pro-
cura en varias ocasiones disuadir a su tío de su empeño en las aventuras 
y hasta lo confronta con entereza y valentía en cuanto a los libros de 
caballería se refiere provocando así el disgusto y el asombro del mismo 
don Quijote, quien escucha con atención los argumentos de su sobrina 
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dada la exactitud y veracidad con las cuales estos argumentos han sido 
presentados y sostenidos ante el lector. 

Aunque el ama y la sobrina desconocen las historias de caballerías 
y posiblemente no tienen la más remota idea sobre el Amadís de Gaula, 
sí han presenciado las consecuencias de una lectura y relectura ajena al 
texto y contexto—sin ciencia y sin conciencia—por parte de su amo 
y tío. Cervantes les otorga el derecho a discutir sobre el tema, puesto 
que han sido testigos oculares de la condición en que Alonso Quijano 
se encuentra y, más importante aún, lo que esta condición acarrea en 
los otros personajes inmediatos como Sancho, el cura y el barbero. El 
ama y la sobrina funcionan como testigos presenciales, pero no como 
lectoras. 

Otra representante de la realidad cotidiana es Sanchica. Se la des-
cribe dentro del ámbito doméstico, en los quehaceres de su casa, en la 
vida rural, en las relaciones familiares. Su padre, Sancho, desea casarla 
con un hidalgo. Su madre, Teresa, lo reprende por esta idea. Ambas 
mujeres conocen su posición en un contexto donde la movilidad so-
cial es casi nula. Louise Ciallella, en “Teresa Panza’s Character Zone 
and Discourse of Domesticity in Don Quijote,” expone el contexto 
socio-cultural de ambos personajes. Tanto Sanchica como Teresa son 
exaltadas por sus funciones en el ámbito privado, no en el público. Se 
les impide dedicar tiempo a la lectura. Ambas mujeres se convierten en 
objeto de ludibrio por los duques, quienes fabrican un presunto matri-
monio para la joven Sanchica con pretendientes de alta alcurnia, lo cual 
nunca se materializa. De tal historia surge la siguiente interrogante: ¿se 
habría presentado la misma caracterización de ambos personajes si ellas 
hubiesen sido adiestradas y enseñadas a leer de acuerdo a un método 
científico en correspondencia a un texto y su contexto? 

No obstante, en la obra cervantina observamos mujeres sumergidas 
en la actividad de la lectura, como Dorotea y la Duquesa, quienes—
desde distintas caracterizaciones—se convierten en protagonistas y per-
sonajes principales debido a su conocimiento de los libros de caballerías 
y la lectura del Quijote. Esto demuestra la influencia renacentista que 
Cervantes adquirió en Italia. Manuel Fernández Álvarez en Cervantes 
visto por un historiador explica que,
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Ya tenemos, pues, al joven Miguel de Cervantes en Italia. Ya le te-
nemos a salvo del acoso de los alcaldes de Casa y Corte madrileños. 
Puede empezar a disfrutar de lo que suponía para un hombre como 
él, para quien todavía se consideraba sobre todo un poeta, la tierra 
donde florecían las Artes y las Letras, la tierra que, al prodigio de 
custodiar todas las grandezas del antiguo Imperio de Roma, añadía 
el no menor de ser la cuna del Renacimiento. (79)

Era muy común en el Renacimiento italiano ligar la representación 
pictórica de las distintas edades de la vida del hombre al tema de las 
estaciones; lo que se origina, a su vez, de un sistema tripartito; es decir, 
una clara referencia a Edipo y la división de etapas cronológicas. Anton 
Van Dyck muestra esta división cronológica en su pintura Las edades 
del hombre (1625-1627).5 Este tipo de iconografía tenía un objetivo pe-
dagógico que formaba parte de la educación teológica de los cortesanos 
y príncipes de la época. Las edades del hombre se correlacionaban con 
las edades del mundo: la edad del Padre se caracterizaba por el temor 
de Dios, el Antiguo Testamento; la edad del Hijo coincide con la era 
de la sabiduría y de la fundación de la Iglesia, el Nuevo Testamento; la 
del Espíritu Santo con el reino de la alegría y de la libertad, la era cris-
tiana con sus post-manifestaciones a nivel eclesiástico y el consecuente 
surgimiento de multitud de denominaciones. 

¿A quién se refiere entonces Cervantes cuando se dirige a un lec-
tor desocupado? A manera de ciencia y método científico, el texto—en 
una primera lectura—representaría la edad del Padre, el autor y su pa-
ternidad. La relectura conduciría a la edad del Hijo, donde el lector 
cortesano entrenado en el oficio de la lectura a manera de menester 
y no de afición logra detectar las conexiones de índice literal con sus 
respectivas raíces teológicas a través de una narrativa contextualizada.6 
La tercera edad entonces vendría a convertirse en la edad del Espíritu 

5  Entiéndase aquí hombre y mujer. Es decir, el hombre como representante de la raza 
humana.

6  Es decir, la lectura como negotium (ocupación) y no únicamente a manera de otium 
(esparcimiento).
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Santo, donde el lector implícito se libera del temor que el texto paterno 
podría ocasionar, unificándose a ese autor-padre—o autora-madre—a 
través de una conciencia teológica adquirida en base a la decodificación 
de signos no-entendidos en su primera fase. Desde esta perspectiva, el 
lector desocupado no sería otro—u otra—que aquél o aquélla que haya 
alcanzado la madurez otorgada por el ejercicio de la lectura y relectura, 
técnica originada en la época patrística, ampliada en el Renacimiento 
y perfeccionada en el Barroco; y como bien nos indica la historia, esta 
práctica luego fue hábilmente utilizada durante el neobarroco en el 
nuevo continente. Por lo tanto, la obra cervantina refleja la realidad del 
texto (el autor) y de su contexto (la época en que le tocó vivir). El texto 
cervantino se convierte en una prueba histórica, científica y literaria de 
ello. Luciano G. Egido en su análisis de Las razones de la sinrazón lo 
expresa de la siguiente forma:

Debo recordar que toda obra literaria es histórica y autobiográfica 
al mismo tiempo. Los libros son fruto de su autor y de su época, 
se insertan en una tradición y obedecen a los requerimientos de 
cada situación concreta del autor y de sus circunstancias, en la do-
ble perspectiva de responder a los estímulos del momento literario 
y del momento histórico. Cervantes en esto no es una excepción. 
Nada nace de la nada y todo tiene una larga gestación, ajena a la 
voluntad de los creadores y previa al proceso de sus obras. (255)7

Pasemos entonces a responder la interrogante que se deriva de esta 
aproximación: ¿se debería leer desde el texto hacia el contexto o desde 
el contexto hacia el texto? Es a través de las diferencias y los puntos 
de coincidencia que se crea un sistema de legitimación del contenido. 
Las similitudes entre las tendencias renacentistas y las barrocas seña-
lan la transición de una época a otra a través del tipo de discurso y 
su correspondiente argumento. La ciencia examina las diferencias al 
evaluar aspectos y variantes presentes en el texto literario. Al finali-
zar el escrutinio de ambos estrados se obtiene un resultado basado en 

7  Se sugiere aquí la lectura del capítulo siete de Theory of Literature titulado “Literature 
and Biography”(75-80) a manera de referencia a esta sección de estudio.
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una práctica sistemática y en un análisis metodológico que minimiza el 
margen de error interpretativo, lo que conlleva como resultado lógico 
la creación artística y literaria. En conclusión, la legitimidad de la obra 
cervantina requiere la presencia de la consideración teológica como 
ciencia de entendimiento y de razón transmitida por la tradición tex-
tual y su entorno adyacente. Para entender las razones de las ausencias 
en la obra cervantina, resulta necesario escudriñar las presencias a través 
de lecturas y relecturas, someter cada texto cervantino al proceso de 
evaluación literaria y científica de comprobación y admisión, obser-
vando así conexiones viables que conduzcan al acierto interpretativo 
y al discernimiento del mundo de Cervantes y su respectivo entorno. 
Desde la perspectiva teológica y ciéntifica, esto equivaldría a decir que 
la lectura del texto se vincula a la salvación y por ende, la relectura a 
la resurrección del mismo. La ficción se disuelve frente a la razón y la 
verdad triunfa absolutamente, liberando así al autor que la escribe y al 
lector que encuentra en sus páginas la exactitud de la palabra obtenida 
en base a un texto y su contexto y sometida a la instrucción y salvocon-
ducto de la ciencia y la conciencia. En suma, la literatura como fuente 
de vida integral.

Martha.Garcia@ucf.edu
University of Central Florida
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“The Don Quixote of the Streets”: 
Social Justice Theater in São Paulo, Brazil

________________________________________Rogelio Miñana

Preguntémonos quién es Alonso Quijano.
Jorge Guillén. “Vida y muerte de Alonso Quijano” 105

In a 2007 blog entry, Peterson Xavier—a former intern at the infa-
mous São Paulo juvenile detention center, the Fundação Estadual 
para o Bem-Estar do Menor (“State Foundation for the Well-Being 

of Minors”), generally known as FEBEM—explained how he escaped 
certain life imprisonment or even death as a young career criminal by 
becoming a “Dom Quixote das ruas” (“Don Quixote of the streets ”) 
(Xavier). His transformation began with his performance of the crazed 
knight-errant on a particularly special evening. On October 11, 2000, 
at Oscar Niemeyer’s Memorial da América Latina in São Paulo, Brazil, 
some 150 FEBEM interns staged Mario García-Guillén’s adaptation of 
Miguel de Cervantes’s Don Quixote, entitled Num Lugar de la Mancha. 
Valéria di Pietro conceived and directed the project and cast Peterson 
Xavier—not without some initial hesitation due to his unruly behav-
ior—in the title role. With dozens of interns freely moving about the 
stage and hundreds of relatives and friends in the over three-quarters 
full 1600-seat Simón Bolívar auditorium, security forces were as on 
edge as the performers themselves. 

In the end, the performance turned out to be a resounding success, 
and the cast earned thunderous applause. In a rare turn of events, not 
only relatives and friends, but also audience members and, most strik-
ingly, security guards praised the young amateur actors for their intel-
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lectual and artistic worth. Despite the security detail, the acting crew 
quickly dispersed and mingled with the audience, receiving parabens 
(“congratulations”) from family, friends, and guards alike. Through 
the power of Don Quixote’s story, the young actors were endowed that 
evening with a renewed sense of pride and dignity. For once, their 
(on-stage) performance was appreciated rather than repudiated, as they 
were closely watched in admiration rather than fear. In this case, as in 
Diane Conrad’s work with incarcerated youth in Alberta, Canada, the 
act of practicing theater in prison helped to awaken “the potential for 
making positive change in our lives and [to contribute] to a greater 
social transformation” (Conrad 139). By performing Cervantes’s char-
acters, the actors had themselves experienced self-transformation. At 
least for one evening, their public persona had changed in the eyes of 
both relatives and security officers, and thus, the rigid societal structure 
of prison was dramatically altered. 

Performing the character of Don Quixote indeed transformed 
Peterson Xavier’s life. After his release, Xavier became a professional 
actor and community activist, and today remains committed to his 
work with at-risk children and juveniles at the Instituto Religare in the 
Barra Funda district of São Paulo. The father of two, Xavier undertook 
a journey of self-transformation that turned him into a new, hybrid 
being, as he explains in his blog: “eu o dom Quixote das ruas [...] eu o 
dom Quixote educador com espada e escudo derrotando gigantes, eu 
Peterson Xavier Quixote de la Mancha” (“I, the Don Quixote of the 
streets [...] I, Don Quixote the educator with a sword and a shield de-
feating giants, I, Peterson Xavier Quixote of La Mancha”).

Xavier’s dramatic transformation from troubled youth to profes-
sional actor and activist lends a human face to a number of social 
justice organizations in São Paulo and around Brazil that employ 
Cervantes’s Don Quixote as a central icon in their work with at-risk 
children and youth. Among the numerous groups and schools that 
have recently staged adaptations of Don Quixote in São Paulo, I am 
focusing here only on those organizations and theater companies that 
have a track record of reaching large audiences (counted in the thou-
sands) through an extended performance schedule. They are: Valéria 
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di Pietro’s Instituto Religare; Telma Dias and Robson Vellado’s Grupo 
Permanente de Pesquisa; and Andréia de Almeida’s Circo Navegador.1

With dozens of performances of Num Lugar de la Mancha both on 
prison grounds and throughout the city, Valéria di Pietro continued 
and expanded her groundbreaking work with FEBEM interns between 
2000 and 2005 through the Instituto Religare, which was established 
in the Barra Funda district in 2002. On another corner of São Paulo’s 
gargantuan downtown area, Telma Dias and Robson Vellado’s Grupo 
Permanente de Pesquisa has offered nearly a hundred performances 
of Dias’s Dom Quixote in numerous schools and theaters around the 
city, as well as in their own Teatro Resurreição in the bairro Jabacquara. 
Lastly, Andréia de Almeida and Luciano Draetta’s Circo Navegador 
has presented de Almeida and Carlos Lotto’s Quixotes in a variety of 
venues—streets, public squares, schools, and theaters—throughout the 
city of São Paulo, as well as in other parts of the state. With a street 
theater feel and minimalist staging, Circo Navegador has reached thou-
sands with their dozens of performances in open spaces as well as in 
theaters. The centerpiece of Andréia de Almeida’s Don Quixote-themed 
initiatives, which also include youth workshops through her Espaço 
Quixote-Oficina dos Sonhos project, Quixotes received a 2010 federal 
grant to perform weekly between January and March of 2011 at the 
legendary Teatro Arena in São Paulo.

Although widely different in style, casting choices, and target au-
dience, these present-day Brazilian stage adaptations share three re-
markable features. First, the authors liberally adapt and resequence 
various scenes and characters from the original text. Besides some of 
Don Quixote’s most recognizable adventures, such as the wonderfully 
theatrical charge against the windmills, these plays also explore lesser-
known episodes in Cervantes’s text. In personal interviews conducted 
during 2009, Valéria di Pietro, Andréia de Almeida, and Telma Dias 
all underscored their explicit commitment to adapting the book as 

1  I would like to thank Telma Dias and Andréia de Almeida for making available to me 
their unpublished play scripts. I would also like to thank Valéria di Pietro, Telma Dias, Robson 
Vellado, and Andréia de Almeida for kindly accepting my request to be interviewed on two 
separate occasions in June and November of 2009. 
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comprehensively as they possibly could within their respective techni-
cal and financial constraints. In preparation for the challenge of staging 
Don Quixote, they all read it several times, conducted extensive research, 
and pondered every episode and character as potential stage material. 

Their loyalty to the original text did not preclude them, however, 
from speaking directly to the socio-cultural realities of contemporary 
Brazil, and more specifically to the challenges that at-risk children and 
youth face in São Paulo and the country at large. Their adaptations of 
Don Quixote reveal a clear social and political goal that underscores the 
quixotic nature of the fight against social injustice and that fosters the 
empowerment of at-risk youth. The musical score, visual appeal, script, 
and casting choices all reflect a concerted effort to adapt Cervantes’s 
world to a young Brazilian audience. While maintaining knight-er-
rantry as central to Don Quixote’s enterprise, these plays tailor their 
social justice-oriented message to the very specific socio-economic and 
cultural circumstances of at-risk children and youth.

 Although influenced by Augusto Boal’s Theatre of the Oppressed 
and functioning as a practical application of Paulo Freire’s Pedagogy of 
the Oppressed, these plays never quite adopt Boal’s dramatic techniques, 
first developed in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Their “poetics of lib-
eration” certainly does not rely on liberating the spectator through 
his or her involvement in the theatrical performance itself, as Boal re-
quires (Theatre 155). Even de Almeida’s Quixotes, often performed in 
the streets and squares of São Paulo, and more recently in the Teatro 
Arena that Boal himself directed in the 1960s, maintains a clear separa-
tion between actors and spectators. At the same time, nonetheless, the 
three plays portray Don Quixote as an actor who himself does practice, 
avant la lettre, Boal’s basic tenet. By giving up his passive role as a mere 
spectator (a reader of chivalric books), Alonso Quijano becomes an ac-
tor to perform a role, that of the knight-errant Don Quixote, that will 
transform him and those around him. Ultimately, Cervantes’s story 
confirms—at least in the social justice-oriented interpretations of Don 
Quixote that I discuss here—that “s/he who transforms reality [through 
the creation of art] is transformed by the very action of transforming” 
(Boal, “Aesthetic Education of the Oppressed”).
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Besides freely adapting a multitude of episodes from the original 
text and exhibiting a context-specific and socially progressive point 
of view, the three plays thus begin in a strikingly similar and unex-
pected way. They all shed light on a character that seemingly only oc-
cupies a prominent role in the first and last few pages of Cervantes’s 
book: Alonso Quijano. By dramatizing the moment in which Alonso 
Quijano becomes Don Quixote, the three plays focus on a theme that 
permeates what I am inclined to describe as the most characteristically 
Brazilian motto of (quixotic) community activism: transformation. In 
the next few pages I will examine how São Paulo-based, Don Quixote-
themed theater and non-for-profit organizations reappropriate Don 
Quixote as a symbol for personal and social transformation in present-
day Brazil. In doing so, these plays draw on the guiding principles of 
Paulo Freire’s and Augusto Boal’s theories of the oppressed. Due to 
space constraints, I will keep my theoretical references to a minimum 
and will examine only the first scene of the three aforementioned plays. 

In order to grasp the influence of Don Quixote in Brazil, and more 
specifically in São Paulo, it is imperative, as one of Num Lugar de la 
Mancha’s musical acts demands, to “soltar a imaginação” (“free your 
imagination”). How can a 400-year-old Spanish book radically trans-
form an imprisoned teenager such as Peterson Xavier? Does culture in 
general and theater in particular possess the ability to fundamentally 
alter the course of a young life?

In early June of 2009, I traveled to São Paulo to visit the Projeto 
Quixote, a non-governmental organization (NGO) founded in 1996 
to provide educational, social, and clinical support to children and 
youth in high-risk social situations. Upon arrival, I headed towards 
my hotel on Avenida Paulista, dropped off my luggage, and took a 
walk to stretch my legs. Right next to my hotel, I fortuitously ran into 
an exhibition at the Instituto Cervantes of Chilean Surrealist master 
Roberto Matta’s illustrations of Don Quixote. A couple minutes in the 
other direction, I encountered an enormous statue of Don Quixote 
on horseback and Sancho presiding over the entrance hall of a high-
end shopping mall. In a city of some twenty-three million people, I 
was, after just ten minutes of an improvised walking tour of Avenida 
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Paulista, literally surrounded by Don Quixote. The two figures in the 
mall—the intellectual creation of “Cooperaacs,” a self-described non-
profit co-operative of artisans—were made of recycled materials under 
the inspirational umbrella-concept of what was already emerging as the 
major theme in Brazilian readings of Don Quixote. As explained in a 
free-standing sign adjacent to the bulky sculpture, the “aventura quixo-
tesca” which inspired the Cervantine tribute to recycling—or perhaps 
a recycling tribute to Cervantes?—sought the “transformação” of trash 
into art (“lixo em arte”) and people through art (“pessõas através da 
arte”).

The topic of “transformação” (transformation) or “mudança” 
(change) equally lies at the core of Don Quixote-themed Brazilian the-
ater. Quadro I (first scene) of Num Lugar de la Mancha has “Ator Dom 
Quixote só no palco” (“the actor Don Quixote alone on stage”) intently 
stating: “Vou me transformar num outro homem” (“I’m going to trans-
form myself into a new man”). Behind the subject pronoun of “vou” 
(“eu,” or “I”), there is a character who is not yet Don Quixote. For him 
to become the “outro homem,” the knight-errant Don Quixote, he 
must undergo a transformational process as a first step towards radical 
individual and social change. From this perspective, the fact that he is 
described as an actor may not be just a mere redundancy. As laid out 
in this first stage direction, Don Quixote (Alonso Quijano?) sets out to 
play the role of a knight-errant.

The Dom Quixote by Grupo Permanente de Pesquisa, adapted for 
the stage by Telma Dias, and co-directed by the playwright and Robson 
Vellado, similarly identifies the intrinsic duality of the main character 
as the starting point of quixotic activism. The play begins with a lone 
man on stage: “A cena […] começa na penumbra. Vemos um homem 
magro, velho e cansado perdido em uma imensa biblioteca folheando 
avidamente livros e mais livros” (“The scene […] begins in the dark. 
We see a thin, tired old man, lost in an immense library avidly leafing 
through books and more books”) (3). Consumed and inspired by his 
chivalric books, the thin old man embodies in this stage direction a 
new kind of hero for Brazilian youth. Before he engages in any battles 
to better the world, the old hidalgo must transform himself in a way 
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that relates only peripherally to swords and giants. The protagonist’s 
desire to change society starts with his own transformation through 
the act of reading. The consumption of art induces the production of 
a new social entity. Alonso Quijano recycles himself into the seeming-
ly heroic Don Quixote, and thus changes his identity through art, as 
the “Cooperaacs” artists intended with their Don Quixote and Sancho 
monument to recycling.

The reappropriation of Cervantes’s character by social justice-ori-
ented Brazilian activists thus gives new meaning to arguably the most 
overlooked, disregarded character in the entire book: the hidalgo who 
transforms himself into the knight-errant Don Quixote. The book’s 
first paragraph can indeed be read as a meticulous attempt to mask a 
character whose place of origin, family name, and age are deliberately 
elided by the narrator. The titles of parts one and two further illus-
trate this process through the obliteration of the ordinary character 
who breathes life into Don Quixote. Part one, El ingenioso hidalgo don 
Quijote de la Mancha, presents a contradiction in terms since the “inge-
nioso hidalgo” cannot be but only act as the knight-errant (“caballero”) 
Don Quixote. As underscored by Mário García-Guillén’s description of 
his main character as “ator Dom Quixote,” the title of Cervantes’s first 
volume fails to erase the theatrical nature of an hidalgo whose obses-
sive reading habits transform him into a performer of knight-errantry. 
In part two, this process of the eradication of the hidalgo comes full 
circle. El ingenioso caballero don Quijote de la Mancha still emphasizes 
the “ingenioso” nature of Don Quixote, but coherently refers to Don 
Quixote as “caballero”; the “hidalgo” has disappeared altogether. His 
transformative process now complete, Alonso Quijano fades into the 
scenery and only his more flamboyant self remains fully visible.

Exposing his dual nature, Telma Dias’s character proves aware that 
he is challenging the existing social order by shifting from one stratum 
(“hidalgo”) to a wholly different one, that of “caballero”: “Hoje mesmo 
vou me transformar num cavaleiro andante” (“This very day I am go-
ing to transform myself into a knight-errant”) (3). The urgent (“hoje 
mesmo”) and deliberate nature of the hidalgo’s transformation (“vou 
me transformar”) renders explicit a socially progressive message which 
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echoes García-Guillén’s “Vou me transformar num outro homem.” 
While Brazilian activists emphasize the hidalgo’s deliberate change of 
social identity, Cervantes goes to great lengths to conceal his main 
character’s very transformation. Without the hidalgo there is no altera-
tion of the stratified social fabric of the ancien régime; Don Quixote’s 
madness annuls the subversive nature of Alonso Quijano’s imaginative 
re-birth. Without the hidalgo, we only see the ridiculous knight-errant 
Don Quixote in his willful, yet deeply flawed, quest to improve society. 
What Cervantes conceals, Telma Dias and García-Guillén expose.

But can anyone truly reinvent her or his social identity? If social 
change stems from personal transformation, how does an individual 
escape stereotyping and social determination? More specifically, can 
at-risk youth rewrite the social script that assigns them a subaltern and 
often criminal role? In Telma Dias’s adaptation, the hidalgo who wants 
to become a knight “pega um papel o põe-se a escrever” (“grabs a piece 
of paper and starts writing”) (4). Using only his imagination and pro-
found knowledge of chivalric literature, the skinny, nameless, and aged 
hidalgo rewrites his place in society in order to insert himself into a 
world of knight-errantry. Significantly, in Dias’s Dom Quixote he does 
so on a piece of paper and not just on his own body as in Cervantes’s 
book. Staging this simple act of grabbing paper foregrounds the lit-
erary and self-created nature of Don Quixote’s new persona. Dias 
does not ignore the role that madness plays in Don Quixote’s act, but 
chooses to shed light on the foundational and self-aware imaginative 
process that ignites the hidalgo’s transformation. Her unlikely hero 
lacks all the features of traditional candidates to knighthood: the youth, 
physical strength, good looks, and royal ancestry expected of literary 
knights-errant. Instead, he achieves knighthood through the literary 
self-refashioning and deliberate rewriting of his role in society. Even 
if his mental stability remains questionable, to say the least, the hi-
dalgo’s intellectual prowess ought to be credited with the breaking of 
petrified social molds. In contrast to Cervantes’s intentional subtlety in 
promptly dismissing the hidalgo, Telma Dias turns Alonso Quijano’s 
revolutionary act into a physical gesture (grabbing a piece of paper and 
writing) that plays out on stage before the eyes of its typically young 
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audience. The message is not missed. Assuming control of one’s role in 
society requires an education and a great dose of imagination, madness, 
and effort. In order for at-risk youth to overcome the ominous odds 
stacked against them, according to Dias, they must develop the art of 
writing and transform themselves on the social stage.

In Cervantes’s own book, the hidalgo’s message of discursive trans-
formation inspires other characters to change. Most notably, by imitat-
ing (though not always accurately) his master, Sancho acquires new 
powers to alter reality through discourse. While he voluntarily relin-
quishes the fictional governorship of Barataria (2.53:957-58), through-
out part two Sancho fully exploits his newly-discovered ability with 
fictional discourse. Following Don Quixote’s lead, his squire learns 
to alter the relationship between things and words, to use Michel de 
Foucault’s well-known formulation (46-77). Instead of pursuing his 
worldly ambitions (i.e., social recognition and wealth), Sancho fully 
throws himself into his master’s game of writing and acting. Never 
quite conversant in chivalric and other literary conventions, Sancho’s 
description of Dulcinea (2.10:618-23) and his conversation with Teresa 
(2.5:581-87) nonetheless prove his aptitude for full participation in Don 
Quixote’s transformational scheme.

If Don Quixote’s ability to change the world resides in his use of 
words, then Cervantes’s proposal to improve society does not rely on a 
military solution, but rather on a discursive tactic. Self-transformation 
precedes change, which can only be achieved through a rewriting of 
personal and social identity. Mastering literary and cultural codes cer-
tainly does not spare the hero from a few beatings. Yet, as more and 
more characters join the simultaneously playful and subversive game 
of wordplay, Don Quixote’s stature, his ability to transform the world 
around him, only increases. Ultimately, the chorus of characters per-
forming the alternate, fictional roles that increasingly populate the pag-
es of Don Quixote reveal Cervantes’s masterwork as fiction that explores 
the power of fiction. As the story progresses, Don Quixote weaves a 
discursive matrix that continuously generates alternative realities.

The Don Quixote-themed plays written for—and sometimes even 
performed by—Brazilian at-risk children and youth recognize this 
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metafictional, self-reflective force in Cervantes’s text as the single most 
powerful tool for social change. The hidalgo/knight—who is also read-
er, writer, and principal character of his own fiction—attacks innocent 
people, is twice excommunicated, and fails to achieve a just resolution 
to the troubles of Andresillo, the galley slaves, or the Dueña Dolorida, 
to note but three well-known examples. Don Quixote’s ideological and 
military solutions to concrete problems, as well as to the larger issue 
of Spain’s imperial standing, usually result in chaos and breed further 
injustice for the characters he professes to aid. Nevertheless, by imper-
sonating his literary creation, Alonso Quijano does achieve a phenom-
enal success among his peer characters in the book, and captivates a 
readership that spans four centuries and knows no linguistic or cultural 
borders. In chapter one the hidalgo dives into his readings to emerge 
renewed, armed with words, and ultimately transformed. And it is this 
process of education and self-renewal that opens and permeates social 
justice-oriented Brazilian stage adaptations of Don Quixote.

Since 2005, the 400th anniversary of Don Quixote, Circo Navegador 
has performed Andréia de Almeida and Carlos Lotto’s Quixotes close to 
a hundred times. Heavily drawing from the metafictional elements of 
Cervantes’s original text, the characters in this play are not Don Quixote 
and Sancho, but an “atriz” (“actress”) and an “ator” (“actor”) who re-
count the story of their dramatization of Don Quixote. Furthermore, 
Sancho is performed by a woman; a casting choice that demands an 
overt suspension of disbelief. The whole play unfolds as theater turned 
inside out. The spectators, many of them just bystanders who happen 
upon a street performance of Quixotes, witness the work of two actors 
openly discussing how to play Cervantes’s two iconic characters. Both 
actors and audience become involved in the sort of (meta)fictional pro-
cess that enabled Alonso Quijano to become Don Quixote in the first 
place; they all must perform a role, and reflect on the act of performing.

In this play, words are the weapon of choice for social change. The 
“Atriz” admits to loving “the man” (the hidalgo, the knight?), but fears 
the incommensurable power of his words: “Me encantava aquela pes-
soa, mas as suas palavras me assustavam” (“I loved the man, but his 
words scared me”). Through words, the “Ator” invites a process of self-
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transformation aimed at exploring society in order to change it: “Deixa 
teu mundinho e vamos conhecer o mundão” (“leave your own little 
world behind and let’s explore the great wide world”) (4). Is this “great 
wide world” the theatrical fiction that they are enacting, or the “real” 
world off stage (the very public spaces where they so often perform), 
or a combination of both? Embodying the very Cervantine and more 
generally Baroque commonplace of “el teatro del mundo” or “the world 
as stage,” Circo Navegador blurs the lines between world and theater, 
as well as between reality and fiction. In their playful and simultane-
ously uncanny metatheater, the actors unveil a reading of Don Quixote 
that above all celebrates fiction making. Like Don Quixote himself, 
they embody the very act of writing/acting as a form of street interven-
tion, a direct call to arms for the cause of (re)invention. Quixotes (plu-
ral) distills the fictional essence of Don Quixote’s challenge to societal 
norms, endowing the individual with the powerful and startling ability 
to enact transformation through play. If all the world’s a stage, the ac-
tors seem to mischievously instruct their audience to take up the art of 
acting and play. 

In its mission statement, the Projeto Quixote, the NGO that first 
sparked my interest in traveling to São Paulo, vows to “transformar a 
história de crianças, jovens e família em complexas situações de risco” 
(“transform the story of children, youth, and their families in complex 
high-risk social situations”) (“Missão”). In order to rewrite society and 
empower subaltern actors, the Projeto Quixote professes that the rules 
of discourse must be both mastered and subverted. Embarked upon 
a quixotic quest for self-expression, marginalized youth may over-
come the official narrative by publicly authoring and enacting their 
own stories. Overlapping with the Projeto Quixote’s interpretation of 
Cervantes’s masterpiece, Don Quixote-themed plays in São Paulo ul-
timately aim to enable Brazilian youth to write “uma outra história” 
(“another story”) for themselves.

rminana@mtholyoke.edu
Mount Holyoke College
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   Quantum Quixote: Embodying Empathy in 
the Borderlands

______________________________________Amy R. Williamsen

As I looked forward to the Cervantes Society symposium in 
Texas, I looked back over my thirty-three year relationship with 
Cervantes, bearing in mind the question posed by the confer-

ence organizers: why does Cervantes still inspire us today?1 Or, phrased 
more narrowly, what significance does Don Quixote hold in/for the 
quantum age? As I reflected upon what it means to read Cervantes 
in the 21st century, I realized with stunning clarity that since my first 
serendipitous encounter with Cervantes in a Missouri classroom with 
a seemingly fearless Howard Mancing (who did indeed wear a bowl on 
his head to teach a certain episode), I have seen Cervantes everywhere. 

1  These remarks were first presented in November 2010, a few months before the dev-
astating events on the morning of January 8, 2011. The multiple shots fired that morning in 
Tucson may not have been heard around the world, but they were heard by my thirteen-year-
old son who was hiking perilously close to the area. Adults nearby attempted to reassure him 
that the percussive blasts echoing through the foothills were merely firecrackers—until rescue 
helicopters and wailing sirens filled the air. As he attempted to make sense of what had hap-
pened, he kept repeating, “Mom, I should have known better.” At the MLA in Los Angeles, I 
was touched by the support of friends, colleagues and strangers who, reading the badge that 
identified me as a Tucson resident, tried to comfort me, often repeating “Things will change 
now.” Upon reflection, I was forced to recognize that we should all know better. These things 
do not improve of their own accord. It requires the active commitment of concerned individu-
als to bring about the fundamental changes our society so desperately needs. Sometimes, we 
can deal with problems by reframing them in ways that enable progress; however, some reali-
ties cannot be improved by “reframing”—their horror cannot be mitigated. We must come 
to terms with them and our own powerlessness to make them right again. Yet, we must not 
remain passive. In this spirit, I would like to dedicate these pages to the brave women and men 
who risked their own lives to disarm the shooter and to all our children—May they never have 
to call upon such courage.
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Not the quixotic icons captured by Doré and Picasso, but my vision 
of a benevolent man with a wicked sense of humor and irony, whose 
body and soul show the tolls of life, and who has frequent cameo ap-
pearances in both my dreams and nightmares. 

Undoubtedly, emerging technologies influence our relationships 
with early modern texts. Kindles, Nooks and iPads multiply at vertigi-
nous rates; yet, the powerful sensory experience of turning over a new 
page cannot be replicated—the tactile sensation of finger against paper, 
the earthy smell of vintage binding are lost to those who only interface 
with texts electronically. Lost as well are the insights of generations past 
who have scribbled in the margins. Who knows how much my entire 
understanding of Persiles y Sigismunda was shaped by the hasty foun-
tain ink notation regarding the elder Antonio’s initial encounter with 
the “barbarian” Ricla that produced their first son: “What a first date!” 
This four word exclamation unquestionably highlighted my perception 
of potentially subversive elements in this supposedly straightforward 
Christian allegory.

Nonetheless, these same technologies offer alternative ways of en-
riching textual experiences.2 They can provide immediate access to 
crucial contexts. Cervantes’s literary legacy—truly more than the sum 
of its parts—is instantly available, thanks to the Herculean efforts of 
Eduardo Urbina’s “Proyecto Cervantes” and others. A wealth of cul-
tural contexts—music, art, the latest critical studies—are only seconds 
away. We can easily integrate other fields of inquiry. We can heed Lisa 
Vollendorf ’s entreaty to re-examine Cervantes’s canonical texts in the 
light of what we have learned by reading the works of women writers, 
by studying the material reality of women’s lives in Cervantes’s time—
we can establish links to literary analyses and historical data to provide 
this background with the click of a small plastic tool commonly called 
a mouse.

2  The first three months of 2011 also vividly revealed how emerging technologies can 
change lives and transform political realities. The role that social media played in the revolu-
tion in Tunisia and the ongoing struggles for freedom in the Middle East will undoubtedly be 
the subject of future studies.
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What, in turn, can Cervantes offer contemporary “Kindlers” in our 
quantum age? Defined in popular terms, a quantum “is the minimum 
amount of any physical entity involved in an interaction”; discoveries 
regarding quantum energy have forced scientists to contend with “non-
local” events—for they must consider how seemingly unrelated physi-
cal entities—separated by time and space—influence the behavior of 
one another.3 Hence, it proves quite appropriate, in a quantum frame-
work, to consider how a physical object, penned over four centuries 
ago, may inform human behavior in today’s world. 

Here I would like to offer some preliminary reflections on what 
I, given my own current socio-political realities, consider to be one 
of Cervantes’s most crucial contributions captured in Don Quixote—
the call to embrace empathy. Surprisingly, more and more scientific 
endeavors include metaphysical contemplations. As I noted in my 
first attempt to explore the productive connections between science 
and literature, Co(s)mic Chaos: Exploring los trabajos De persiles y 
sigismunDa, the pioneers behind chaos theory mused in the conclu-
sion of their ground-breaking article in Scientific American: “In this 
light, chaos provides for a mechanism that allows for free will within 
a world governed by deterministic laws” (Crutchfield et al, 57). Now, 
almost two decades later, websites, books, and articles on quantum 
physics include frequent discussions of the need for empathy grounded 
in “quantum entanglement.”

In an age every bit as troubled as our own, Cervantes skillfully 
manipulated the responses of his readers. In a brilliant, concise mono-
graph, Distance and Control in Don Quixote, Ruth El Saffar clearly 
outlines how the author controls the reader’s relationships with the 
characters—when the distance increases, the characters become objec-
tified and are increasingly subjected to ridicule. 

Notably, Cervantes carefully orchestrates readers’ engagement with 
the characters, employing discourse to, in essence, “bestialize” indi-
viduals at key moments. Some instances, as the blanketing of Sancho, 
are brutal in their directness. “Como perro en Carnestolendas,” like 

3 For an interesting update on quantum matters, see Vedral.
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a dog blanketed during Carnival festivities, he is tossed up and down 
while Don Quixote remains paralyzed on the sidelines (1.17:224; see 
figure 1). A few chapters later, Sancho is reduced to his animal-like 
bodily functions when he defecates from fear during the adventure of 
the “batanes” (1.20:251-52). In part two, as master and squire return 
from their ill-fated adventure with the “barco encantado,” the narrator, 
in an oft-cited passage, quips “Volvieron a sus bestias, y a ser bestias, 
don Quijote y Sancho Panza” (2.29:251). Even village leaders strive to 
distinguish themselves by braying like donkeys. 

In part, what distinguishes Don Quixote from the debased world 
of the picaresque (or the crudeness of Avellaneda’s apocryphal second 
part) is that Cervantes then reframes these very same characters in 
ways that underscore their humanity. For example, consider the merci-
less description of Maritornes in animalistic terms with her hair “que 
alguna manera tiraba a crines,” her breath that smelled of “ensalada 
fiambre y trasnochada” (1.16:243) and whose assignation is designated 
with the same term used for Rocinante’s sexual exploits a few chapters 
before—“refocilarse” (1.16:241) Mere pages later, Cervantes highlights 
her humanity when she is the only inhabitant of the inn who shows 
compassion for Sancho’s suffering (1.17:255). 

Fig. 1: Commemorative stamp,25 centimos. Issued in Spain, 1905; cancelled in 2005.
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Critics may be considered as “hard” or “soft,” depending on their 
emotional identification with or critical distancing from Alonso 
Quijano’s plight; nonetheless, it seems Cervantes leads readers from 
one position to the other, in an ongoing emotional oscillation. The 
text consistently plays with the presentation of “outsiders”—prosti-
tutes, actors, gypsies, moriscos, and even criminals. At times, the work 
underscores their humanity; then, just as compellingly, it reduces them 
to their basest nature. When Don Quixote, the knight errant seeking 
to redress wrongs, is confronted with the galeotes, chained together like 
animals (see figure 2), he addresses each of them with kindness and 
concern. Though replete with humor and irony, the ensuing conver-
sations reveal the galeotes’ individual existences as fathers, sons, hus-

Fig. 2: Los galeotes. Illustration by Gustave Doré from L’Ingénieux hidalgo 
Don Quichotte de la Manche (Paris: Librairie de L. Hachette et Cie., 1863). 
Courtesy of the Eduardo Urbina Cervantes Collection, Texas A&M University 
Libraries.
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bands—human beings trying to eek out meager existences, subject-
ed to the whims of arbitrary judges and justice. After Don Quixote 
frees them, he suffers their brutal ingratitude at the hands of Ginés de 
Pasamonte and others.

Why oscillate between these extremes? It is clear that, in his delu-
sions, Don Quixote does not judge “con la prudencia necesaria” and, 
as a result, is often “taken in” by the ruses of the unscrupulous from 
every social class. In this sense, Cervantes seems to warn us against na-
ively accepting appearances (or stated intentions) at face value. Equally 
important, however, is his call for us to embrace empathy in the sense 
captured by Mikhail Bakhtin’s neologism “vzhivanie,” literally “inhab-
iting the other.”4 In his development of this concept, Bakhtin stresses 
the importance of “active empathy” and “creative understanding.” As 
Russell Valentino explains, this requires one “to enter actively into an-
other individuality, another perspective on the world without losing 
sight even momentarily of one’s own unique perspective” (3). Bakhtin 
cautions against falling prey to simplistic identification that leads to 

“infection with another’s suffering” (25); instead, he privileges what 
Gavin Flood calls the historically embedded “dialogic interaction of 
self and other” (163).

Some recent studies by Rosa Rossi and others have attempted to 
trace the origins of Cervantes’s deep understanding of the plight of the 
marginalized. Whether it results from personal experience or natural 
inclination, this empathy is a palpable presence throughout his work. 
Interestingly, empathy is now quickly becoming a “hot” topic as cur-
rent advances in cognitive science illuminate the functions of mirror 
neurons. Marco Iacoboni, one of the pioneers in the field, explains that 

“mirror neurons […] actually make us feel the suffering or the pain of 
the other person” (4-5).5 Yet, Lynne Cameron notes that “even auto-
matic mirror neuron activated empathy is mediated by the subject’s 

4  Though most often rendered as “live entering” or “living through,” the English phrase 
“inhabiting the other” better reflects the original sense of adopting the other’s position without 
becoming the other. I would like to thank Grace Fielder for her assistance in grappling with 
the linguistic challenge posed by Bakhtin’s creative use of such neologisms.

5  Howard Mancing and his talented group have delved into the rich field of cogni-
tive science, while Catherine Connor, Robert Johnston and others have begun to explore the 
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prior activity experience, since that has influenced the development of 
the brain” (8). 

Centuries ago, Cervantes seems to have sensed the emotional pow-
er behind these scientific “discoveries.” He provides readers myriad op-
portunities to empathize with others, tangibly embodying their suffer-
ing—whether it be Don Quixote’s dismay at the sad state of his stock-
ings, Sancho’s lament for his ass, or Ricote’s passionate love of a coun-
try lost. Amidst laughter, there lies an awareness of the depth of human 
suffering. Amidst tears, moments of joy shine through as testaments to 
the indomitable human spirit. Perhaps this facet of Cervantes’s genius 
explains why Don Quixote has been called the Bible of Humanity; why, 
in conflicts world wide, this one work has been credited by the victims 
of violence and unthinkable horror with helping them maintain their 
sanity against all odds. 

Personal testimonies abound. The holocaust survivor whose tale is 
documented in the BBC Video, The Further Adventures of Don Quixote, 
explains that he chose to work in the Museo iconográfico del Quijote be-
cause this book—his only possession—became a beacon of hope dur-
ing those terrifying times. María Antona Garcés, the esteemed literary 
critic once held captive by Colombian guerillas, writes: 

More than anyone or anything else, Cervantes has been the great 
teacher, the healer who has helped me to reattach “el roto hilo de 
mi historia” as I read, and wrote about, his fictions. Laughing with 
these fictions, reinterpreting them time and time again, often from 
different perspectives, pondering the profound questions that arise 
from Cervantes’ texts, I have been pressured to sound the com-
plexities of literary and psychic constructions, both in Cervantes 
and in myself. (Garcés xi)

Cervantes helps us reconnect with ourselves and with each other. 
He teaches us that if we as individuals grow too distant from one an-
other, we lose sight of each other’s humanity. 

implications of mirror neurons for the understanding of Golden Age literature, especially the 
comedia.
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Furthermore, Cervantes’s text explores the intersections of race, 
class, ethnicity, and even gender. Here I do not wish to enter into the 
ongoing debate on whether or not Cervantes might be a feminist or 
a proto-feminist. Instead, I would like to consider the impact that his 
outstanding women characters have had on subsequent generations. 
Marcela, who utters the phrase “Nací libre” and Transila (appropriately 
known as “de la voz”) who actively voices her desire, have inspired 
readers throughout history. (It seems very fitting that one of the first 
dissertations ever published by a female Hispanist in the United States 
is Edith Cameron’s “Woman in Don Quixote.”) Cervantes rendered 
visible/audible/speakable facets of women’s lives that had been veiled 
for too long. In his literary universe, women are not mere static types 
or stock figures, their identities are shaped by dynamic intersections of 
gender, sexuality, class, race, ethnicity, and religion. They may be clever 
like Dorotea, simple like Maritornes, cruel like Altisidora; they may be 
gut-wrenchingly ugly or breathtakingly beautiful (one of the countless 

“bellezas sin par”). Or, they may appear as a cloaked cipher like Zoraida 
whose textual presence serves to question assumptions about race, eth-
nicity, and religion. 

Even more transgressive, women in Cervantes’s texts may openly 
act upon their own sexual desires. In Persiles y Sigismunda, Rosamunda 
and Cenotia both shamelessly pursue the young, chaste Antonio. 
Both women are textually marked as marginal because of their “ad-
vanced” age—admittedly, they would qualify for residency in today’s 
Cougar Town—and their deviant professions (courtesan and witch). 
Rosamunda even argues for the advisability of pre-marital sex for wom-
en: “la experiencia en todas las cosas es la mejor maestra de las artes y 
asi, mejor te fuera entrar experimentada en la compañía de tu esposo, 
que rústica e inculta” (1.14:117). 

In many ways, Cervantes’s fictional creations anticipate contem-
porary insights into gender, sexuality, religion, and ethnicity. In her 
compelling memoir, powerfully entitled Infidel, Ayaan Hirsi Ali, the 
Muslim Somali refugee who became a Dutch Senator, asserts that 
women will not enjoy full human agency until female sexuality is freed 
from the constraints of patriarchal discourses framed in terms of reli-
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gion; that is, until morality is not defined in terms of female chastity. 
She links the mutilation of girls to culturally perpetuated models that 
equate women with wild beasts whose sexuality needs to be controlled.

Similarly, time and time again, Cervantes invites us to consider 
how dehumanizing distance enables the atrocities that we as societies 
perpetuate—whether these take the form of legislation targeting “il-
legal” immigrants, torture of supposed terrorists, or violent genocide 
of entire cultures. In his monumental work, Transnational Cervantes, 
William Childers persuasively argues that “La Mancha” can best be un-
derstood as a borderland shaped by cultures in contact. Accordingly, a 
study of Cervantes’s careful manipulation of the language that reduces 
human beings to animals may serve as a valuable lens for analyzing rac-
ist discourse in our quantum age. 

Given current political developments in Arizona, I thought it 
might prove illuminating to consider the discourse and the images to-
day’s media use to portray undocumented workers. I was astounded. 
In an article from 1999 entitled, “‘Like an animal I was treated’: Anti-
Immigrant Metaphor in US Public Discourse,” Otto Santa Ana com-
pellingly demonstrates how the metaphor “immigrants are animals” 
predominates in our media. From the building of fences to keep the 

“wanderers” out, to “round-ups” to “corral” them,6 these individual are 
treated like chattel.7 Even more damaging, during the year 2010 they 
were portrayed in the US Senate as contaminants, “toxic sludge that is 
killing thousands of plants and animals, ruining entire ecosystems, and 
destroying the livelihoods” and the very “way of life for real Americans” 
(Bershad). The preoccupation with “limpieza de sangre” that Cervantes 
so skillfully undermines in his portrayal of “cristianos viejos” and “cris-
tianos nuevos” flourishes under a new guise.8 

6  For representative visual images, see http://ouramericangeneration.org/blog/the-every 
day-life-of-the-border. In some cases, detained immigrants are chained as modern day gale-
otes. See http://www.azcentral.com/community/phoenix/articles/2009/02/04/20090204abrk-
inmatesmarch0204-ON.html  and  http://www.azcentral.com/php-bin/commphotos/show.
php?colid=9798&slide_nbr=1&fAZ=1&http_referer=http://www.azcentral.com/community/
phoenix/articles/2009/02/04/20090204abrk-inmatesmarch0204-ON.html#1

7  Santa Ana analyzes how terms usually reserved for describing livestock are systemati-
cally applied to immigrants; women “give birth to babies” whereas pregnant immigrants “cross 
the border to drop their babies” (202).

8  For more on “limpieza de sangre” and its legacy, see Martínez.
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A few visuals will suffice as illustration. The road sign, usually de-
picting crossing wildlife, here portrays humans (see figure 3); more 
troubling, however, is that the English requests “Caution” while the 
Spanish warns “Prohibido.” In other instances, immigrants are ren-
dered as snakes or as floating refuse.9 Equally powerful images that 
underscore the humanity of those crossing the border in hope of better 
lives (see figures 4 and 5)—the beloved keepsakes and treasured books 
abandoned in flight from officials—do not receive equal press, they 
remain in the counterculture margins.10 Lest we think this dynamic is 
limited to the American Southwest, consider an example from Europe.  
A disturbing photo vividly displays the bodies of two young Roma 
women, dead on the sand, treated by Italian beachgoers with as little 
regard as road-kill along a highway.11

Now more than ever, it seems imperative that we heed Cervantes’s 
call to empathy. We must actively resist discourse that objectifies hu-
man beings as “other”; for, this is the first step in constructing the 
psychological and sociological conditions for abuse, one effectively em-

9  See http://thunderations.files.wordpress.com/2010/07/illegal-immigrants-water.jpg.
10 My heartfelt thanks to Claudia Aburto—talented scholar, author, poet, and artist—

for sharing these prints from her recent exhibit.
11 See http://observers.france24.com/content/20080723-holidaymakers-drowned-roma-

girls-naples. For a discussion of such issues, see Catalano.

Fig. 3: Road sign on Interstate 5, Northbound, 
California. Photo courtesy of Salvador Cerón.
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Fig. 4: Sacred Relics. Photo courtesy of Claudia Aburto.

Fig. 5: Mi vida eres tú. Photo courtesy of Claudia Aburto.
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ployed by militaries worldwide. As Edith Cameron points out, research 
suggests that “empathy must be inhibited for people to engage in vio-
lence” (9). Studies of discourse during times of war and upheaval reveal 
how insidiously rhetoric can legitimize the unthinkable (e.g., soldiers 
involved in the Mei Lei massacre thought of their opponents as “gooks”; 
the junta labeled individuals as “subversive” to justify their elimination 
during Argentina’s “guerra sucia”; to name but a few recent examples). 
The discourse of our nation today regarding immigration is chillingly 
similar. Although the aftermath of the Tucson shootings drew national 
attention to the lack of civility in public discourse,12 leading to the 
creation of the National Institute for Civil Discourse—co-chaired by 
Bill Clinton and George H. W. Bush—and the establishment of the 
Fund for Civility, Respect and Understanding, there has not yet been 
substantive change in the tenor of political discussion regarding border 
issues. 

Regrettably, many corporations, who exploit undocumented work-
ers, also reduce human beings to objects—individuals become mere 
entries on a balance sheet. In fact, recent studies suggest that when 
analyzed according to standard psychological criteria, some global cor-
porations, motivated primarily by greed, function as do the psycho-
paths described by psychologist Robert Hare, “completely lacking in 
conscience and in feelings for others, they selfishly take what they want 
and do as they please” (xi). 

In today’s technologically advanced society, we must be wary at 
every turn, especially in what passes for “entertainment.” For exam-
ple, the simulation game “Border Wars: A Day on the Line,” which 
is linked to the National Geographic television series “Border Wars,” 
rewards players only if they assume that all immigrants are “armed and  
dangerous.”13 The system trains us to see the “other” as our enemy. In 
response to such insidious and divisive practices, we must force our-
selves to come to terms with the human suffering we inflict. If we can 

12  For a discussion of related issues, see http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/01/15/
guns-in-politics-giffords-palin_n_808016.html#s223332&title=Voters_Invited_To

13  I would like to thank Jamie Wilson for sharing her insights into “Border Wars.”
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remind political officials, corporative executives, and even university 
administrators of the human costs of their revenue saving “initiatives,” 
we have a chance to stave off some of the most damaging decisions.

How can we fight against the injustices of our own time? Robert 
Encila’s program notes for a recent community production of Man of 
La Mancha, Dale Wasserman’s dramatic rendition of Cervantes’s quest, 
prove suggestive:

The heart can surprise and inspire intentional acts of magnificence. 
Don Quixote, a dissenter of the highest order, sees life not as it is, 
but how it ought to be. […] It’s maudlin, perhaps, but to “Dream 
the impossible” might be a fitting mission statement for a nation 
fraught with cynicism and divided by vicious politics […] Our 
public education wobbles on life support, but we never lack for 
zeal to sustain military and religious preeminence […] but there’s 
good news! […] mad people are about, embracing the disenfran-
chised and rescuing our future from imprudent leaders.  (2; see 
figure 6)

Faced with an insane, unthinkable reality, perhaps insanity is a viable 
response. 

In my own experience, “strategic insanity” has functioned as an 
effective defense mechanism. Decades ago, I lived in a rundown apart-
ment complex, literally on the wrong side of the tracks, just on the 
edge of the University of Southern California where I was complet-
ing my doctorate. I was walking back from a class on Cervantes, an 
author I have admired with an enduring passion since I was a clueless 
undergraduate. As dusk fell, I suddenly felt something sharp against 
my back and heard a deep voice telling me in lurid, graphic detail what 
the unseen assailant behind me planned to do with the knife he held 
against me. Even though the voice forbade me from turning around, 
I could tell the man was much taller than I was; by the arm I could 
see, he was much stronger; and because I have never been athletic, I 
knew he would be much faster as well. Fighting back or fleeing were 
not options. My mind raced: What could I possibly do to frighten him 
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away? This was Los Angeles; we had long ago learned that cries for help 
went unheeded. Suddenly, scenes from Don Quixote came clearly into 
focus: no one knows what to do with a crazy person. So, all I had to 
do was convince him I was crazy, making enough noise in the process 
to attract attention. I instantly began to skip, badly singing “We’re off 
to see the Wizard” as loudly as I could. I steeled my resolve, skipping 
and singing for what seemed like ages, ignoring the stream of threats. 
People from the shacks next door to my building opened their doors 
and windows; as my complex came into view, the manager, drawn by 
what she termed that “godawful racket,” looked out and called the 
police. But most important of all, the pressure on my back eased as 
the fading voice behind me murmured incredulously “Bitch, you are 
crazier than I am.” He was never caught, but I was never cut.14

14  I was stunned when a journalist, after hearing an earlier version of this presentation, 
asked me “What happened to the black man?” I have no recollection of the attacker’s ethnicity 
and never mention it in the description of the event. This exchange underscored for me how 
our own mental schema influence interpretation.

Fig. 6: Production still from Man of La Mancha (Studio Connections). Courtesy of Robert 
Encilas, Director.
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As current dire economic times have combined with frightening 
changes in Arizona, I have often felt that I am, with others, literally 
fighting for the survival of the humanities. I think back on that epi-
sode in Los Angeles, and realize that the study of Cervantes prepared 
me for real life in ways that traditional hard sciences with their math-
ematical precision and engineering with its fixed principles could not. 
Especially in the quantum age, humanistic inquiry represents a neces-
sary complement to sciences in that it provides other ways of looking 
at the world, of dealing with issues that are neither black nor white. 
Indeed, Cervantes’s texts, both canonical and non-canonical, in all 
their chaotic complexity, teach us the most lasting lesson of all: that 
human experience, in all its untamed glory, unites us. Empathy engen-
ders compassion; in turn, this empowers us to transcend the socially 
constructed barriers that would otherwise divide us. Thus, we need not 
fall prey to the divisiveness of distancing discourse; rather, we can fol-
low the “wisdom of the humanities,” a wisdom “grounded in human 
rights and human values” (Rudenstine).

amy.williamsen@uncg.edu
University of North Carolina, Greensboro
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Alfonso Martín Jiménez. Guzmanes y Quijotes: Dos casos simi-
lares de continuaciones apócrifas. Valladolid: Universidad 
de Valladolid, Secretariado de Publicaciones e Intercambio 
Editorial, 2010. 162 pp. ISBN: 978-84-8448-553-7. 

Este libro es un análisis sólido y detallado de la disputa literaria que man-
tuvieron en el Siglo de Oro Mateo Alemán, autor del Guzmán de Alfarache 
(1599), y Mateo Luján de Sayavedra, quien escribió una continuación apócrifa 
de aquélla titulada Segunda parte de la vida del pícaro Guzmán de Alfarache 
(1602). Martín Jiménez, que acumula ya más de una decena de publicacio-
nes sobre la relación entre el Quijote de Cervantes y el Quijote apócrifo de 
Avellaneda, sostiene ahora que éstos se inspiraron en la disputa de aquéllos 
para su imitación recíproca. Aunque no sea el asunto central de este libro, 
conviene recordar aquella tesis, según la cual, Avellaneda, pseudónimo del 
soldado aragonés Jerónimo de Pasamonte, se vio escarnecido por Cervantes 
cuando éste lo transfiguró en Ginés de Pasamonte en el episodio de los ga-
leotes. Escribió, impulsado en un principio por su orgullo herido (aunque 
también por creerse copiado, por razones económicas, etc.), su imitación del 
Quijote, el apócrifo; y Cervantes, con su segunda parte del Quijote en 1615, re-
plicó a su imitador haciendo a su vez una imitación meliorativa, burlesca y co-
rrectiva. Así lo ha estudiado el crítico en El Quijote de Cervantes y el Quijote 
de Pasamonte: Una imitación recíproca (2001), y en Cervantes y Pasamonte: La 
réplica cervantina al Quijote de Avellaneda (2005). Pues bien, una vez asenta-
da esta tesis con un número bastante elevado de persuasivas investigaciones, 
Martín Jiménez amplía el estudio del fenómeno a una disputa paralela y, en 
realidad, originaria.

Para su argumentación Martín Jiménez se apoya sobre la certeza de que 
en el Siglo de Oro las obras literarias circulaban en manuscritos antes de ser 
publicadas y así los escritores las leían muchas veces. Es más, obras publica-
das y manuscritos convivían y se influían mutuamente. Se trataba de canales 
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complementarios, sin cuya mutua influencia no es posible comprender mu-
chas de las relaciones entre los escritores:

El análisis intertextual de los textos publicados permite deducir la exis-
tencia de manuscritos. Así, si una obra publicada en una determinada 
fecha contiene claras referencias (alusiones, citas, remedos, burlas, co-
rrecciones…) a otra obra publicada posteriormente, cabe concluir que la 
segunda circuló en forma manuscrita antes de que se publicara la primera, 
y que el autor de ésta leyó alguna copia del manuscrito y se sirvió del 
mismo para hacer sus referencias. (Martín Jiménez 13) 

El Arte nuevo de hacer comedias, la Vida y trabajos de Jerónimo de 
Pasamonte, el Guzmán de Alfarache de Mateo Alemán e incluso el Quijote 
de Cervantes circularon en forma manuscrita y así se leyeron unos y otros: 
Lope, Cervantes, Pasamonte, Mateo Alemán y quienquiera que fuese Mateo 
Luján de Sayavedra. Porque el objetivo principal de esta investigación no es 
revelar y demostrar inconcusamente la identidad del imitador del Guzmán 
de Alfarache (como tampoco lo fue, para el caso de Avellaneda, en sus otros 
libros), sino un análisis comparativo de las obras que aboca a una conclusión 
sustancialmente distinta: el hecho de que Mateo Alemán estaba convencido de 
que su imitador era en realidad el valenciano Juan Martí, y que las pruebas de 
esta convicción se hallan en los textos. 

El autor organiza su libro en cuatro capítulos. Un primer capítulo, donde 
describe la importancia de la circulación manuscrita de las obras literarias du-
rante el Siglo de Oro; en especial, la influencia de tres manuscritos concretos 
en la primera parte del Quijote de Cervantes: el Arte nuevo de hacer comedias 
de Lope de Vega, la Vida y trabajos de Pasamonte y la segunda parte del 
Guzmán de Alfarache. Un segundo capítulo, en el que estudia las relaciones 
entre el Guzmán de Alfarache—tanto en su primera parte publicada como 
en el manuscrito de su segunda parte—y la continuación apócrifa atribuida 
a Luján de Sayavedra. Y un tercer capítulo, donde estudia el influjo de aque-
llas tres obras en Cervantes y Avellaneda. Estos son capítulos introductorios, 
que dibujan el trenzado de influencias entre los autores y las obras de aquel 
momento, contexto a partir del cual abordar el análisis textual. En efecto, el 
cuarto y último capítulo contiene el núcleo argumentativo del libro, donde 
examina cómo Mateo Alemán dio réplica a su imitador, Luján, así como la 
forma en que Cervantes se inspiró en el escritor sevillano para replicar, a su 
vez, a su imitador, el autor del Quijote apócrifo. Para ello presta atención no 
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sólo al cuerpo de los textos, sino a los prólogos, portadas, retratos, etc., donde 
se hallan valiosas claves.  

Frente a lecturas que desatienden la voz de los autores y sus opiniones in-
equívocamente expresadas, Martín Jiménez escucha con sus ojos a los muertos 
y, sin negar la relevancia de las pruebas documentales, afirma que, en ausencia 
de ellas, no hay prueba más rotunda que los textos mismos. Umberto Eco, en 
Los límites de la interpretación, estableció una distinción para discriminar la 
atención que legítimamente hemos de prestar a autores y textos: la intentio 
auctoris y la intentio operis. La primera, intención conocida del autor, puede 
o no corroborarse en el texto mismo, donde se manifiesta la segunda, como 
intención de la obra. Lo crucial es que una y otra se muestran coherentes a 
la hora de indicar que Mateo Alemán no tenía duda acerca de la identidad 
de Luján de Sayavedra. El crítico compara los umbrales de los libros, lo que 
Genette llamó los peritextos (portadas y títulos, dedicatorias, prólogos, elogios 
y poemas laudatorios e incluso los retratos de los autores), así como el cuerpo 
de los textos. El ejercicio comparativo es extremadamente concienzudo. Hay 
una sobreabundancia de pruebas textuales, todas encaminadas a la demostra-
ción de que Mateo Alemán conocía a su rival y por ello sembró su obra de 
indicios para que tanto él como los lectores avisados de aquel momento se 
percataran.

Antes del Romanticismo, cuando la originalidad del creador cobró un 
prestigio definitivo, había existido una concepción diferente: imitar era legíti-
mo siempre que se hiciera meliorativamente, es decir, con un afán de mejora. 
Éste fue el propósito de Mateo Alemán en el siglo XVII, quien se vio forzado 
a modificar la segunda parte de su novela por causa de Luján de Sayavedra. 
Y también lo fue de Cervantes, que no sólo en este afán, sino también en el 
correctivo, imitó la réplica que Alemán dio a Luján, si bien de forma más sutil 
y burlesca. Porque de la lectura del trabajo de Martín Jiménez sale reforzada la 
idea de una comunidad de escritores en permanente contacto, una república 
de las letras viva y activa en donde unos aprendían de otros. Y también se re-
conoce la idea de que leerse e imitarse era una práctica extendida y justificada, 
a la que debe prestarse atención sin prejuicios. Y puede ser ésta la razón por la 
cual el cotejo entre los textos sea tan detallado que, de manera puntual, abru-
me la plétora de identidades, reflejos, correcciones, alusiones, referencias vela-
das, etc. Parece un esfuerzo para anticiparse y contener las reacciones adversas 
procedentes de un academicismo conservador y celoso de la originalidad y el 
prestigio del canon clásico (hablamos nada menos que de Mateo Alemán y 
Cervantes). Así, la exploración de las huellas se desliza a veces por identifica-
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ciones estilísticas, que pueden no haber sido sino meras casualidades, o lo que 
es más probable, fruto de la pertenencia a una misma comunidad lingüística, 
cultural y creativa, como bien demuestra. No obstante, la estructura del libro, 
el aparato argumentativo y la solidez teórica de sus planteamientos (no en 
vano Martín Jiménez tiene una formación teórica bien acreditada) bastan 
para el sostenimiento de su tesis: que la idea y los procedimientos empleados 
por Cervantes para replicar a Avellaneda los tomó de la disputa previa que 
Mateo Alemán había mantenido con su imitador. 

Y es que, en efecto, la parte más eficaz de Guzmanes y Quijotes es precisa-
mente el análisis de los textos, del que se desprenden las distintas estrategias 
imitativas (entendida esta actividad en un sentido amplio y retórico) que 
unos y otros emplearon. Porque la inspiración no la halló sólo Cervantes en 
Alemán, sino Avellaneda en Alemán, Cervantes en Alemán y en Avellaneda, 
Avellaneda en Luján, de manera que se urdió una red de influencias que deja-
ron huella en los textos. Por ejemplo, el sutil juego de alusiones y sugerencias 
con que los imitados (e imitadores a su vez, y a pesar de muchos) trataron 
de revelar la identidad y origen de sus apócrifos. Se destacan en especial las 
transfiguraciones con que Mateo Alemán incluyó en el mundo de su tex-
to la disputa real que estaba librando (procedimiento que más tarde siguió 
Cervantes, si bien sutilmente distinto). El autor del Guzmán hizo que su 
personaje, en el capítulo séptimo de la segunda parte, conociera a un pícaro: 

“Este pícaro, Sayavedra (cuyo apellido coincide con el de Mateo Luján de 
Sayavedra), representa, como comentaremos, al pícaro de la obra apócrifa, y 
si roba a Guzmán es para aludir al robo de que Guzmán había sido objeto por 
parte de Luján” (Martín Jiménez 117). Este pícaro tiene un hermano mayor 
llamado Juan Martí, que cambió su nombre por el de Mateo Luján: 

Y comoquiera que Sayavedra es una figuración literaria del pícaro de 
Luján, su ‹‹hermano mayor››, Juan Martí, representa al verdadero autor 
de la obra apócrifa, que mudó su nombre por el de Mateo Luján para no 
ser reconocido, tanto en el universo ficcional de la propia obra como en 
el de la vida real, a la que sin duda remite el nombre de Mateo Luján, ya 
que era el que había empleado en ella el autor fingido. (Martín Jiménez 
135)

Los lectores de la época debieron de estar avezados en este tipo de juegos 
alusivos, con los que los escritores se ponían unos a otros en su lugar, y esta-
blecían las jerarquías que regían entre ellos (porque el pícaro falso Sayavedra 
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acaba al servicio del auténtico, y, más tarde, muere). Además, este estudio es 
importante para la crítica contemporánea porque tiende puentes entre los 
mundos del texto y los mundos de la realidad, y da una clave más para la com-
prensión del nacimiento de la novela moderna. Y es que estas disputas, fuera 
cual fuera su causa, contribuyeron a complicar la ontología de las ficciones, 
del Guzmán y del Quijote. Por eso, comprender la forma en que las querellas 
condicionaron la elaboración narrativa de obras canónicas no es un mero 
ejercicio comparativo (aunque valiente), que saca a la luz rencillas aledañas y 
externas a lo estrictamente literario, sino un cauce más para conocer la ges-
tación de la ficción moderna. En este sentido, Guzmanes y Quijotes hace una 
aportación fundamental no sólo para los estudios del Siglo de Oro, sino para 
la comprensión de la narrativa que a partir de entonces se desarrolló.

Gonzalo Martín de Marcos
Arizona State University

gonzalomartindemarcos@gmail.com

Jesús G. Maestro. Crítica de los géneros literarios en el Quijote: Idea y con-
cepto de “género” en la investigación literaria. Pontevedra: Editorial 
Academia del Hispanismo, 2009. 540 pp. isbn: 978-84-96915-41-1.

The premise of Maestro’s meticulous study is simple enough: to first expound 
upon, in the most minute detail, the idea of Materialismo filosófico and then 
second, to base a study of the Quijote on its organizing principles. However, 
the execution is anything but simple. The book divides its more than five 
hundred pages into a mere four chapters. Being so intricately reasoned, it is 
virtually impossible to summarize, at least to the extent that it so rightfully 
deserves. 

With that said, the first chapter, “Preliminares,” situates the work as 
the seventh in a series by Maestro entitled Crítica de la razón literaria, one 
which studies “El Materialismo Filosófico como Teoría de la Literatura.” 
Encompassing only a handful of pages, this prologue encapsulates the subse-
quent tone of the book. It is here where Maestro’s disdain for the postmodern 
first manifests itself, a theme that will remain constant throughout. He con-
tends that “las teorías posmodernas de la literatura se desarrollan en la medida 
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que la literatura desaparece” (18). It is also here where one first encounters 
Maestro’s predilection for lengthy footnotes; perhaps the most interesting, yet 
perplexing, of which consists of a tirade about “género,” although pointedly 
not “género como término de importación angloamericana e imperialista 
(gender) para apelar eufemísticamente al sexo de los seres humanos” (18). Still, 
Maestro’s footnote about literary genre turns into one about gender, and he 
concludes his discussion with an examination of the arroba (@) and its use 
in Spanish e-mail communication to refer to a mix of both male and female 
recipients (for example, “querid@s amig@s”).

Having established this agonistic tone, Maestro moves to his second 
chapter, “Teoría de los géneros literarios.” Maestro believes that the study of 
genre can be divided into two camps, the caso porfiriano and the caso plotini-
ano. Under the former, literature is viewed as a whole comprised of various 
parts, or genres, a view that all current theories of genre adopt, but one that 
Maestro dismisses. He prefers the plotiniano view, the one where the whole 
is not literature itself, but the genre. The genre is the totality of observable 
common characteristics. It is this view that informs Maestro’s Materialismo 
Filosófico como Teoría de la Literatura, one that examines 

los géneros literarios desde la dialéctica entre el Género, la Especie y la 
Obra literaria, es decir, desde la confrontación lógico-formal y lógico-
material, y por tanto gnoseológica, dada entre las partes determinantes 
(intensionales), integrantes (extensionales) y constituyentes (distintivas), 
de los materiales literarios de naturaleza verbal. (49) 

Before embarking on the specifics, Maestro prepares the reader with an exten-
sive vocabulary lesson, for he utilizes many technical words when presenting 
his ideas. Fortunately, he does include several well designed charts to help 
organize the material. 

The word “caustic” best describes the beginning of chapter three, “Crítica 
de los géneros literarios.” If Maestro’s disdain for the postmodern had some-
how escaped unnoticed, it is brought to the forefront with the opening line:

Cualquier interpretación racional que a día de hoy se haga del Quijote 
tendrá que enfrentarse, necesariamente de forma dialéctica, contra el irra-
cionalismo que la posmodernidad ha implantado en las universidades 
contemporáneas, irracionalismo que, lejos de ofrecer un análisis del texto 
de Cervantes, sólo impone al lector a una declaración de intenciones con 
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la que se identifica, gremial e ideológicamente, quien la formula, con 
frecuencia, para justificar su posición moral en el mundo. (165) 

From there, Maestro commences with his own analysis of Don Quijote, with 
the schemata he presented in the previous chapter as the foreground for his 
own study. He examines what he sees as the three parts or totalities: the genre, 
the species, and the literary work. And in this undertaking, Maestro will 
spend over three hundred pages analyzing Don Quijote based on the tenets of 
his Materialismo filosófico. 

Maestro begins with a more global analysis of the novela as genre, with 
the narrator of the Quijote taking center stage; for, without a narrator, the 
story would not exist. Maestro is certainly well versed in narratology, and this 
particular section contains work previously published in Cervantes in 1995 
under the title “El sistema narrativo del Quijote: La construcción del perso-
naje Cide Hamete Benengeli.” In his narratological scheme, there are three 
entities that speak in the text: the voice that represents Miguel de Cervantes, 
the narrator, and those of the fictitious authors, such as the author of the 
first eight chapters, Cide Hamete Benengeli, the morisco translator, and the 
Academics of Argamasilla. The narrator acts as an anonymous editor who 
governs the voices of the fictitious authors. His is also the voice that steps in at 
the end of part one, chapter eight. However, Maestro commits the same faux-
pas as he did in 1995, giving no credit where it is due. His elaborate analysis of 
the diegetic plane is reminiscent of the work published by James Parr in 1988. 
To his credit, Maestro does list Parr in the bibliography this time around, but 
never mentions him in the text proper. 

Maestro continues with his study of genre as he moves to what he calls 
the atributos or the metros of the work. In this particular instance, he examines 
the characters in Don Quijote, paying particular attention to Grisóstomo’s and 
Marcela’s stories. He then moves to the final category in his generic analysis, 
the potencia, where he examines the idea of parody. 

At this point in his study, Maestro turns to an examination of the spe-
cies. As Maestro sees it, Don Quijote is a novel replete with genres and species, 
which he enumerates with great precision, citing the chivalric, the pastoral, 
and the picaresque, just to name a few. As before, Maestro moves from more 
global observations to an ever-narrowing focus. He thus moves from merely 
listing the genres present in the Quijote to seeing how they are integrated 
into the text, spending considerable time on theater and poetry. Maestro 
concludes this segment with a look at locura and how it relates to the pro-
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tagonist. Specifically, he lauds the work done by Gonzalo Torrente Ballester 
who, according to Maestro, is the only critic to have noticed that the narrator 
shows how Don Quijote’s supposed locura is really a design of the character’s 
cordura. Maestro further contends that locura and cordura are not diametrical 
opposites, but in fact are complementary. 

The final analysis of his Materialismo filosófico is the literary work itself. 
Just as each part goes from general to specific, so does the study of the three 
parts, commencing with the novel as a whole, moving to genre and species, 
and ending with the actual text. Maestro highlights how Don Quijote be-
comes a prototype for Avellaneda’s spurious continuation, and then contrasts 
the two. From there, Maestro tackles politics and religion in the text and 
concludes with an introspective look at the humorous elements within the 
work, analyzing everything from laughter to the grotesque. 

Chapter four, “Coda,” brings the work full circle, taking one last jab 
at postmodernism, equating it to the Inquisition in its attempts at political 
correctness. Maestro does include an appendix entitled “Estado actual de la 
teoría crítica de la literatura en Europa”—an unpublished article that retains 
the anti-postmodernist tenor of his work. 

While a few personal punches at scholars and their respective works could 
have been excluded from the text, Maestro’s book is a meticulous wonder, one 
thoroughly researched and well written, a true tour de force. My only regret is 
that no review can really do it justice. It is one of those books that needs to 
be read to be completely understood. However, this book is definitely not for 
the faint of heart. It should be reserved for the serious Cervantes scholar ready 
for a challenge; for Maestro provides a worthy one indeed. 

Shannon M. Polchow
University of South Carolina Upstate

spolchow@uscupstate.edu

Francisco Márquez Villanueva. Moros, moriscos y turcos de Cervantes: 
Ensayos críticos. Barcelona: Edicions Bellaterra, 2010. 465 pp. isbn: 
978-84-7290-498-9. 

Uno de los episodios más misteriosos y novelescos de la vida de Cervantes 
es el que abarca sus cinco años de cautiverio en Argel (1575-1580). La imagen 
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de un soldado heroico, firme ante la adversidad y dispuesto a arriesgar la vida 
a cada paso para escapar de su prisión y volver a España, se ha reiterado en 
numerosas páginas de biografías y ensayos críticos sobre el autor del Quijote, 
además de ocupar una parte importante del imaginario colectivo cervantino 
que se ha ido construyendo a partir del siglo XVIII. Por otra parte, la etapa 
argelina está directamente relacionada con un elemento fundamental de la 
obra de Cervantes: su fascinación por el mundo islámico. La presencia nota-
ble de temas, personajes, cuestiones y motivos orientalistas en las comedias, 
Novelas ejemplares, Quijote y Persiles se ha solido explicar como una respuesta 
a sus experiencias en Argel, entre árabes, renegados y cautivos. El tema ha 
sido analizado, entre otros, por Albert Mas, Ottmar Hegyi, María Antonia 
Garcés y, hace ya más de treinta años, por Francisco Márquez Villanueva en 
su Personajes y temas del Quijote (77-146; 229-335). 

El nuevo libro de Márquez Villanueva ofrece una revisión global de todos 
estos aspectos, retomando el hilo de dichos estudios, pero, a su vez, partien-
do de cero. Moros, moriscos y turcos de Cervantes empieza en una galera en 
Lepanto y acaba en una venta de la Mancha, entrelazando en su discurso la 
biografía del escritor, el contexto histórico español y europeo y la tradición 
literaria para reconstruir uno de los aspectos clave de Cervantes, quien “vive 
toda su vida en la poesía pendiente de una problemática presencia del moro” 
(320-21). Sin embargo, el libro dista mucho de ofrecer una sencilla lectura 
biographico modo de sus escritos a la luz de sus vivencias personales, dado que 
entre ambos se instaura un diálogo de interrelaciones mucho más elabora-
do que tiene como motivo conductor el análisis del pensamiento y del arte 
cervantinos. 

El trabajo de Márquez Villanueva se organiza en cuatro capítulos que, en 
líneas generales, siguen un orden cronológico: Cautiverio (pp. 15-74), Novela 
(pp. 75-149), Moriscos y turcos (pp. 151-221) y Expulsión (pp. 223-311). Estos 
cuatro capítulos van precedidos de un índice (pp. 9-10) y un breve prólogo 
(pp. 11-14), y se cierran con un Ultílogo (pp. 313-22). Los dos primeros capí-
tulos, Cautiverio y Novela, vuelven sobre los años de prisión en Argel para 
intentar explicar por qué “de cara al Islam, Miguel de Cervantes constituye 
un caso especial y nada fácil de encasillar, pues no es en ningún momento un 
resentido, un tránsfuga religioso ni un colonizado cultural” (16). Para ello, el 
estudioso se sirve de la Topographía e historia general de Argel (1612), publicada 
por Diego de Haedo, pero escrita por su sobrino, Antonio de Sosa; y de los 
documentos conocidos con el nombre de Información de Argel. Ambos textos 
han sido empleados profusamente por la crítica, que Márquez Villanueva 
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maneja con erudición y fluidez, pero de la que, al mismo tiempo, se desmarca 
para llevar a cabo una nueva lectura de estas fuentes. En concreto, ofrece una 
contextualización de estos testimonios dentro del marco hispano-mediterrá-
neo de finales el siglo XVI, prestando especial atención a la batalla de Lepanto 
y a las relaciones entre Europa y el imperio otomano. El autor reconstruye 
las posibles experiencias de Cervantes durante su cautiverio, considerando 
aspectos como su aprendizaje del árabe y del turco, de las costumbres sociales 
y religiosas de sus carceleros, y de la extraña “república al revés” que debió 
ser Argel en aquel entonces, en la que encontraría “una perenne incitación 
a calibrar realidades contrapuestas, a la revisión de convicciones y desvalores” 
(29). Como sugestivamente apunta Márquez Villanueva, en la ciudad arge-
lina Cervantes conoció la diversidad en todos sus matices y vivió lejos de los 
prejuicios sociales hispanos, codeándose con gente de rango superior. Además, 
pudo probablemente desarrollar “una medida actividad literaria” y tener con-
tacto con “poetas y escritores españoles e italianos” (33). En muchos sentidos, 
pues, “es muy posible que Cervantes no se sintiera nunca más libre (o bien 
menos oprimido) que en aquellos años de proclamado cautiverio” (78).

Las páginas dedicadas a presentar una nueva lectura de la Información de 
Argel resultan especialmente sugerentes (75-99). A través de ellas, el estudioso 
profundiza en la personalidad de Cervantes, que destaca por su cordialidad 
y amable trato con todos (76-78). Junto con ello, los testimonios aducidos 
en este texto le permiten a Márquez Villanueva rechazar con contundencia 
las hipótesis, a veces avanzadas por la crítica, de que el autor hubiera caído 
en la apostasía o tenido relaciones homosexuales (la así llamada garzonía). 
En este contexto, se señala como gran enemigo de Cervantes el doctor Juan 
Blanco de Paz, cuyas delaciones y maquinaciones contra él son analizadas de 
forma amena y detallada (80-85). El estudio, sin embargo, no deja de señalar 
que la Información fue un documento dirigido y manipulado por Cervantes, 
con miras a dejar una imagen impecable de sí mismo y poder así borrar las 
posibles disfamaciones de las que habría sido objeto por delatores y, sobre 
todo, por Blanco. Hay, pues, algo de ‘literario’ en este texto que lo acerca a 
los varios álter ego poéticos que se hallan en comedias como El trato de Argel 
o la novela del Cautivo del Quijote (86-92; 99-106). En este sentido, Moros, 
moriscos y turcos de Cervantes no sigue sólo un enfoque histórico y biográfico, 
sino que tiende numerosos puentes entre estas obras cervantinas y la tradición 
literaria. Comedias como El trato de Argel o El gallardo español son puestas 
en relación con la maurofilia española, que tiene a uno de sus ejemplos más 
destacados en el Abencerraje (54-60); y, a su vez, la novela de El amante liberal 
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se enfoca a través de su dependencia e innovación con respecto a Boccaccio y 
sus continuadores, y hasta al mundo oriental de Las mil y una noches (60-74). 

Por lo que se refiere al Quijote, el personaje de Zoraida se estudia a la luz 
del folklore, del motivo de la ‘mujer liberadora’ y de los novellieri, dejando 
también un penetrante análisis de la conflictiva caracterización psicológica de 
esta mora renegada y de su matrimonio de interés con el Cautivo (107-27). La 
lectura de Márquez Villanueva se opone al supuesto idealismo de esta historia 
intercalada, poniendo en evidencia el pragmatismo y el malestar de esta pare-
ja de enamorados cultural e ideológicamente tan alejados, más allá de su idilio 
sentimental. Este episodio ni es autobiográfico ni ejemplar, y en muchos as-
pectos rompe con la verosimilitud tal y como la entendía la poética neoaris-
totélica (121-49). Los personajes cervantinos se resisten a amoldarse a cauces 
prefijados, y, por momentos, se despegan poderosamente del texto y parecen 
tomar cuerpo con sus conflictos y contradicciones. Esta polémica relectura 
de los preceptos clásicos es algo que relaciona indudablemente a Cervantes 
con autores como Rabelais, Montaigne o Folengo, y que queda plasmada 
sobre todo en la figura del historiador-narrador Cide Hamete Benengeli, fiel 
reflejo de “una cultura literaria capaz ya de reír de sí misma” (130). En el 
segundo capítulo se señala la posible deuda de esta creación cervantina con 
las Epístolas familiares de Antonio de Guevara, donde se emplea el recurso 
del manuscrito encontrado con unas características que recuerdan el Quijote. 
Pero, ante todo, lo que predomina es la originalidad del historiógrafo arábigo, 
cuyos disparates suponen “una forma de someter a piedra de toque las doctri-
nas más arduamente básicas de la renacida Poética neoaristotélica” (140). Su 
matriz burlesca le asocia especialmente con la tradición bufonesca, idea muy 
relevante que queda apuntada y que quizás podría haberse desarrollado un 
poco más (140-49). 

El tercer capítulo, Moriscos y turcos, se vuelca en el contexto político e 
ideológico europeo, prestando especial atención a las consecuencias del 
Concilio de Trento en España y a la problemática difusión del maquiavelis-
mo-tacitismo. Dentro de este marco se introduce el debate sobre los moriscos 
de España, desde sus orígenes a finales del siglo XV hasta la expulsión de 
1609-1614 (151-87), lo cual ya había ocupado a Márquez Villanueva en su libro 
sobre El problema morisco (1991). En concreto, el crítico se detiene en la figura 
y en los arbitrios de Pedro de Valencia, discípulo aventajado de Benito Arias 
Montano, y establece un itinerario ideológico que vincula la “utopía huma-
nístico-cristiana” (174) de estos autores en una trama que va desde Erasmo a 
Cervantes, pasando por Justo Lipsio. De hecho, el autor del Quijote “asume 
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una misma base religioso-moral de signo Montano-Valencia para la «pequeña 
utopía» que ha de inspirar el gobierno insulano de Sancho” (175). Esta deuda 
se aprecia también en la postura de tolerancia cervantina relativa a los moris-
cos, cuyo punto de partida estaría “cercanamente moldeado por las ideas de 
Pedro de Valencia” (178), tal y como las desarrolló en su Tratado acerca de los 
moriscos de España, ‘arbitrio’ manuscrito que dirigió al confesor real Diego de 
Mardones en 1606. La tesis que debió dejar una huella mayor en Cervantes 
fue la de la permistión o matrimonios mixtos, que éste pone en práctica en 
la comedia La gran sultana (187-214). Como Valencia, el poeta cree que la 
posible solución a la cuestión morisca es la de la integración a través de las 
uniones interraciales, que, de hecho, sirve para dar un desenlace feliz a su 
pieza teatral. Catalina de Oviedo es interpretada no como una figura trágica 
o patética, “sino como foco de amor y conciliación” (196). Todo ello implica 
que La gran sultana no es una mera bufonada o comedia fallida, como ha sido 
interpretada en algunas ocasiones, puesto que en realidad se propone “abrir 
nuevos y hasta radicales caminos al discurso del problema morisco” (206). La 
tesis de una supuesta relación entre Valencia y Cervantes resulta desde luego 
muy interesante, y ofrece una perspectiva novedosa para acercarse a obras 
como La gran sultana, pero cabe también señalar que el análisis de esta co-
media no resulta siempre suficientemente detenido y que termina por quedar 
algo desconectado del apartado que le sigue donde se estudia el Coloquio de 
los perros (214-21), texto que, en principio, parece ir en contra de la tesis de 
un Cervantes a favor de la integración de los que Berganza apoda de “morisca 
canalla” (Novelas ejemplares 722). La respuesta a esta aparente contradicción, 
según Márquez Villanueva, se halla en una lectura irónica de este pasaje de la 
novela, en el que las críticas excesivas del perro serían una muestra de la ironía 
cervantina, que pone en su boca prejuicios racistas tan sólo para contradecir-
los. Se trataría en efecto de un sofisma que la lógica tradicional clasificaría de 
Dictum de omne, dictum de nullo (217). Un caso paralelo sería el de La gitanilla, 
que se abre con esta lapidaria (pero en realidad irónica) sentencia: “Parece 
que los gitanos y gitanas solamente nacieron en el mundo para ser ladrones” 
(Novelas ejemplares 89). Desde este punto de vista, Cervantes estaría desarro-
llando un magistral ejercicio de epideixis o elogio paradójico, equivalente 
al del Encomio de la locura de Erasmo (220), lo cual permite además fechar 
el Coloquio “entre 1609 y 1613, es decir, una vez consumada la expulsión y a 
manera de sutil juicio póstumo sobre la misma” (219).

La datación del Coloquio es indiscutible, puesto que parece casi seguro 
que el diálogo entre Berganza y Cipión deba considerarse como “una cómoda 
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profecía ex post factum” (219). Con ello, Márquez Villanueva aporta un im-
portante elemento de análisis que enriquece la lectura de esta novela cervanti-
na y que la pone en relación con otro episodio clave del Quijote: el encuentro 
entre Sancho y Ricote (2.54). Esta cuestión ocupa el cuarto capítulo del libro, 
Expulsión, y supone a la vez la conclusión y la culminación de sus teorías 
sobre Cervantes y el mundo islámico. Se trata de un análisis penetrante que 
relaciona la figura del vecino de Sancho con los problemas desencadenados 
por la expulsión de los moriscos del valle de Ricote, así como los panfletos 
partidarios de la solución final que se redactaron en las primeras dos déca-
das del XVII y la reacción cervantina ante ellos (223-278). Cervantes estaría 
muy al tanto de las polémicas suscitadas por estos acontecimientos y tendría, 
además, informaciones privilegiadas gracias a sus amistades y relaciones con 
personajes como el secretario del duque de Saboya, Juan de Urbina, que fue 
amante de su hija Isabel. El cuadro trazado por Márquez Villanueva es abar-
cador y presenta muchas ideas que aclaran puntos oscuros de la vida y de la 
obra del escritor. La mayoría de éstas terminan confluyendo en el episodio de 
Ricote donde, como en el caso del Coloquio de los perros, el poeta estaría si-
guiendo una técnica “sólo un paso más acá de la adoxografía paradójica” (229), 
poniendo en boca del morisco una alabanza de la expulsión, que define como 

“gallarda resolución” (Quijote 963) de Felipe III. En realidad, lo que hay detrás 
de estas palabras es ironía y una postura francamente adversa a la intolerancia 
racial y religiosa, que se halla reflejada también en el elogio de la libertad de 
conciencia que ofrece Ricote en su diálogo con Sancho y que muestra a un 
Cervantes defensor de los derechos humanos (260-70). 

Sin embargo, hay otros casos en las obras del escritor que no encajan 
demasiado fácilmente con los planteamientos de Márquez Villanueva. Por 
ejemplo, es bastante llamativo que al llegar a Valencia a un “lugar de moriscos” 
(550) los peregrinos del Persiles se topen con una acogida tan calurosa como 
hipócrita por parte de un anciano morisco, lo cual le lleva a Antonio a contra-
decir esos lugares comunes de los que, en principio, Cervantes se habría mo-
fado en las Novelas ejemplares y el Quijote: “Yo no sé quién dice mal desta gen-
te, que todos me parecen unos santos” (550). Aquí el autor se está oponiendo 
sin subterfugios a los tópicos negativos que circulaban sobre los moriscos para, 
acto seguido, confirmarlos. Rafala, la hija del anciano, admite que ella es una 
morisca que profesa la fe católica y que su padre está aliado con los “cosarios 
berberiscos” (551) y que su intención es la de asesinarlos y quemar la iglesia del 
pueblo. Será el tío de Rafala, Jarife, “moro sólo en el nombre y, en las obras, 
cristiano” (552), quien los salvará, no sin antes haber celebrado en profecía “el 
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gallardo decreto” (554) de la expulsión de los moriscos. En este caso el sofisma 
del Dictum de omne, dictum de nullo o el discurso adoxográfico no parecen 
funcionar, y, por lo tanto, es preciso buscar otras posibles explicaciones para 
justificar este episodio del Persiles. Es por ello que resultan un tanto escuetas 
y apresuradas las páginas que se le dedican en el libro de Márquez Villanueva 
(283-89), donde el problema se solventa afirmando que el discurso de Jarife 
es el de “una mente confusa” (284), y que el “episodio del Persiles no signifi-
ca quiebra, sino mera inflexión discursiva o juego” (286), pues, en realidad, 

“confirma por vía contraria las tesis de Pedro de Valencia” (288). Según esta 
regla de tres, Cervantes siempre defiende a las minorías desfavorecidas y, en 
concreto, a los moriscos, ya sea por activa o por pasiva.

El mismo caso de Ricote está poco claro. El hecho de que el morisco se 
haya asociado con unos alemanes borrachos y hedonistas, que bajo el disfraz 
de peregrinos vienen a España a sacar provecho de la caridad ajena para llenar 
la barriga no parece dejarlo en una posición demasiado feliz. La libertad de 
conciencia de los alemanes está a un paso de ser inmoralidad, y resulta un tan-
to oscura la actitud de Ricote, “codicioso” (965) por recuperar el dinero que 
tiene escondido en su pueblo y por comprar los favores de Sancho. Así como 
resulta llamativo que Cervantes emplee expresiones negativas muy semejan-
tes en sus obras para referirse a los moriscos: “España cría y tiene en su seno 
tantas víboras como moriscos” (Novelas ejemplares 723), “criar la sierpe en el 
seno, teniendo los enemigos dentro de casa” (Quijote 963), “como el que arro-
ja de su seno la serpiente que le está royendo las entrañas” (Persiles 553). Cabe 
recordar que para el mismo Pedro de Valencia, más allá de su tolerancia, los 
moriscos representan una seria amenaza, “siendo tan notorio el odio capital 
que nos tienen y tan grande el riesgo en que el Reino está por ellos” (Tratado 
97). La postura de Cervantes ante la expulsión resulta cuando menos ambi-
gua, y uno de los grandes méritos de Márquez Villanueva es el haber puesto 
en evidencia su complejidad. 

El escritor se inscribe en una cosmovisión inevitablemente hispana, im-
perialista y no exenta de prejuicios raciales y religiosos, pero, por encima de 
ello y de los estereotipos, para él lo que hay son sobre todo casos individuales, 
personas con sus virtudes y sus defectos que terminan contradiciendo las su-
puestas normas o cánones preestablecidos. Pocos críticos han sabido captar 
esta profundidad como Márquez Villanueva, quien la ha analizado durante 
muchos años hasta llegar a perfilarla en una síntesis como la que recoge en 
Cervantes en letra viva: “De un modo enfático, Cervantes no escribe nunca 
eso que mucho después se llamaron obras ‘de tesis.’ Su lección ha sido úni-
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camente la de recordar la complejidad insondable del fenómeno humano y 
la imprudencia de querer abarcarlo bajo ningún apresurado ni unívoco acer-
camiento doctrinal” (97). Desde este punto de vista, lo que posiblemente le 
molestaría más a Cervantes no fue la expulsión en sí, sino la terrible simplifi-
cación que ésta suponía al poner en un mismo saco a tanta gente entre la que 
habría personas fieles a la Iglesia y al rey como Rafala y el mismo Ricote, cuya 
degeneración moral y personal ha sido causada por un edicto promulgado 
demasiado a la ligera que le ha llevado a él y a varios españoles de origen mo-
risco a caer en brazos de “cosarios berberiscos” o alemanes protestantes. Negar 
la tolerancia de Cervantes es, quizás, tan simplificador como quitarle impor-
tancia al valor que éste atribuía a conceptos como los de patria y fe. No hay 
que olvidar que todavía en 1614, más de cuarenta años después de la batalla 
de Lepanto, el arcabucero que se enfrentó a los turcos y perdió el uso de una 
mano decía que ésta había sido “la más alta ocasión que vieron los siglos pasa-
dos, los presentes, ni esperan ver los venideros” y que “quisiera antes haberme 
hallado en aquella facción prodigiosa que sano ahora de mis heridas sin ha-
berme hallado en ella” (Quijote 543). Resulta muy difícil leer estas líneas con el 
menor atisbo de ironía, así como dudar que los planteamientos de Cervantes 
sobre el mundo islámico son múltiples y diversos, y que en ocasiones no 
estarían exentos de ciertos inevitables prejuicios. De lo contrario, se corre 
el riesgo de seguir perpetrando el mito que, según ha explicado Canavaggio, 
ve a Cervantes siempre e inevitablemente como un “receptáculo de todos 
los saberes o en parangón de todas las virtudes” (2003: 420). No obstante, 
como defiende Márquez Villanueva, sería igualmente empobrecedor intentar 
encasillarlo en un marco ideológico al uso, puesto que, por ejemplo, no tuvo 
reparos en contar su obra maestra a través de la voz de Cide Hamete, “autor 
arábigo”, y representante de ese grupo de “nuestros enemigos” (Quijote 88).

El trabajo de Márquez Villanueva supone una valiosa aportación, que 
llena un hueco muy importante en el cervantismo y ofrece una relectura 
abarcadora, inteligente y muy sugestiva de Cervantes y su obra. En pocos 
estudios se ha tratado el tema del influjo del mundo islámico en el autor del 
Quijote con tanta riqueza de matices históricos, biográficos y literarios. Moros, 
moriscos y turcos de Cervantes es una obra sólida de uno de los más grandes 
cervantistas españoles que, fiel a sus ideas, se ha movido durante toda su vida 
entre mundos, lenguas y culturas diferentes. Esta búsqueda intelectual no se 
ha detenido delante de ninguna idea recibida ni de los muros ideológicos del 
mundo académico español que, desde muchos puntos de vista, sigue anclado 
a prejuicios de vieja estampa. En este sentido, su libro propone una revisión 
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del pensamiento cervantino y, a su vez, una invitación a las nuevas generacio-
nes de hispanistas para que rompan el cerco de lo ‘preestablecido’ y para que 
abran nuevos cauces mirando al pasado con renovado ojo crítico. Su estudio 
no es tan sólo un análisis centrado en Cervantes, sino también un elogio 
de la libertad intelectual, y en él se destaca tanto lo que todavía queda por 
hacer como lo que es preciso empezar a deshacer. De estas páginas sobresale 
la figura de un escritor y un pensador complejo, humano y renovador. Sus 
contradicciones, aparentes y reales, son cada día más palpables precisamente 
gracias a trabajos como los de Márquez Villanueva, quien nos invita, hoy más 
que nunca, a sumarnos a la “Poética de la paradoja” (316) de Cervantes. Sería 
una verdadera lástima no aceptar su invitación. 
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